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;UI.[PROYED VARIABLE CUT-OFF VALVE. 
The import,9,nce of a good �ut-off valve for steam en

gines i� fuili �ho wn by the numerous patents recently 
issued for iml':'ovements to effect that object. '1'he one 

we are about to describe was patented on the 23d of 
August last, through the Scieutific American Patent 

Agency, and lays claim to important features, producing 
results attained by no other. 

A is the steam-chambel' 
into which the stearn is ad� 
mitted direct from the boiler 
through the opening, 'V, 
on one side. B is the val .. e 
seat, with the openings, U U, 
direct! y nnder the valves, to 

admit the steam iuto the 
steam chest in which the 

main slide valve works. C C 
are the valves, the stems of 

which, D D, pass upward 

through the stufit.g-boxes, 

E E, and through holes in 

the cap, >Il, which form 
guides for the upper euds. 
II H are drops attache[, to 

the stems by the pivot pins, 
d d, having notches, n 11, in 
tho lower end to reCeIVO I,he 
points of the lifters, F F, 1>y 
which they, with the vah·"s. 
are raised to admit the steam 

into the main steam chest. 
These drops are double, an(1 

hang down on each side of 

the stem, which is square at 
that part. The ends of the 
lifters are also forked, so as 
to reach ronnd on each side 
of the stem, and catch into 
both parts of the drops. The 
crank G, which operates the 

lifters, is moved by an eccen

tric on the main shaft, so 
adjusted as to commeuce 

raising ona valve as soou �.21 
the slide vtllve has c�(Jscd the 
pori of ttc "m;.;inc. On the 
b!l of ear;h stem is a nut 
with a notch in one side to 

receh-c the ('net of the lever, 
L, whic!J, by means of the 
spring, M, throws the valve 
back to its oe"t after it is 
dis3ng"ged f,'{IU1 the lifters. 
'1 he S[lriilg, 1';1, is caused to 
act on the l",ver, L, with 

any desired force by the 
screw bolt, N. The lower 
ends of the drops are pressed 

inwards by t;le springs, Y Y, 
so as always to catch on the 
ends of the lifters. 

and in this way the balls are carried round by the pin 

alone, the side mubing on the joint avoided, and the 
governor made very sensitive and obedient to any slight 
change of motion. 

The operation is as follows :-The crank being at its 
extreme point of motion, as shown in the engraving, 

and tbe point of the lifter having caught into thc notch 

into its place, cutting off the admission of steam. 'VIlCn 

the piston returns, the other valvo rises and performs the 

same duty. It will be seen that the valvc, if not tripped, 
would continuo to rise until the steam port was closed, 
so tbat the range of action of this cut-off is during the 
the whole stroke of the piston until the stt!am is cut off 
by the main valve. 

The tapping of the arm�, 
I, against the tripping but
ton, K, produces a gentle 
jar or vibration through the 
governor which keeps the 
joints free and ready to obey 
the slightest alteration in the 

motion of the engine. This 
vibration can, however, if 
necessary, be controlled or 
entirely destroyed, by a 

small dash-pot attached to 

the stem of the governor. 
The valves being relieved 
from the pressure of the 

steam, the moment they 
leave their seats, require a 
very slight blow to disengage 

the drops from the lifters. 

This valve can just as well 

be attached to the main slide 
valve rod, if desired, by 

making a slight alteration in 
the shape of the lifters; but 

in that case, as in all cases 
where it is thus attached, 
the range of its action will 

be considerab�v less tha� 
half the stroke of the piston, 
depending on the "lap" of 

the main slide valve. 

The governor is so ar
ranged that as the balls, P P, 
rise, the po ints, Q Q, of the 

BUCKINGHAM'S IMPROVED VARIABLE CUT·OFF VALVE. 

The advantages claimed 
for this valve are:-1. Its 
simplicity and economy. 
Every part acts in the most 
direct and advantageous 
manner, so that it can be 
made light and yet strong. 
2. The lifters take hold di� 

reet! y on the valve stem, and 
raise it straight up without 

any side pressnre. 3. The 

lifters do not slide on the 
drops, but raise them with
out fl'ic,tion until they are 

tripped, and that is done 
instantly, so that any slight 

variation in the construction 
of the parts would not sensi
bly atrect the regularity of 
their action. 4. There is 
but ono tripper, which in� 
sures perfect regularity of 
action. 5. The lower end 
of the drop, where the lifter 
acts, wears alike over its cn
tire surface, so that it will 

arms descend, and draw down the yoke, T, and with 
it the rod, R, at the bottom of which is the tripping but

ton, K. It will be noticed that the rod, R, is slotted, 

for the pin, S, to pass through , and one arm of the gov

ernor is slotted for the rod to pass through, while the 

other arm is slotted for both; so that each arm has two 
·bc:arings on the pivot pin, one on each side of the rod, 

of the drop; as soon ns it begins to move to the opposite 

I 
cause the danger 

side, the lifter raises the valve und admits the steam into proper time. 

never wear uneven, and 

of the lifter slipping off before the 

the steam chest. The valve will continue to rise until Further information may be obtained by addressing 

the point, I, of the arm of the drop strikes the tripping C. P. Buckingham & Co., Mount Vernon, Ohio. 
bntton, K, at the bottom of the governor rod. This - ........... -----

throws the lower end, n, of the drop, fl, off from the The explosion of the great meteor in Ohio, on the J st 
point of the lifter, and the valve instantly drops back. inst. was at first generally believed to be an earthquah. 
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NAVAL ARCHITECTURE OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

IRON SHIPS. 

An "Institution of Naval Architects " having been 
formed in London recently, a congress, composed of the 
most eminent shipbuilders and naval architects of Great 
Britain, was held during the early part of last month. 
Its deliberations were presided over by Sir J. Pakingham, 
G.C.B., who deemed it one of the highest honors to 
occupy that position. Quite a number of papers were 
read on different subjects relating to shipbuilding; but 
the most important seemed to be that of Mr. Wm. Fair· 
bairn, C.E., on the construction of iron ships. He stated 
that he had been engaged for a period of 40 years in 
various works connected with iron, and its application 
for shipbuilding purposes. About 30 years ago, in con
junction with the the Messrs. Laird, of Birkenhead, he 
found by Ilflmerous experiments that vessels maGe of iron 
would be capable of more resistance, lighter, and better 
calculated for a large cargo than timber-built vessels. 
Messrs. Laird and himself then commenced building iron 
vessels on a large scale, and from 1835 until 1848 

upwards of 100 first-class ships were produced. When 
first constructed, iron vessels had many defects; great 
improvements had since taken place, but much remained 

'to be done. Of late years this class of vessels had been 
constructed very long, in order to give them fine lines 
and increase their carrying power; but hitherto this 
increase of length had been obtained at au expense of 
the strength of the ship. In many cases the length of 
iron vessels was eight or nine times that of the beam, and 
although he did not say that such had yet obtained their 
maximum length, yet the mode of construction was ca
pable of much improvement. He assured them that 
vessels in a rolling sea, or stranded on a lea-shore, were 
governed by th,e same. laws of transverse strain as hollow 
iron beams, like the Britannia tubular bridge; hence a 
ship could not be lengthened with impunity without 
adding tl? its depth Of the sectional area of the plates in 
the middle. An iron ship of the ordi,nary construction-
300 feet long, 41* feet beam and 26; feet deep-was in
adequately designed to resist strains when treated as a 
simple beam; and a ship was like a simple beam when 
supported at each end by waves, or when rising on the 
crest of a wave, it was supported on the center with the 
stem and stern partially suspended. In thes� positions 
an iron ship underwent, alternately, a strain of com
pression and a strain of tension along the whole section 
of the deck, corresponding with equal strains along the 
keel. SUljlh a vessel could make a number of vogages on 
sea, because it was there �ustained in a measure by the 
waler; but when driven upon a rock, with its bow and 
stern suspended, it would break in two, owing to the 
insufficient mode of constructing the decks. An iron 
ship of the foregoing dimensions, as usually constructed 
and tried by the beam formulre \V = (a d c -+- I), would 
be broken asunder if tried with a weight of 960 tuns sus
pended from bow and stern. But if the deck beams were 
covered with iron plates throughout the whole length on 
each side of the hatchway, so as to render the deck area 
equal to that of the bottom, we should have nearly twice 
the strength. He next considered the displacement of 
such a vessel in tuns, and found the strength far from 
satisfactory. When loaded to a depth of 18 feet, the 
displacement was about 177,000 cubic feet-equivalent 
to 5,000 tuns for the ship and cargo. If we considered 
this weight uniformly distributed, and compared it with 
the strength determined, we have a load uniformly dis
tributed of 5,000 tuns to that of the breaking weight of 
the metal in the vessel, which would leave a deficiency 
of strength equal to 1,160 tuns; so that, if laid high and 
dry on a rock at the center, it would break with four
fifths of the load which it carried. These were extreme 
cases, but ships should be built for them if+ possible. 
There had been improvements introduced .ntly in 
iron vessels, still they were all too weak in the decks. 
These, he argued, should be so strengthened as to be 
equal to the keel, and thus provide a margin of strength 
for every contingency. He recpmmended the addition 
of two longitudinal stringers, running one on each side 
of the keel; the covering of the cross-bearers of the 
upper deck with iron stringer plates ,thickest towards the 
middle; also two cellular rectangular stringers-one on 
each side of the hatchways-all running the whole 
length of the ship. He also argued the importance of 
using the best quality of metal. No plates should be 
employed that were incapable of withstanding a ten.ile 
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strain of 20 tuns per square inch. This paper elicited an 
animated and lengthy discussion. 

Mr. J. Scott Russell pointed out various improvements 
which he had carried out, especially with relation to 
water-tight bulkheads. These were a source of great 
strength to iron vessels, as they were placed inside the 
ship, and even if a collision took place, and the ship was 
cut through, they would save it from sinking. Twelve 
years ago he built a vessel which might be described as 
all bulkheads, and entirely divested of frames. Believing 
that the center of the vessel required to be essentially 
strong, he carried a web of iron completely through it, 
in some cases passing through the bulwarks, and some
times avoiding them. 

Mr. Ritchie (Surveyor of Lloyd's Register) said he 
should like to hear something from Mr. Russell on the 
subject of rivets. 

Mr. Russell said that was a most important matter in 
the construction of iron ships. He had recently inspected 
a vessel returned from a voyage, and found that the 
heads of at least 1,000 rivets were off. How they came 
off was a mystery to him; but he gave a very modest rap 
with a hammer and one of the rivets dropped out. He 
had adopted the system of conical riveting, which he 
found to answer very well, ns when the head was gone 
the riv�t., :wascl'erfectly water-tight. 

Mr. Nal?ier (of G1,RSgOW) observed that he did not 
approve of the tubular system advocated by Mr. Fair
bairn; and it ml1st be remembered that a stationary 
tubular iron bridge had not to contend with the constant 
strain of the sea. Many and conflicting opinions pre
vailed as to the best form of the keel; some were for 
having it flat, others sharp; and perhaps both were right. 
(Laughter). For his own part he did not build a vessel 
to go on the rocks, but if she were taken there he could 
not help it. If they could possibly arrive at the absolute 
breaking power of the sea which an iron vessel would 
bear, it would be a great discovery. He agreed with Mr. 
Scott Rnssell that it wall not in the power of man to 
build a ship which would be able to bear up against the 
breaking power which the Royal Charter encountered as 
the sea went over her broadside. 

Mr. Fairbairn again addressed the meeting, expressing 
his opinion that iron shipbuilding was at present in a 
transition state. They required to have better and 
stronger plates; and if owners would only give a fair 
price for their vessels, many catastrophes WhICh resulted 
from the use of bad iron might be averted. 

In our next we shall present the substance of some Qf 
the other interestillg papers read at the above.named 
congress. 

-----........ -.... _----
AMERICAN MANGANESE. 

MESSRS. EIHTORS:--I wish to say a few words to the 
readers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN on the subject of 
manganese. I am aware that it is a mineral of great 
value to the arts and sciences, but that its use is much 
limited by its high price and the small quantity in our 
market. I understand it has been, and perhaps is even 
now, imported to this country from Germany at high 
figures. My aim is to impart information as well as to 
gain it. I wish to tell our chemists and scientific men 
that Virginia can furnish all the manganese that their 
wants may require; and a pure, excellent article, at 
comparatively low prices. It abounds in different parts 
of the State, and has been developed in large quantities 
on our great leading lines of railroad and canal. It 
can be mined and delivered in any of our Atlantic cities 
much lower than its present market value, and still leave 
handsome profits to the miner. Some of our manganese 
has been shipped to Germany-principally the black 
oxyd, containing from 60 to 80 per cent of manganese. 
We have both gray and black, but the latter is the most 
abundant. If any of your readers would like more in
formation on the subject, I shall be ready at any time to 
iinpart it, as far as the mineral is concerned-its charac
ter, locality, extent, formation, &c., &e. But I wish to 
know from yourself, or from some of your readers, into 
how many uses this mineral (in i-ts various fOl'ms) now 
enters, how much of it is used altogether, whence it is 
obtained in this country, and at what prices. Many of 
your readers are interested in this matter, and would be 
glad to hear what you have to say on the subject, par
ticularly those of your subscribers who live in Virginia, 
many of whom possess this minerlll without knowing its 
full value. 

• 
I wish, also, to call attention to the general mineral 

productions of this State, which have been long neglected 
both at home and abroad. Very few know anythiug of 
the vast extent of our coal-fields, or our immense and 
varied deposits of iron ores, which are not excelled by 
any other State or any other country of like extent in 
the world, and which, when properly developed, must 
become a magnificent source of wealth to the "Old Do
minion," independent of our ores of copper, lead, man
ganese, &c., which also promise an abundant yield. The 
first great effort towards the development of our iron 
ores, for practical purposes, has just been inaugurated in 
the establishment of a magnificent furnace near this city, 
which furnace-for simplicia)" elegance and substantIal
ity of structure, and general arrangement of improve
ments-will compare favorably with any work of the 
kind in this or any other country. 

S. HERRIES DEBow. 

Richmond, Va., May 15, 1860. 
[We have made inquiries, but have not been able to 

ascertain the amount of manganese imported annually; 
but we know it must be small, because it is only used in 
the manufacture of chlorine gas for bleaching purposes, 
and this is not carried on to a very great extent. It is 
also very moderately used Man oxydizer to render paints 
quick-drying. We I\re aware that Virginia possesses vast 
natural resourses of the most valuable minerals-gold, 
copper, iron, lime and coal.· All that she needs in order 
to become, perhaps, the very greatest manufacturing and 
wealthiest State in the Union, is a great increase of skill
ful and industrious operatives and mannfacturers.-EDs. 

- . -
INVENTIONS FOR WOM.EN - SENSIBLE SUG

GESTIONS. 
l\h:sSRS. EDITORS:-I was much gratified by reading 

the two letters of your fair California correspondent
Mrs. M. L. Varney-(published oJ.l page 410 of the first 
volume of the new series of the SCIENTIFIC AlIIERICAN, 

and page 279 of the present one), expressing her views 
on the subject of lightening the household labors of wo
men. I can endorse all she said about the cook;"y stove; 
but I would remark, in addition, that, in a coal-burning 
district and in the winter season, a good method where
by the clinkers and non-combustible refuse could be> 
easily removed from the bottom of the stove, without 
disturbing the fire at the top (and thus gain the ability 
to keep up a good fire for months, if required), would 
add still more to the value of that" woman's friend." 
I prepared a rough sketch of a plan to secure this result, 
and offered it, gratis, to an eminent stove-manufacturing 
firm, considering myself well paid if I should be the 
means of lessening even only one poor, overburdened 
woman's ceaseless labors. They spoke favorably or my 
idea, liked my method, and concluded by politely de
clining to have anything to say to it; thus speaking 
volumes for the value of my invention! 

A washing machine is still a desideratum-I mean a 
small one, adapted to an ordinary family. There arc 
large ones, driven by powel', that operate satisfactorily; 
but I have never seen a really good small one among the 
multitudes daily offered for sale. A radical fault with 
most of them is, that the washerwoman's arms still fur
nish the driving power, so that the muscular labor is lit
tle (if anything) reduced, and is often much increased 
by friction. They onght to be so arranged that other 
power may be available-be it horse, water, ,steam or 
(what is more readily obtained) the husband's arms; he, 
surely, could afford to spell for his "better-half, " occa
sionally, at such a laborious, unhealthy business. Then 
the water always ought to be kept boiling in the clothes 
receptacle, as the hands should never go in there; here 
Mrs. Varney's idea of a "wringer" would come into 
play with good effect. It seems to me that the caloric 
engine promises much for housewives; it might do well 
for working the aforesaid washing machine, grinding 
coffee, chopping meat, and a hundred other jobs that 
would hardly call for a steam engine. Could not the 
heat of the caloric engine be also made available for all 
the purr()�es of cooking, warming water, &c.? There 
is a fine opening in this direction for inventors. I, my
self, have also "thought out" a washing machine, but, 
from the "brilliant success" of my cooking stove, I 
fancy the washer will remain in the worbhop it was 
made in-the brain. 

What is the use of invoking the inventJve genius of 
the age to devise a. good working-dress for females, wl1en 
theT will nQt wear a m.ost excellent one thllt is alreadT 
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not only invented, but, still better, well-tested by ample 

experience. I mean, of course, the ., reform dress," or 
" Bloomer," as it is generally mis-named. Perfection is 
not· claimed for it, although, compared with the body
crnshing costume now in fashion, it almost does seem 
like perfection. It ii not neCElb8ary for inventors and 
artists to exercise their powers on a new dress for work
ing females; but it is necessary for the millions of work

ing females to ta.ke ceurage enough to adopt a dress that 
is already waiting for them, and for the millions of short
&igh ted men to sustain them in this course. So bellotted 
is the prevailing taste for "Paris fashions" that, if the 
wisdom of a Newton and the ideality of a Raphael were 
strained to the utmost tD devise a good and beau tiful ap· 
parel for women, it would be rejected for the last whim 
of the Empress Eugenie ! Thili matter is particularly 
appropriate for the columns'of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 
which is pre-eminently the indnstrial paper of the coun
try; and what more nearly .concerns the industry of 
about one-half its inhabitants than the question of a 
good working-dress tor women? E. M. RICHARDS. 

Moore's Ordinary, Va., May 14, 1860. 
.,e·. 

IMPROVING FARMS WITHOUT MANURE. 

We request . the attention of our farmers and all 
.others interested in agriculture to the foUowing letter:-

MESSRS. EDlTDRS:-Although our opinious are so 
widely different on the principle which governs the vege
table ki\lgdom, yet there i; one point on which we per
fectly agree, namely, the subject is one of great impor
tance to our people. But when you say that every 
bushel of wheat or other crop taken. from the soil is re
quired to be returned again, in constituents, in some 
form or other, under penalty of barrenness, our opinions 
again widely differ. You say that this fact is now uni
versally rec.Dg!lized. Th}s is pro.!li· tome that your 
knowledge of the 'flews. of those who cultivate the soil 
is very limited indeed. A very large majority of the 
farmers with whom I converse, express reverse opinions. 
They assert that if the constituents which are taken off 
the soil had to be returned, they would glve up farming 
in despair. because it would be impossible for them. to 
do so. I read your article on agricultural science to my 
next neiifhbor� Alld aske!l Jlim hQwmuchllEiretunlea to 

· the soil annUltlly. He relllied, that for thirty years he 

general results are stated in his work on "Mechanics," 
recently translated by Jos�ph Bennett, and published by 
D. Appleton & Co., of this city. . As some of our readers 
may not.have met with an account of these most valu
able experiments, we present a very brill! abstract of the 
most interesting resnlts. 

The three principal laws which Morin establilthed in 
regard to the friction of plane surfaces rubbing on each 
other are these:-lst, The friction is proportional to the 
pressure; 2d, It is independent of the area of the sur
faces of contact; 3d, It is independent of the velocity 
of motion. 

A weight was placed upon a plane and drawn along by 
a cord passing over a pulley with a weight suspended at 
its encl.. The power required to bend the cord, the fric
tion of the pulley, and all other modifying elements were 
measured and taken out of the problem; so that the 
figures show the number of pounds required to Ol'ercome 
simply the ti;ii!tion of one surface rubbing on another 
under diffeFent degrees of pressure, with . different 
materials, and with several lubricating circumstances. 
For example, cast iron resting upon cast iron, without 
nny lubricator, and pressed down with a weight of 
496.1 Ibs.; it required 64! Ibs. hanging perpendicu. 
larly to overcOlIlC the friction in drawing the upper piece 
of iron along; 'and t.he ration of 64! to 496.1 is 13-100, 
or expressed 'deciliJlally, it is in proportion of 0.18 to 1. 
In other words,. it requires...l3-100 of a pound suspended 
vertically to overcome the friction of one pound of dry 
cast iron resting upon a plane cast iron bed. 

Area. (tr@nr. 
in contact 
in 'q. feet. 

0.��74 

0.3874 

Cast Iron upon Cast Iron. 

Lubr\<aoor. Nothing " 

Pressure. 
Ibs. 

496.1 
1091.1 
441 2.7 

1104.3 
2202.7 

.Friction. 
lb •. 
64.6 

211.i 
&81.7 

312.8 
7 31.3 

Ratio of 
friction to 
preSSUTf'. 

0.130 
0.1�3 
0.104 

Mean 0.154 

0.282 
0.332 

Mean 0.311 

0.3874 Lard 1103.4 72.9 0.070 

Strong.Leather-ta;ned and placed flatwise upon Cast Iron. 
0.4156 �othin8' 471.0 2 7 2.7 6.579 

" Oil 1114.1 14Q.9 . .0.126 

!J.FtJg�el:!;::::!:r'!Id;::WZe��foU:i::tt!. Ili,ewood 
0.1 41 Nothing 248.3 153.6 0.616 

had taken a large amount of hay, straw, graiu aud Oale upon Oak-thefibe,'s if the wood being parallel to the 
· roots, and sold them in the market, for which not a par. direction qf motion. 

ticIe had. been returned to the soil, and yet his farm had 2.798 Nothing 2291.5
' 1080.6 .0.471 . f 1.062 " 102.1 50.8 0.498 greatly improved during that time. Nme out 0 ten of 0.33 604.0 293.5 0.484 

the farmers with whom I hll,ve conversed and to whom I 'Elm upon Oak-the .fiber .• of the wood being parallel to the 
have put this same question, have testified in the same direction fit' motion. 

manner. G. B. 1.�8 Not,�lng 
1��:� 

Bethelhem, N. Y., April 28th, 1850. 
11 7.2 6,45 
821.7 0.42 

The constituents of the soil for raising crops mean 
those manures· called "fertilizers." If our correspond-
ent and his neighbors ·have cultivated their farms for a 
number of years without manuring them, and have 
tll-ken sev�ral crops from them during those periods, and 
at the same time have greatly improved their land, then 
they have discovered the" philosopher's stone," and we 

· recommend their appointment as professors in all our 
agricultural colleges and schools. We assert without 
fear of successful contradiction, that every crop taken 
from the soil requires to be restored again in constitu
ents in some form, under the penalty of future barrenness. 
We know that on the rich river-bottoms of the West the 
soil is very deep, and it w.ill take many years to exhaust 
it, but thousands of farms have become barren in this 
new country on acconnt of not restoring the constituents 
of crops regularly to the soil. We know something 
about farm�ng practically, but have not learned in the' 
same school as our correspondent and his neighbors. 
If he is right, what a lot of fools must those farmers be 
who spend money for guano, superphosphate. poudrettes 
and other fertilizers. If one man can improve his farm 
and take crops from it regularly for thirty years without 
manuring, so can all fariners�if they know how. We 
trust our correspondent will communicate the method by 
which this is done, as it is of great consequence to the 

From the above table it will be seen that, when cast 
iron is rubbing upon cast iron with the bearings dry, the 
friction is doubled by wetting the bearings with wa�r, 
while it is reduced more than half by lubricating with 
lard. The friction of brass rubbing upon oak is abont 
nine times that of lubricated cast iron upon cast iron, 
being considerably more than the friction of oak upon 
oak. 

The following table exhibits. the ratio of the friction to 

the pressure for various substances rubbing togethpr with 
the same lubricating material. In these experiments, the 
substances, after having been smeared with an unguent, 
were wiped, so that no interposing layer of the unguent 
prevented their intimate contact. In all cases in which 
woods were tried, the fibers were parallel to the direction 
of motion:-
COPP"r upon oak ... . ....... 0.100 
Bras. upon east iron ... ..... 0.107 
Ca.t Iron upon oak ......... 0.107 
Oak upon oak .. . ........... 0.108 
Yellow copper upon east 

iron ........ , ............. 0.115 
Elm upon oak ..... ......... 0.119 
Brass upon brass . • . • • • • • • • •  0.134 
Elm uP<'n C8S� iron • . . • • . • • •  0.135 
Wronght Iron upon elm .... 0.138 

Elm upon elm .............. 0.140 
Cast iron upon wrought. .... 0.1 43 
Cast iron upon CRst iron . • • •  0.14 4 
Wrought iron upon bras .... 0.160 
Wrought iron upon wrought 0.177 
J .... eather upon brass,_ wetted. 0.244 
Leather upon cast iron, wet-

ted ........................ 0.229 
Beech upon oak ............. 0.330 

PRODUCTION OF:.A COPPER GREEN WITHOUT 
ARSENIC. BY PRDF.ESSDR H. DUSSANCE. 

The green of Scheele and Schwanfurtz (arsenite and 
arseniate of copper) are much used in the manuftJ,Cture 
of paper-hangings, buildings, paintings and many other 
arts. Their preparation is a dangerous one; and', late· 
ly, a great many poisoning cases have occurred from 
their use in covering the walls of apartments. I think 
it will be a great benefit to make known some colors hav
ing the same optical qualities as the foregoing, without 
. their chemical dangers. I have found a method of 
making a green equal to the one of arsenic, and not so 
dangerons; and I believe it will be used. There are 
several ways of preparing it. I will describe the two 
that are quickest and cheapest:-

First, Take 19 Ibs. IOf quick lime, slack and mix it 
with water to make a milk of lime; alld to to it a solu
tion made with 100 Ibs. chloride. of copper; then boil 
the mixture for some time, and filter through canvas. 
The portion which remains in the filter (the precipitate) 
is the coloring matter. Wash it with hot water, and dry 
it at about 90° Fah. The filtrate is a mixture of chlor
ide of copper mixed with a chloride of calcium. To 
prepare the chloride of copper, dissolve, separately, in 
hot water 62 Ibs. fnsed chloride of calcium and 100 Ibs . 
sulphate of copper; mix the two solutions, and shake 
well. It forms chloride of copper, soluble, and sulphate 
of lime, insoluhle. Filter this through a canvas; the 
sulphate of lime remains on the filter, and the chloride 
of copper passes on the filtrate. The precipipate is washed 
with hot water. The above qaantities gives 75 Ibs. an
hydrous chloride of copper . 

Seconci, The same color could be obtained in boiling 
for about one hour 471bs. of whiting (carbonate of lime) 
with 100 Ibs. sulphate of copper, filtering and washing 
the precipitate (which is the color) with boiling water, 
and drying it at about 90° Fah. In substituting the 
carbonate of magnesia for carbonate of lime, the same 
product is obtained. 

Colors prepared by these processes are solid, durable, 
and acquire brightness with artificial light, while they do 
not present the dangerous properties of the arsenical p�e. 
parations. . . 

lmiUtdescribe another indUStri8J. applieatioli of these 
important re-actions, which could- be applied with ad
vantage. If we heat the carbonate of magnesia with sul
phate .of copper, as above, we obtain· three products : 
first, the green chlori4e; second, carbonic. acid gas, 
which: could be nsed in the preparation of aerated waters; 
third, sulphate of magnesia, so importantrinmedicine. 
If the manufacturer has only for his object the prepara
tion of carbonic acid and snlphate of magnesia, he may 
substitute sulphate of alumina for sulphate of copper. 

These chemical re-aetions are important enough to 
call the attention of manufacturers; and it will be a 
great benefit for many trades to substitute these prepara
tions for the dangerons colors prepared with' arsenic. 

. ,., . 
LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER. 

The Lake Superior M,ne,' states that a discrepancy 
lately found its way into our columns, regarding the 
amount of copper obtained from the mines of that re
gion during the past year. " Instead of being 696 tnns, 
as stated, it was about. 6,096 tuns, as follows:-

Ontonagon district ..................... 2,610 tuns. 
Portage lake " ..................... 1,573 " 
Eagle" river " ...... ......... •..... 1,301 " 
Eagle harbor " ......... ............ 607 ,. 
Copper harbor" .......... ........... .s "  

These sums, adding the fractions omitted in the above, 
give the total shipments last year, 6-,095 tuns 1,621 Ibs. 
Perhaps the error in the quotation we make may have 

occurred by setting down the total product of our mines 
last year, 6,()96 tuns, and the typo left out the cipher, 
whieh the proof-reader failed to correct." 

Ir.o"r cetemporary had constantly conned the care

fully-revised colnmns of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, he 

would have seen that we published the sn bstance or the 
above "correction" on page 187 of the present volume 
-ten weeks ago!' 

whole world.-EDs. 
----------. .-... �.�.--------� 

MORIN ON "FRICTION." 

The very important subject of friction has been more 
thoroughly investigated probably by Arthur Moti!l than 
it ever was by anyone else. His experiment� were made 

'at Metz in 1831, '82,'38 and '34, and were published in 
ReCueil d6� $aOO/18 E'trange:s, tomes IV. and V. The 

Morin says tha.t the three I IY.' of friction above stated 
were proved by all the expel i Illents in the whole 179 
series which he tried, without one exception. In making 
up the first table we have . selected instances of as widely 
varying pressure as possible, in order to show onr readers 
just how much range there is in the ratio of the fric

tion to the pressure. 
We shall publish next week the most important results 

obtained by Morin in his experiments on the friction of 
journals, with his general concll1sions and practical hints. 
These will be found very valuable to such of our readers 
as have not chanced to meet with them. 

We learn from the Mjner that the copper-mining bnsi
ness is active and apparently prosperous. It says :-" We 
are not at present working, probl¥:ily, on any 400-tun 
mass, as we were two yel,lrs since, but t�epl is more mass 
copper showing in several of our be"t mines than at any 
previous period in the history of the country. Three 
mines in ��klimd township, twelve miles (rom. this vil
lage,. are yielding in the aggregate about 270 tUDS 01 copper .�r month." 

© 1860 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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IMPROVED GRIST MILL. to which the upper stone is attached, to open out and 

The accompanying engravings illustrate one of the turn completely over (the hopper and its frame having 
latest improvements in grinding mills. Although they been removed), which brings the grinding surface of the 
have of late years engaged a large share of the attentiou upper stone uppermost and leaves that of the bed-stone 
of inven tors ltnd it would seem as if there was but little exposed. The latter is dressed in the usual manner ; but 
room

'
fo,: im'provemeut, yet this one has some features the runner (should the face ever get untrue, which will 

that lire really novel and important, especially the 
method of att{tching the spindle to the runner stone, 
which differs in principle from any hitherto known. 

The grinding is done by French burr-stones cemented 
into broad, shallow cast iron cups, s and t, leaving two 

or three inches of the naked stone projecting above the 
cup to allow for dressing down and wear. The lower 
or bed stone, g, with its cup, is supported on a steel 
point or cockhead, let into a recess under its eentel' and 

I is perfectly balanced, thus naturally hanging level, though 
permitted to rock freely on the central point. It is pre
vented from rotating by pins, w, on the sides, which 
project into vertical slots, k, in the fmme, and thus allow 
entire freedom to the rocking motion, which permits it 
to assume any position necessary to adapt its snrface to 
that of the runner stone. 

To prevent it, however, from assuming a vibratory 
motion while the mill is ,Ill operation, a series of elastic 
bars, i i, are made to press on the sides of the cup by 
means of set screws, producing any reqnired degree of 
friction, and thereby holding the stone perfectly steady. 
By this arrangement the stone trams itself, as soou as it 
is brcught up against the runner, with unerring certainty, 
and is held steady by the spring hars. 

The cockhead IV hich supports the bed-stone passes 
down through a sleeve, 5, and st ands with its lower end seldom happen) must be dressed by being turned ronnd 
on a bridge-tree, q. One end of this bridge-tree rests on on the spindle under a stationary paint stick, which will 

a pivot and the other end is supported by the rod, p, 
passing through a projection in the upper frame, and 
having a screw and hand wheel, " at the top. By this 
means the bed-stone is  raised or lowered to regulate the 
finencss of the grinding. 

The npper stone, which is the runner, is strongly 
cemented into a cup, s, which is attached to the spindle 
by a contrivance hereafter described. This spindle is 
hollow and runs in an iron frame, e c, cast in oue piece, 
which stands upon and is bolted to the upper part, b, of 
the husk. The lower box of the frame projects down
wards into a groove around the lower end of the spindle, 
which forms a pivot for holding oil , and the 10IVer end, 
D D, of the hub of the pulley rests on the upper side of 

I the same box. On the upper end of the hub are projec 
tions, z z,  which, when rotating, strike tlk block, x, and i 
through the levers, v v, act on the shoe, !/, to give it the 
proper vibratory 1ll0tion for feeding the grain into the 
mill . 

There is a projeeting ring, R, on the edge of the lower 
('up, t, which supports the curb, u, which covers the 
runner stone and cup, leaving only the central portion 
exposed to sight. 

A stationary tube, h, passes down through the hollow 

indicate the high points and bring the face perfectly true 
with the spindle. 

The contrivance by which the spindle is attached to 
the runner stone is shown more clearly in Figs. 3 and 4. 

Fig. 4 is a section of that part of the spindle and cup 
where the attachment is made. Fig. 3 is a horizontal 
projection of the same, showing Jts appearance when 
viewed from above. At the bottom of the spindle, e e, 
is a plate, m In, cast in one piece 'with it. On the upper 
side of this plate is a I'ing, d d, at a sufficient distance 
fro1I1 the Bpindle to receive the bottom of the lower box 
into the , groove thus formed, whiclt,beco1lles & cnp for 
holding oil. On the outside of this ring is a groove to 
receive the points of the springs, 0, The plate extends 

spindle, which prevents the grain from touching the re- beyond the ring, d d, some distanc.e, and the edge is 
volving surface until it reaches the point of entrance accurately turned to fit the inside of the ring, n, which is 
between the stones. In order to get at the stones for cast in one piece with the cup, S. Around the edge of 
the purpose of dressing, the husk, B, is furnished with the plate are notches, c, which are of proper size to pes
hinges, which permit the upper part, with the iron frame mit the projections, a, on the inside lb ! i ii'�' n, to ' pasa 

through them. These projections are near the top of the 
ring, so that there is room for the thickness of the spindle 
plate under them and about a quarter of an inch to spare. 
'Vhen, therefore, the notches, c, are made to register 
with the projections, a, the plate will drop into the ring, 
n, and on being turned so as to bring the projections 
between the notches represented in the engraving, it 
cannot be withdrawn. To retain the two in this relative 
position, a key, k, is passed through the ring, n, into one 
of the notches in the plate and is held there by the screw 
bolt, s. This locks them both together, so that one 
cannot rotate without the other. The stone and cup thus 
hang on the spindle plate by meanff of the-projections or 
hooks, a, and are carried round with a true and even 
motion so long as the weight will keep the hooks down 
so as to rest on the edge of ,the plate. '1'0 providlil for 
cases in which the weight is not snfficient for this purpose 
a number of springs, 0, are placed around the spindle 
with their points entering the groove on the outside of 
the ring, d, and the outer ends resting on the top of the 
ring, n. These ends are drawn down by the screw bolts, 
r, and the points thrown upward with any degree of force 
necessary to prevent the hooks, a, from rising off the 
plate, In, by pressure occasioned by grinding. But if 
foreign substances that cannot be ground should pass 
through the mill, the stone can rise by the yielding of 
the �prings and permit it to pass out, and then quietIy 
return to its natural position without any vibratory 
motion afterwards, and without straiuing or injuring its 
connection with the spindle. 

It will be easily seen that this principle of attach1llent 
of the spindle to the runner, as well as the method of 
holding the runner steady, is quite as applicable to an 
under as to an upper runner mill. 

The patent for the above improvement was issued" 
through the Scientihc American Patent Agency, Dec. 6, 

1859, and any further information in relation to it may 
be obtained by addressing C. P. Buckingham & Co. , 
Mount Vernon, Ohio. 

-----............ .. -----
A NEW GROUPING OF THE STARS 

SUGGESTED. 
MESSRS. EDlTORS :-As I believe the SCIENTIFIC 

.AMERICAN is doing more permanent good than any 
other paper in the land, 1 shoUld

, 
be glad to see tho fol

lowing points silggested in it by you. Suppose the 
celestial map was divided by meridians running along 
the first points of Aries, Taurus, Gemini, &c. , and all 
the stars south of Aries were embodied into one constel
lation aud called South Aries, and all the stars north of 
Aries were embodied into one constellation and called 
North Aries, and the same of all the oth�r constellations 
of the zodiac ; tllis method would condense the constel. 
lations from upwards of one hundred to thirty-six in 
number, would reduce them all to plain mathematical 
forms, lessen their perplexity, simplify their names and 
render this portion of astronomy perfectly intelligible to 
children. J. W. P. 

Newborn, Ga., May ] 4, 1860. 
[The objection to this plan IS that the first point of 

Aries' is constantly moving among the stars, owing to 
the precession of the equinoxes. It is now about 30° 
west of the constellation, Aries, with which it was asso
ciated when the signs of the zodiac were named-BOO 
years before the Christian era. The plan suggested of 
forming the constellations seems to us an admirable one ; 
but would it not be better to give them names other than 
the names of the zodiacal signs ? Signs and constella
tions having the same names, and still not corresponding 

with each other, are a manifest source of confusion. 
__________ .� ...... 4. __ --------

A HOT-BED STOVE WANTED. 

MESSRS. EDITORs :-In these days of gardening' and 
fruit-srowing we need, 01' think we do, a smail arrange, 
ment for propagating cuttings of plants of various sorts 
by means of bottom heat-something movable and heated 
with a lamp, the plan of which some ingenions mall 
could easily conceive ; and if the thing be not expensive. 
I think it would find a l'eady' market in very many 
houses through the country. The " Waltonian Propa.. 
g'jlting Case " described in the Hortic'11lturist of 1858, 

(page 403) is something like the thing. The SCIENTIFIC 

AMERICAN , seems the right source to inquire from, 
whether there is any such thing within reach of country 
men, or whether some of your readers will not supply 
one in reasonable time. W. B. W; 

Johnsvillel N; Y. , May 12, 1860. ] 
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AB.'r!FICIAL TEETH - THEIR HISTORY AND 

MANUFACTURE. 

riTe were privileged, a week or two ' ago, to pass 
through the extensive manufacturing establishment of 
Messrs. Jones & White, Philadelphia (manufacturers of 
poruelain teeth), and were obligingly furnished with some 
items of interest in reference to the history of the art 
and the progress of the manufacture, which we think 
will be of interest to our readers . 

It is but a few years since human teeth were used in 
artificial denture, as well as ivory, bone, the teeth of do
mestic animals, &c. ; but the greater durability and 
�leanliness of porcelain teeth have caused all other sub
stances to be discarded ; it being a fact admitting of no 
contradiction, that no animal growth can long resist the 
rapid decomposition which all organic substances, devoid 
of vitality, are liable to, under the combined action of 
heat and moisture and the secretions of the mouth. To 
obtain artificial teeth exempt from these objections, it 
became necessary to seek them from inorganic materials. 

Tlie French dentists were the first to introduce mineral 
teeth ; but their progress toward perfection was very 
tardy. The teeth, being composed almost entirely of 
clay, were very opaque, too highly colored, and destitute 
of any natural form. We were shown a treatise on den
tistry, published in Boston in 18 14, in which occurs the 
following remark :-" Artificial teeth, of a French in
vention, have been preferred in Europe, from their being 
made of mineral substances, and because they do not 
decny or affect the breath. They are, however, more 
brittle, less n atural and more expensive than the kind 
in common use, v iz . , those made from the tusk of the 
hippopotamus." In 1818, or thereabouts, some experi
ments were made in the manufacture of porcelain teeth 
,in Philadelphia ; for the honor of being tirst in the busi
ness there are not �ss than a dozen

' 
claimants. For 

some years, however, the success attending these efforts 
was not very flattering, for, as late as 1 822, in a treatise 
on dentistry (published in Boston), the following opinion 
is  expressed :-" Artificial teeth have been formed of va
rious substances ; but those which are most perfect are 
made of the teeth and tusks of the hippopotamus or sea
horse. The mineral or china teeth arc very imperfect ; 
they have an opaque, earthy. appearance, are brittle, and 
the sensation they produce when brought in contact with 
the natural teeth, in mastication, is very disagreeable." 
It was not until after 1830 that any considerable pro
gress was made ; all the teeth made previous to that 
time being very unsightly in color and shape, and totally 
unlike natural teeth. From that time to the present, the 
march of improvement has been steady. One after an
other, the difficulties in the way of imitation of the nat
ural .organs, on account of their semi-transparency, their 
peculiar color and their variety of tints, have been stu'
mounted by perseverance and labor, until it would seem 
that, in point of strength, beauty of finish and perfect 
resemblance to nature in form, color and surface, as well 
fiS in the almost endless varieties of shape and style, and 
the ease with which they can be adapted to the great va
riety of cases which present themselves, and in the abil
ity to resist the hammer in riveting and the blow-pipe in 
soldering, there is little to be desired. 

Having thus glanced at the history and progress of the 
art, we come now to some details of the materials used 
in . the m anufacture and the processes. 

The chief materials are :-l. Feldspar.-This mineral 
forms an essential part of most primitive l'Ocks ; it is 
found of various shades of white, blue, brown, l'ed and 
green, and is composed principally of silica, alumina 
and potash_ 'I'hat which is white, or nearly so, is the 
only kind snitable for the manufacture of teeth. 2. 
Silex 01' Flint. -This substnnce abounds in almost every 
part pf the globe ; it exists, more or less pure, in the 
form of white sand ; the kind best adapted to such pur
poses being that ,vhich is familiarly known as rock quartz 
or rock eryst"!. 3. Kaolin.-This is d isintegrated and 
decomposed feldspar, and consists of nearly equal propor

tions of alum ina and silica ; it is of a slightly yellowish 
rolor, unctuous to the touch, and infusible, except with 
the additipn of a flux. 

Beside the foregoing, there are fluxes which, though 
d iffering from each other in the results produced, may 
all be described as qlasses ; they are used to determine 
the pOint of fusion desired of the different parts of the 
tooth, 

'fre materials used in coloring are lIS follows :-'1. 1'1-
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tanium. -This is a very hard, copper-colored and infusi
ble metal, found in various localities throughout the 
United States. The crystals are of II reddish-brown 
color and shining metallic luster. It gives, when ground 
finely, a beautiful yellow color. 2. Platina Sponge 
This is formed by dissolving platina in nitro-muriatic 
acid and precipitating. It gives a gray-blue color. 3.  

Oxyd of Cobalt .-This gives a bright blue color. 4 .  

Oxyd of Gold.-This is used t o  give the red color, i n  
imitation of thc gums. These are the principal colors 
u�ed. Singly, and in different combinations with each 
other, and with the minor colors, they produce a great 
TRriety of shades. About 130 distinct standard shades 
are made . 

Now, as to the process of manufacture:-The feldspar 
is first submitted, in the crude state, to a red heat, and 
suddenly thrown mio cold watcr. This is called " cal
cining, " and it� effect is to render it more easily broken. 
All impurities having been carefully removed, it is 
broken between flint stones, and so rendered fine enough 
to be put into the mill, which is formed of burr-mill
stone, with chasers of the same material. It is ground 
in water, floated off, and allowed to settle. The water 
is then evaporated, the spar dried and sifted, and is then 
l'eady for use. The silex is treated In the same manner. 
The kaolin is._prepJlred by washing until perfectly free 
from impurities, and, when gry, is ready for use. 

The coloring materials are also ground until reduced 
to an impalpable powder. These materials are then 
mixe9 in proper proportions, and made into a mass rc
sembling· putty. This is what is termed " body, " and 
is now ready for the molding room. In this room are 
employed about 30 men. The molds in which the teeth 
are formed are made of brass, and are in two pieces

one-half of the tooth being represented on either side. 
The precise shapes desired are carved out with great 
care and labor, the holes to l'eceive the platina pins 
drilled in each tooth, the two halves fitted accurately to
gethm', and the mold is ready for use. The mold must 
be made about a fifth larger than the size desired, to al
low for shrinkage. These molds form a very important 
item in the stock of It manufacturer, numbering in the 
cstablishment before-mentioned over 7{)0, making nearly 
9, 000 different shapes and styles, costing as h igh for 

some varieties as $50 per mold. There are from G to 
24 shapes in each mold. Tho first operation in the 
molding room, after greasing the molds, is to place the 
platina pins (of which there are 10 sizes, differing in 
length and thickness to suit the different sizes of the 
teeth) in the molds ; this is done very dexterously by 
means of small tweezers. The consumption of platina 
in this manner, in the establishment referred to, amounts 

to 900 ounces per month , which, at $6.50 per ounce, 
gives an outlay, for this article alone, of more than 

$ 70, 000 per annum. In the cutting of these little pins, 
as in almost every other department of the business, 
great improvements have been made. In their earlier 
experience, 500 per hour were as many as could be 
made by an experienced workman . There can now 
cut to a given size and hoad 600 per minute ! The end 
that i s  embedded in the tooth has a head somewhat like 
1he head of a pin, to prevent it drawing out. 

To return to the operation of molding. The pins being 
properly adj usted in the molds, the " point enamel, " as 
it is called (a composition lighter in color than the body 
of the tooth), is placed in the molds by means of a small 
steel spatula ; the body is placed in them in pieces cor
responding to the size of the teeth ; the top of the mold 
is then put on and the mold placed under a press, which 
compacts the mass. They are then dried by a slow heat. 
When perfectly dry, the top is removed, and the teeth 
will"now drop out. In this state they are very tender, 
and require very careful handling. They are now placed 
on clay slides, and al'e ready for " biscuiting." This is 
done by subjecting them to a bright red heat, when they 
can be handled and cut or filed like chalk. They are 
now sent to the trimmers' room. In this room more 
than 20 girls are employed in removing and filling-up 
imperfections, cutting away the " spare edge" (as it is 
called) left in molding, and preparing the teeth for the 
next operation, which is  enameling. The main ingre
dient of the �namel is spar, so tempered as to flow at a 
less heat than is necessary to vitrify the body ; so that, 
when burned, the body will not have lost its strength by 
too mnch vitrifaction, and yet the enamel have the pro
pel' gloss. The enamels ara put up in jars, colored as 
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desired-blue, yellow, brown, &c. ; they are mixed with 
water abont the consistence of cream, and laid on with 
a br'ush. After drying, the te.eth are examined to re
move any enamel which may have run over the edges, 
smoothed with the finger, and are then ready for the 
gum room. The gum enamel is substantially the same 
as the other enamels, colored to imitate the natural gum, 
and is put on with a brush in the same manner. From 
this room, the teeth arc passed into the gum-trimmers' 
room, where the edges are dressed with a file, and the 
arch of the gum made rounding and true with a small, 
pointed instrument. They are then placed on clay 
slides, and are ready for the furnaces. These N'e struc
tures of fire-bri�k, of which there are 13, holding over 
a half tun of coal each, with a clay muffler in the cen
ter. Beneath and around this the coal is placed, the 
dool'-way walled up, and the fire started. They burn 
three or four such furnaces daily, The early part of the 
fire is used for biscuiting the teeth, and after the coal is 
thoroughly ignited and the heat becomes sufficiently in
tense, the burning is commenced. One slide, holding 
about 150 teeth, is put into the muffler at a. time, and 
occupies (depending upon the state of the fire) from 10 
to 30 minutes in burning. The practiced eye of the 
burner must detect, from the appeamnce of the teeth, 
when they are properly burned, If taken out before 
they are done, the enamel will craze or crack in cooling ; 
if a little too much done, the surface will be too glossy, 
and I,he body will not be strong. When cool, the teeth 
are removed from the slides, and, if perfect, placed upon 
wax cards in sets, and are ready for sale. 

There are now engaged in Messrs. Jones & White's 
establishment over 100 persons, nearly one-half of whom 
are females. They can turn-out, in finished teeth, with 
their present force, over 200, 000 plain teeth per month 
-of course, not so many gum teeth, as there is much 
additional labor on these. The amount of wages paid 
weekly is over $900. Independent of the trade in this 
country, they are Rupplying orders for all parts of the 
world where the advancement of civilization hail.:rendered 

the dentist a necessity. 
-�, -.�'....;,';,.' ;",\.:�"�.,,,-,!� ••. ,,,,,,,,--,-,"-----

M;AN SCIEN'l'�'�QALL'¥ DE51CRIBED; 
. In a 'recent lectme, dellverea before the Royal Society, 

in London, by Professor Owen, D. C.L. ,  F.R. S.,  as re
ported in the Engineer, he described man as a specimen 
of organic nature; as follows :-The fomth . and highest 
type of mammalian brain rises at once, andwithout'transi. 
tional rudiments of the hippocampus minor, hinder horn 
of lateral ventricle, or con comitant lobe of eerebl'Um 
protruding backward beyond the cerebellum, to that inar
velous structure which is peculiar to our own species. 
The sole representative of the archencephala ,  is the 
genus homo. His structural modifications, ' more esp
cially of the lower limb, by which the erect stature and 
bipedal gait are maintained, are such as to claim for man 
ol'dinal distinetion on merely external zoological charltc
teristics. But his psychological powers, in association 
with his extraordinarily developed brain, entitle the 
group which he represents to equivalent rank with the 
other primary divisions of the class mammalia, founded 
on cerebral characters. In this primary group man forms 
but one genus- homo - and that genus, one order, 
called bimana, on account of the opposable thumb be
ing res tricted to the upper pair of limbs. The mammlll 
are pectoral ;  the placenta is a single, sub-circular, cel
lulo-vascular, discoid body. 

Man has only a partial covering of hair, which is 

not merely protective of the head, but is ornamental and 
distinctive of sex. The dentation of the genus homo is 
reduced to 32 teeth; by the suppression of the outer in
cisor and the first two premolars of the typical series on 
each side of both 'aws, the dental formula being :-

2-2 1-1 2-2 3-3 
i.--, c . --, 

2-2 1-1 
.--, m.-- =32 
2-2 3-3 

All the teeth are of equal length and there is no break 
in the series ; they are subservial in man not only t o  
alimentation b u t  t o  beauty and speech. 

The human foot is broad, plantigrade, with the sale 
not inverted, as in the quadrumana, but applied flat to 
the ground. The leg bears vertically on the foot ; the toes 
are short, but with the mnermost longer and much larger 
than the others, forming a " hallux" or great toe, which 
is placed on the' 3a�e line with, and cannot be opposed 

to, the other toes ; the pelvis is short, broad and wide, 
keeping the thighs well apart, and the neck of the fe. 
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mur is long and forms an open angle with the shaft, in- THE HEXAGONAL CELL OF THE HONEY-BEE. 

creasing the Mses of support for the trl'lnk. The whole BY w. J. WEEKS. 

vertehI·al column, wl· th l· ts sll·gllt alternate curves, and " The .ame keen horns within the dark abode. - Trace tor the sightless throng, a ready road. " 
the.well-poised, short, hut capacious suh-glohular skull are 

.. These, with sharp sickle, or with sharper tooth, 
in like harmony with the requirements of erect position. Pare each excresence and each angle smooth, 

'l'lll now in finish'd pride. two radiant �ws The widely separated shoulders, with hroad scapulre Of snow· white cells one mutual base dIsclose, . . h Six shining panels gird each polish'd round, and complete cavicles, give a favorable pOSItIOn to t e 
The door" fine rim with waxen fillet bound, . f 1 While wJIs so thin, " ith sister walls combined upper Unihs, 

·
now liherated from the servICes 0 oco�o-

Weak in themselves, a sure dependence find." 
tion, with complex joints for rotatory as well as fleXIle 

In common with the equilateral triangle and the square, 
movements, and terminated hy a hand of matchless per-

the regular hexagon can also be united, side hy side, to 
fection of strncture-the fit instrument for executing the others similar and equal, without leaving intermediate 
behests of a rational intelligence and a free will. Hereby, spaces-a property not possessed hy any other regular 
though naked, man can clothe himself and rival all natu- polygon of a greater number of sides ;  and while it is 
ral vestments in warmth and beauty; though defenseless, well-known to mathematicians that the regular hexagon 
inan can !trm himself with every vm'iety of weapon, and affords greater capacity and strength, in proportion to the 
hecome the most terrihly destructive of animals. Thus quantity of material, than either the 

.
triangle or the 

he fulfills his destiny as the supreme master of this earth square, it is ohvious to the most superfiCial obsever, �hat 
anu lord of lower creation." it is also better adapted to the insect form ; but beSIdes 

JOURNAL O;'�A";ENT LAW. these advantages it has another property not common to 
AN AUTOMATIC OVEN-A PATENTEE' S DODGE. any other figure, and which may be expressed as fol-

Selkrs vs. Berdan.�This was an application hy the lows :-
defendant to the Court of Common Pleas of the City :Fri/.Z In .every regular hexagon, the 
and County of New York, to compel the plaintiff to dis- distance from its center to any 
close a patent alleged to have been obtained by him in one of its. angles, is exactly equal 
France. to any one of its sides. Thus, in 

It appears the plaintiff commenced a srlit against the Fig. 1, X being the center, any 
defendant to recover an amount claimed to he due for -

one of the lines, A B C, &c. , is 
the construction of an automatic oven with the applica- exactly equal to any one of the 
tion of hydraulic power, alleged to have been ordered by sides, D E F, &c. ; this is the 
the defendant ; and to he used in France. It appeared crowning heauty of tbe regular 
from the papers in the case that Berdan and Sellers hoth hexagon, and it is this peculiarity which renders it so 
agreed that a new patent would he necessary to protect admirahly adapted to the architectural instinct of the bee 
the former in his right in consequence of the application lind other insects, which construct hexagonal cells. 
of the hydraulic POWEl)". Defewlant alleged that after Fig. 2 exhihits the 
the completion':"'of the machinery, the plaintiff, without .Pi!!. /2 outline of the bee's head , 
defendant's knowledge, went to London and Paris, and and the anterior portion 
took out patents in his own name for the application of of it ; a a, are the an-
the hydraulic power ; thus depriving the defendant of tennre, and 711 tn, the 
the use of the machinery which he had employed plain- mandihles ; the latter arc 
tift to constrnct for him. The discovery was therefore hard horny organs, of a 
asked by the-<ief_d,mt, with leava to inspect the patent peculiar form, and have 
in order that he might properly defend the suit. a lateral motion, they arc 

The counsel for the plaintiff resisted the motion on used as occasion may require, in the various operations of 
two �olll1dsdjrst that the existence of the patent was hiting, gnawing, compressing, drawing-out, smoothing, 
sworn to only upon information and belief ; al1d second, &c. They are the mechanical instruments. Each an
that the taking-out of the patents did not prevent the tenna consists of two portions, one end of the shorter is 
defendant' s  use of the one constructed for him by the united to the head hy a ball and socket Joint and the 
plaintiff. other Is articulated with the longer or fore-arM·, the 

The counsel for the defendant replied that a statement lattcr is divided into nine joints imparting flexibility ; 
of the existence of a document on information and helief, its extremity is rounded, and covered by a sensitive 
and its possession hy the plaintiff, were sufficient-- cuticle . 
especially when the opposite party carne into court and In the construetion of the cells, the antennre serve 
made no denial ; furthcr, that, whcn the plaintiff had essentially as measures, and are of such a length that the 
obtained a patent which gave him an exchisive right to hee has a precise rule for the due and proper size of its 
use an article, he could not set-up that the defendant cells. 'l'he scope of the antennw is such that, extended, 
could use the patented article notwithstanding, because P41; !f their extremities can 
the patent was obtained in fraud of the defendant's touch any part of a cir-
rights ; and that, perhap8, the defendant coul d compel cle in a plain anterior 
the plaintiff to assign the patent to him ; at least the to the head, lind 
plaintiff could not compel the defendant to pay for the again, the articulations 
construction of the . machinery which their suhsequent being brought together 
acts' had rendered worthless. in front, the tips of 

The court reserved its decision on the argument ; but the fore"ar,"s can in 
it afterwards decided to grant the discovery. like manner touch any - ·eo -

part of a smaller cir-RAPID STEAMSHIP PASSAGES.-A New York corra-
cle ; hence, it is ob-spondent has prepared a list of the fastest. trips made hy 
vious that this admits transatlantic steamers. " The extraordinary passage 
of the reaching of the of the Vanderbilt has hardly heen noticed in the ex-

h· h opposite angle of the greatest regnlar hexagons w 1C can citement about the fight. She made the trip from 
he inscrihed within those circles respectfully, see Figs. 3 Southampton to New York in nine days, twelve hours 
and 4. and thirty minutes-the shortest western passage ever 

Practically, the bees construct but two kinds of regu-made. The following table is worth placing on record :-
d h lar hexagonal cells, the first dtlsigne for t e embryo 

1851. Left Liverpool Arr. ' New York. d. h. m. worker, has each side equal in length to the forearm of Baltic . . . . •.. Aug. 6, 4 P. M. Aug. 16, 6 A. M. 9 19 9 

..ui::: . . . . . Aug. 13. 2 P. M. Aug. 23, 7.65 A. M. 9 91! 65 the antenna, and the second, for the emhryo drone, has 
1854. each side equal in length to the whole antenna. Al-Bal�gi: . . .. . June 98, 1 P. M. July 8, 1.15 A. M. 17 15 

though it might be possible for the hee, by flex.ing the Persia . . . . . .  June 13, 2.15 P. M. June 23, 6.66 A. M. 16 11 
forearm, to construct a regular hexagon somewhat I�. Left Southampton. 

VanderbUt..June 9, 7.80 P. M. June 19, 10.30 A. M. 9 15 0 smaller than the first mentioned, yet such a cell would 
va�,:g�bilt.APrll l8, 6.30 P. M. April 28, 8 A. M. 9 12 30 he useless, as the smallest now constructed is just large 
Bad it not been for adverse winds during the latter enough to admit the body of the adult w�rker, or the 
part of the trip, the time would have been reduced at queen in the act of depositing her eggs. The maximum. 
least to nine days. We can expect nothing hetter than size is also limited; the greatest possible regular hexagon 
this from any ship afloat, except perhaps the Adriatic, on which the bee can construct, is one whose diameter be
her homeward trip in May, or the Great Eastern, which tween opposite angles, does not exceed the extent of the 
will probably 0ross the Atlantic in June." antennw, together with the space of forehead hetween 

-
their sockets ; the diameter of the drone cell is less than 
this hy the space jnst mentioned, as if it were laid out 
by the sweep of only one of the antennre, hnt the greatest 
diameter of the emhryo queen-cell corresponds with the 
stretch of the two antennre in opposite directions. 

We may often observe, in the 
recently perished bee, these organs 
assuming apparently the very an
gle of sixty degrees, as shown by 
the dotted lines in Fig. 4, thus 

K="'r='""'l�-=r� indicating, in the plainest of sign
language, one mode of their cap
ahle application. They also serve 
as delicate and sensitive calipers, 

hoth being indispensahle, which, dunug the progress of 
the work are frequently applied, one upon eaeh side, to 
the several walls of the cell, until the wax is drawn out 

to its utmost tenuitv compatible with strength. 

The intimate rel�tion hetween the length of the an

tennre and the size of the cells was discovered by thto 

author of this article, in the year 1 852, he being pre. 

viously acquainted with the properties of the hexagon. 

Any one, knowing this relation, may now understanl$ 

how thousauds of cells in a single hive may be all of OuI 

form and size, how every individual cell of these thons 
ands may he precisely similar to every cell of the aggre. 

Fate millions in all other hives, and how, the world over, 

wherever this species of hee (apis mellifica) exists, all it! 

regular hexagonal cells of the two classes-worker and 

drone-can he exactly equal each to each, for every 

adult worker in its an tennre is provided with an equal 
rule and compass. The regular hexagon, with its unique 

peculiarity, was douhtless a part of the earliest cr:ation 
of material forms ; ahd in the suhsequent productIOn of 

animal li�e, Infinite WIsdom supplied the hee with organs .  
adapted to that peculiarity, and endowed it with the in
stinctive k1lowledge necessary for their proper application. 

• t •• _ 
CLAY RETORTS. 

MESSRS. EDITORS : -Under the head of " Clay Re
torts, " in your last number (May 12th), Mr. J. P. Ken
nedy, gas engineer, of Tren ton, N. J. , states that "mailY 
superintendents are under the impression that clay re
torts cannot he worked without an exhauster ; but this is 
a mistake-they require the aid of an exhauster no more 
than those made of iron," Now the question would 
seem to be, " Are iron retorts not henefited by the use of 
an exhauster ? "  . In order to demonstrate whether this 
is or is not so, let such as have experimented give their 
results. In a small gas-works, where there. is generally 
a superabundance of purifying surface, and where the 
hack pressure is no greater than the pressure of the seal 
of the dip pipes in the hydraulic main, there is no ad
vantage .to he gained by the use of an exhauster. But, 
where the make or consumption of gas is increasing and 
the limited purifying apparatus and other causes produce 
a pressure by seveml inches greater than exists in the 
hydraulic main (if only from two to four inches more), 
the deposit of carbon will soon show itself and accumu
late rapidly ; in this state of things, the good effects of 
an exhauster will be quickly apparent. 

Having suffered much from the accumulation of car

bon by unavoidahly great back pressure, I had an ex
hauster put up, having still the same iron retorts in use. 

In less thaH two weeks the whole of the carhon was con

sumed away, and no more was formed. I worked the 
same retorts ovcr a year aft.er that, whereas, with the 
same amount of carbon as they h ad in them previously, 
they would not have lasted six months ; the change was 
so great as to he a source of repeated remarks among the 
workmen . I now use all clay retorts and have had some 
ovens of threes and fives last nearly three years, with a 
pressure of from 10 to 12 inches in winter ; repeated 
trials have shown a reduction of yield of gas of from 10 
to 12 per cent when the exhauster was stopped, and 
with the same kind and amount of coal. An exhauster 
will keep down any hack pressure, and the retorts will 
then hear an increase'] quantity of coal, from 20 to 25 
per cent more to each charge, and hurn it off in the 
same space of time. Nearly all the works of any note 
in England, Scotland, and -other parts of Europe are 

adopf.ing exhausters. 
There are some ar�icles in the late numbers of the 

London Journal of Gas-lighting, in which the I'eport of 
a superintendent of a small works states the advantages 
he has derived from the . lIse of an exhau.ster, and he 
also recommends it to others. Such is mv-

EXPERIENCE. 
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POLYTECHNIC ASSOCIATION OF 'tHE AMERI· 
CAN INSTITUTEI 

(Report.d expres.ly for the Scientific American.) 

On Wednesday evening, the 9th jnst . ,  the usual weekly 
meeting llf the Polytechnic Association was held at its 
room in the Cooper Institute, this city ; President Ma
son in the chair. 

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS. 

Improved Kettle. -F. C. Treadwell, of this city, ex
hibited a kettle for cooking farina, rice, fruits, &c., which 
are liable to be burned in an ordinary kettle. The ves
sel in which the food is cooked fits into another contain
ing water. 

Major Serrell-How does this contrivance differ from 
a glue-pot ? 

Mr. Treadwell-Very little. The outer vessel here 
has a spout attached near the top, by which water may 
be poured in without disturbing the inner vessel. The 
spout also serves to carry off the steam. These kettles 
are now quite common, and I introduce the snbject here 
only to make a claim for its first invention. They were 
lirst made for cooking farina ; and my success seemed a 
mystery to those who were ignorant of the simple appar
atus I used. The gallon kettles are sold for $ 1 . 50 ; the 
two-gallon, for $2. Three quarts of water and one
half pound of farina make three-and-a-half quarts of 
farina jelly. 

The President-What i� the philosophy of the burn
ing in the ordinary method of cooking food like farina ? 

Professor Hendricks-The solid matter becomes "evar
ated from the fluid at thl) bottom, adheres to the kettle,. 
and, being a poor conductor, the heat is accumulated, 
and the substance burns or is charred. 

Working Steam Expansively,-Mr. Rowell read some 
. statistics of experiments recently made at the Metropoli

tan Mills, in order to test the working of steam expan
sively. The resul� seeme.d unfavorable to the ordinary 
theory and practice. But some of the members thought 
that some of the elements were omitted which should be 
taken into account to render the test satisfactory. 

Filters.-Mr. Haskell presented a report favorable to 
Baxter Brothers' filter. 

Dr. Stevens-Filters do not purify water froc what is 
often the most unhealthy contamination, namely, or
ganic matters in solution. Nature's method is to filter 
and purify by means of earth or by the distilling process 
of evaporation . Water from a barn-yard may be made 
sweet by passing a few feet, only, through the proper 
kind of soil. 

The President-Are not the mineral matters in solu
tion also nnhealthy ? 

Dr. Stevens-Some of them. But water containing 
lime is good medicine for certain diseases of the bladder 
and for scrofulous constitutions. 

Gas.burners.-The Committee on Gas-burners (Messrs. 
Seeley and Hendricks) presented a lengthy report un
favorable to " Johnson's patent gas regnlator and burner 
combined. " The committee are of opinion that all the 
alleged advantages of the Johnson burner, and of the 
various stnffed burnerpt may be more easily attained by 
simply enlarging the aperturei of the ordinary burner, 
and checking the flow at the stop-cock ; and that the 
economy thus gained might be compensated by the ne
cessity of using spreaders and chimneys to prevent un
steadiness and smoking. Mr. Garvey, a member of the 
committee, disagreed with the :report, believed that it 
was unscientific, and promised to prepare a m inority re
port. The club decided to take up the report:<; for dis
cussion on the 24th inst. 

The hour for the discnssion having arrived, the presi
dent announced the regular subject-" Expansion. " 

DISCUSSION. 
Mr. Reed said that, as some doubt had been expressed 

on the statement made at a late meeting, that rails on 
the Erie Railroad are being laid so that their ends are 
in contact, he had taken some pains to verify it. He 
was satisfied that the statement. was correct, and he was 
assured that, so far, no signs of bending or " buckling" 
had been observed. 

Mr. Dibben-If rails be laid at 100 below zero, and 
Lhe temperature be raised to 100°, I cannot donbt 
that the expansion would be noticeable. If the Erie 
road plan is used, the rails should be laid near the mean 
of the ordinary temperatUl·e. 

Mr. Reed-In 18 feet of steam pipe, I have been un
able to observe any expansion in its ordinary use, ex
cept the tightening of the stop valve. 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
Mr. Rowell -In the old roads, a distance of one-eighth 

of an inch between the rails was left as allowance for 
expansion, and this distance was often closed up. The 
rails were abont three-eighths of an inch thick. 

Dr. Stevens-The Erie road has a serpentine route, 
and any expansion wonld take effect laterally, and only 
to alter the cnrves in an appreciable degree. On the 
straight roads of the West the expansion is noticed, and 
is a great annoyance. The ties are sometimes lifted-up, 
and even the whole track is loosened from the earth, 
rising like a wave in front of a moving train. In one 
case, when the track was taken up on account of damage 
so done, the rails were re-laid with a considerable inter
val between, which was filled by driving in chips of wood. 
This device was used in a track 25 or 30 miles in length. 

Mr. Cooper suggested that the Cooper Institute was 
well provided lVith instruments to determine and meas
ure expansion, and that, should the cluh desire, they 
shonld be brought in at the next meeting. The offer 
was received with applause. 

The President-The space between rails has always 
been a fact of annoyance to those connected with rail
roads. Science seems to teach that the spaces are ne
cessary ; if they are not, it is a novelty of the greatest 
interest. Many railroad men will look npon Mr. Reed's 
statement as incredible. 

Major Serrell-I see by the reports that it was stated 
ut the llLst m�etin� that iron is weakened by vibrations 
and concussions; and that, from this, some day, Niagara 
bridge might fall ; a disaster · in which I should have a 
personal interest. I have little fear, however, of such 
an 'event ( for we have examples of similar structures 
which have stood sufficiently long for the test. In 
C hina. there is a suspension bridge which was erected in 
the time of Julius Cresar, and which, at last accounts, 
was still in good condition. In the Basse Alps is an 
iron chain, put up by the knights of Rome (600 years 
ago), and it is still in a good state of preservation. Mr. 

BruneI told me that he was of opinion that good wrought 
iron would not be weakened by vibrations, the ordina� 

of which was less than one-third of what would produce 
a permanent bend. The amount of expansion of iron 
has been accurately determined. I have a card which 
was marked by a pencil attached to the movi'ng end of 
the Britannia tubular bridge. The card 

'
was kept under 

the pencil for a day, and the mark is about two inches 
in length. 

Mr. Fisher-Iron is somewhat compressible and elas
tic, so that if rails be well fastefted down, it is possihle 
sufficient resistance might be offered to prevent the e�
pansion. 

Mr. Seeley-Some of the expansion of rails alluded 
to here may be due to their being rolled out by the 
weight of the trains. When the lengthening is perma
nent, this is a sufficient explanation. 

The same subject was ordered for the next meeting, 
after which the association adjourned. 

. ' .. . 
P A.TENTs.-Many of our subscribers are interested in 

procuring patents for improvements connected with the 
manufueture of leather and of boots and shoes ; and, 
from time to time, we receive inqniries relative to these 
matters. Where any professional assistance is required, 
we invariably refer the parties to Messrs. MUNN & Co., 
of New York and Washington, the publishers of the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, who have now the most exten
sive and best organized patent agency in the world. 
One-third, or more, of the entire business of the United 
States Patent Office passes through their hands. Their 
facili ties have been recently still (urther extel'lded by the 
accession to their regular force of Judge MASON, well
known as the late Commi518ioner of Patents. The SCI
BNTIFIC AMERICAN has entered npon its fifteenth year. 
Dl1I'ing the past year it has been enlarged and otherwise 
improved. Its typographical execution, as well as its 
editorial management, has always been excellent. The 
subscription price is $2 per annum. 

We copy the above very excellent notice from the 
Slwe and Leathe,' Repo,'te,', a valuable journal published 
in this city. 

---------.... � ... �. �-----------
IN the " pleistocene (geological) period" a huge ele-

phant, clothed with wool and coarse hair, roamed through 
the northern portions of this continent and obtained his 
food from hardy trees, such as now grow in the 65th de
gree of north latitude. Abundant remains of this ani
mal have been found in the temperate and high northern 
latitude, of Europe, Asia and America. The musk buf
falo was its cotemporary in Europe, where it is now un
known, but it still lingers in the northernmost regions of 
America. 

343 
A COLUM.N OF VARIETIES. 

The first locomotive west of the Missouri river com
menced to run on the 26th of last month (April). on the 
St. Joseph and Marysville Railroad ; this is intended to 
be a section of the Central Railroad to the Pacific. 

A commercial institute in Louisville was chartered bv 
the last Legislature of Kentucky ; and it is now prd
posed to erect an observatory in connection with it. 
Measures have been taken to procure a proper site for a 
suitable bnilding. 

Native iron has been found in very few localities. In 
Canaan, Connecticut, there exists a seam of it, two 
inches in thickness, from which gDod horse-shoe nails 
have been forged. This seam is so small, however, that 
it will not pay expenses to work it. 

Some experiments were recently made at Liverpool 
(England) by Mr. A. Lindsay, for sending electric mes
sages through the river Mersey without wire or cable. 
Large metal plates were sunk at each side in the water, 
and connected with the batteries. A current was sent 
throngh the river so as to move the needle of a galvano
meter, bnt it was more curious than useful in its opera
tions. Improvements, however, may yet render this sys
tem practical for telegraphing. 

The Sydney (Australia) Herald is printed on one of 
Hoe's six-cylinder lightning presses . Its whole cost, 
after it was put up, amounted to $30, 000. The Aus
tralians have no native aristocracy ; they are growing 
up to republican self-government, which will be effected 
at some future day without " revolution. No less than 
twenty drinking fountains have also been put up in the 
streets of Sydney. Our South Sea cousins are going 
ahead. 

Stevens' floating battery was again before .Congress 
last week. This " institution" was inLended to be a float
ing shell and ball-proof battery, moved by a propeller, 
for defending New York h arbor. It was commenced 
several years ago (under a government appropriation) by 
the late R. L. Stevens. It has cost several hu ndred 
thousands dollars, and is still a marine skeleton, con
fined within an inclosure at Hoboken and is generally 
considered a governmentfossit. 

The steamship Great Eastern is being rapidly prepared 
for her trial trip .a.cross the Atlantic, and it is expected 
she will be completed iIi the beginning of next month, 
so as to accompany the Prince of Wales in his visit to 
our continent, in July. Her proprietors having sent 
word to this city that she would come here if it were 
possible to get her into the harbor, the Board of pilots 
have returned an answer that they will navigate her 
right straight up to " Gotham, " if she does not draw 
more than 26 feet of water. It is believed that the 
" Knickerbockers "  will yet see the " Leviathan." 

In one of Lord Brougham's recently-published ma
thematical and physical tracts, it is stated that one of 
the papers on light and color had been published in the 
Philosophical Transactions for 1 796, with omissions of 
parts that were in the copy sent to the Royal Society . 
These omissions contained remarks on the effects of ex
posing a plate of ivory, moistened with nitrate of silver, 
to the rays of the sun passing through a narrow aperture 
into a dark room. The secretary-Sir C. Blagden-did 
not consider these pure science, and withheld their pub
lication. Had they appeared they would have led to the 
discovery of photography fifty years before Daguerre and 
Talbot. 

According to the experiments of Professor W. R. 
Grove, F. R. S. (inventor of the celebrated intensity bat
tery), electricity cannot be transmitted through a perfect 
vacunm. Ordinary matter is required for its transmis
sion ; if space could exist void of matter, then there wonld 
be no electricity. Mr. Grove says " electricity is an af
fection or mode of motiQ,ll of ordinary matter." 

Dew has peculiar properties. It differs from fine rain 
and common moisture because it is never deposited on 
any surface except it is colder than the snrrounding at
mosphere. Most dew is deposited in clear nights when 
the greate!t amount of radiation goes on. It never falls 
copiously in places 'Srreened from the clear sky ; a thin 
piece of muslin , snspended over a delicate flower, will 
prevent the dew being deposited upon it. 

A total eclipse of the sun will take place next July, visi
ble in some parts of this continent, extending, in a belt, 
from Labrador to the Pacific, through the British pos
sessions. Lieutenant Gillis, U. S.N.,  has been appointed 
to take observations in Labrador, and Captain Reynolds, 
U.S.A.,  in the interior. 
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IMPROVEMENT IN FURNACES. 

It is  well known that when bituminous coal is burned 
in ordinary furnaces a considIJrable portion of the com
bustible matter passes off without being ignited, in con
sequence either of an insufficient snpply ot air or of that 
which is supplied being too cool to effect the combustion. 

The plan of furnace here illustrated is designed to 
remedy this waste of fnel by an ample supply of hot air. 

The front of the furnace is made of a plate, A', per
forated with a number of holes and 

been washed by i t, weekly, ' in 24 hours, and the cost of 
fuel and soap has not exceeded 5s. sterling (about 
$1 . 25), while every article washed has been improved in 
whiteness. Our cotempomry says :-" It is certainly 
somewhat curious that the two most successful washing 
machines, of late years, have come from America. " It 
can wash blankets and coarse articles ; also, muslins 
and delicate cambrics with equal f'lcility, and withont 
injnry. All persons of a scientific tUl'll of mind in Lon-

placed a short distance within the 
outer casing, '8, leaving a narrow 
air space which is kept hot by the 
fire. As the air enters into the 
space; A, under the grate, a portion 
of it passes at once into the fire in 
the usnal manner, while another 
portion moves along into the air
space in front of the fllrnace where 
it becomes heated, so tqat, when it 
passes through the perforations, C, 
in the plate, A', and mixes with 
tlae vapors rising from the fire, its 
oxygen i3 in a proper state to enter 
into combination with the combus
tible matters which these vapors 
contain. The opening from the 
outer air is closed by the damper, 
G, and the opening into the hot air 
space is closed by the damper, H ;  
both dampers being under the con
trol of the engineer, who is thus 
able to regulate the fire with great 
precision. 

It is calculated that coal 
contains f r o m  5, 000, 000 to 

DUHME'S IMPROVEMENT IN FURNACES. 

10, 000, 000 foot-p�nds or' power to' the pound, varying don have been invited to witness this machine in opera
with the quality, and as no steam engine has yet yielded tion ; its ingenuity and superior method of acting upon 

a horse-power for every pound of coal consumed in an the clothes are highly applauded. The name of the in
honr, which would be equivalent to 1, 980, 000 foot- ventor is not given, but our country receives the honor 
pounds, it would follow that at least three-fifths of the of enabling Uncle John to keep his linen clean. 
coal used with steam engines are wasted. This shows • .. _ 
the wide r.oom for improvement in this most important IMPROVED SHAVING-MAKING MACHINE. 

field. " The soft side of a plank" has not generally been re-
As the furnace here des.cribed may be almost wholly f(arded as a very luxurious bed, but when an inventive 

enclosed with water, and as 
it has in addition an air 
jacket on two sides, it seems 
to us that, while it is 
admimbly calculated to in
sure perfect combustion of 
the fuel , this object is effected 
withont any counterbalanc
ing loss of heat. 

The patent for this inven
tion was granted JURe 28, 
1859, and further informa
tion in relation to it may be 
obtained by addressing the 
inventor, John H. Duhme, 
at No. 432 Main-street, Cin
cinnati, Ohio.  

AMERICAN WASHING MA
OHINES IN ENGLAND. -'l'he 
Board of Gnardians of the 
parish of Hampstead have 
recently made a series of ex
periments for testing the 
qualities of various washing 
machines, in order that they 
might adopt the best one 
among the n� for 

swiftly whittle his plank into curled shavings, and form 
a soft, elastic, and really comfortable l:ed. 

The machine illustrated in the annexed cut will prove 
more than usually interesting, from the prar;!.ical mechan
leal application in it of a very curious mode of producing 
a straight line from a combined revolutioll of two circles. 
For cutting wood into shavings, for stufl1:1g b,·,.:ture, 
carriages, &c. , a machine has been in use, by which the 
block was carried under a plane by a reciprocating mo', 

tion, the shaving being split into 
narrow ribbons before it is cut off by 
means of a toothed cutter rln�erl in 

front of the plane iron, and inclined 
at an equal angle in t1,e opposite 

direction. The object ol the inven

tion here illustrated is to accomplish 
the same result by means of a i'Otary 
instead of a reciprocatiug motion. 

The block, A, which is to be cni, 
is secured upon the face of tlle 
wheel , B, by means of two dogs, 
one only of which , d, is seen in the 
engraving. The wheel, B, is npon 
the end of its shaft, and the block, 
A, is fastened with its middle run
lJii�g directly through the ditlmeter 
of the wheel. The plane iron, P, 
with the cutting teeth , j, in front 
of it, projects slightly through tho 
face of the wheel, C, which wheel 
runs in a plane parallel to the 
plane of the wheel, B, and at a dis
tance from it corresponding wi th 
the thickness of the block. Now, 
if the sizes of these wheels are 
proper:y proportioned, and if C 

is made to perform two P3volutions while B is perform
iug one, then wiII the end of the cutter, e, be carried 
along the middle of the block, A, from one end 
to the other, exactly in a straight line. To effect this 
motion the driving shaft, g, is placed between the shafts 
of the two wheels, and the spur, h, has just half as many 
teeth as the spur, i. The cutter, e, is made, practically, 
three inches in length, and cuts a shaving from one-half 
the face of the block at each revolution ; the half revo-

lution of the wheel, B, pre
senting th3 opposite end of 
the block to the cutter at its 
succeeding revolution, which 
then taken :l. shaving from 
the other half of th e face. 
The shaft of the wheel, C, 
has a slid ing motion in its 
bearings, by which the knife 
is fed to its work as the 
block is cut away, tlnd when 
the knife is brought suffi
ciently near the dogs which 
hold the block, this feed 
motion is automatically 
thrown out of gear. For se
curing the succeeding block, 
the wheel, C, is carried back 
by turning the feed motion 
backward, by means of the 
crank, j, and after the 
block is placed, the wheel is 
brought up to commence cut
ting, when the feed motion 
is again thrown into gear and 
the machine started . 

doing the washing of the 
workhouse. The one which 
they have chosen is an 

SKINNER'S IMPROVED SHA VING-lYIAKING MACHINE. 

The shavings are cut from 
I-8th to 1-32d of an inch 
in width , and from 1-1201h 
to 1-150th of an inch in 
thickness. They are sold at 
abont 3 cents per pound, 
and many tnns of them are 
nsed· annually hy carriage 
and furniture manufacturers 
and by makers of mattres: 
ses. The inventor say s :-

American invention ; and the London Mechanics' 
Magazine states that it was intro dueed into England only 
about a month prior to the trial. The editor had visited 
the workhouse to see the experiments, and he states that 
the powers of the American machine were " somewhat 
extraordinary, as compared with others. " It has been 
used every week since the fifth of March last, and has 
operated with entire satisfaction ; no hand-rubbing, 
whatever, being necessary. The medical officer of the 
establishment states that it is calculated to promote 
cleanliness and health. Upwards of 1,000 articles have 

Yankee finds even this substance the cheapest for the 

pUl'pose, he will fashion from it a mattress which, in 
cleanliness, healthfulness and comfort, will sustain a 
creditable comparison with curled hair, goose feathers, 
or eider down. Instead of wasting his time in vain re
pinings at his hard lot, he appeals to his own cunning 
brain and skilled right hand to give him a more comfort
able couch. Combining a knowledge of the properties 
of matter and of mechanical motions with the most re
condite relations of curves to lines which have been dis
covered in geometry, he constructs a machiue which will 

" The machine can be run 
up to a speer. of some 600'to 700 revolutions per minnte, 
and with good seasoned wood will cut 800 pounds per 
day, which is double the qnantity any other machine in
'Vented for this purpose will do. The fldvantages posses
sed by this machine over the machine made on the reci
procating plan, are the high speed, less power for a given 
amount of -work, compactness (it being only 4 feet square), 
ann the artangement whereby a block of wood double the 
width of the cntters can be worked , the cntters being only 
3 inches wide and the block 6 inches." 

The patent for this invention was issued Jan. lO, 1860, 
and persons desiring further information in relation to it 
will  please address the inventor, Franklin Skinner, at 
New Haven, Conn. 
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COLBURN ON BOILER EXFLOSIONS. 

OILERS and bott12s have a 
much closer relations :lip than 
most persons would imagine . Of 
this fact, we have been power
fully convinced by a pamphlet 
(recently published in London), 

by Mr. ' Zerah Colburn, formerly 
of New York, but now of the 
London Engineer. It seems to 
have produeed something like a 
bomb-shell explosion among the 
m�chanical periodicals of the 
British metropolis, on account of 
a new theory advanced therein. 
This consists in attributing an 
explosion to the reduction , nt 
fil"st, of -the- pressure of or

dinary steam in a boiler thi'ough a rupture, 
by means of which some extra escape of steam 
is effected. This lowering of the pressure, it is held , 
produces the disastrous result by , a secondary 
effect, namely, the instant!Ul!!D1!L flashing Rf. -y 
large quantity: of--the--wat&1iito steam, �(l.ustng 
it to s.trik;;

-
" a. violent blow" against the shell. We 

have stated this theory in as few words as possible. Mr. 
D. K. Clark, the well-known wl'iter on railroad subjects, 
has (11so advanced a theory on this question, which is 
given in the pamphlet in the form of a letter. It con
sists in attributing explosions to the sudden projection of 
water against the bounding surfaces of the boiler, and 
that the combined momenta of the water and steam 
act like shot to shat.ter the metal ; simple over-pressure 
of s team not being sufficient to account for _an explosion. 

'1'he London Mechanics' Magazine has criticized the 

pamphlet with considerable severity, and Mr. ' Colburn 
has replied in two letters, in one of which he takes the 
familiar example of a bottle of soda-water discharging 
it.s gas and fluid contents into the air to illustrate Clark's 
theory ; and he maintains his own with decided ability. 
We shall give our reasons to show that it is not altogethe,' 
proved, however ; and, as for Mr. Clark, he simply mis
takes an effect for a cause. All explosions of boilers or 
bottles are due entirely to the ovet�pressure of expansive 
gas or vapor, not the percussion of the fluid . 

MI'. Col burn's theory assumes that, 'v hen the pres
::mre of steam is suddenly lowered, a greater quantity of 
water in the boiler than that due to supply the reduced 
pressure caused by the escaped steam , is instantly con
verted iuto steam ; thus causing a vast and sudden over
pressure, which shatters the metal to fragments. If 
equal effects are produced from equal causes, we do not 
see how this. can be possible. If steam of 60 lbs. pres
sure in a boiler is suddenly reduced to 50 lbs. pressure
fro'm a temperature of 294. 1° to 281. 30-by escaping 
through a rupture, the quantity of water converted into 
steam will neither be more nor less than the amount re
quired to raise the pressure to 60 Ibs. ; and so on for all 
other pressures, and the excess \ViR be immediatel v car
ried off through the, rupture; Safety-valves are applied 
to steam boilers because this principle is held to he cor
rect ; but if Mr. Colburn's theory is true, safety-valves 
are the most dangerous appliances that have ever been 
attached to bo ilers, and the whole engineering profession, 
from the days of Papin to the present moment, have 
been wofully blind to their true nature. If, as this 
th�ory assu mcs, an explosion is caused by the sudden es
cape -of- steam, a safety-valve is to a boiler what a per-

THE SCl'ENTIFIC ·AMERtCAN. 
cussion cap is to a - loaded cannon. At the same time, 
however, this theory affords a very plausible explanation 
of some apparently mysterious explosions which have 
taken place. Thus, a boiler exploded, a few years ago, 

in Philadelphia, at the instant the engin�er lifted the 
safety-valve, by which event he lost his life. A great 
number of explosions have also occurred j ust when the 
engine or pump had been set in motion, whereby the 
pressure had been first reduced in the boiler. 

By this new theory, the incipient cause of every ex
plosion is held to be a rupture in some weak part by over
pressure ; and if, as a '�hole, it cannot be sustained, it 
can - do no harm, but rather good, because it affords a 
most powerful support to those who attribute all explo
sions to over-pressure of steam--either gradually 01' sud
denly accumulated. We quote the following extract 
from this pamphlet, and fully endorse its appropriate 
soundness :-" All our knowledge of boiler explosions 
goes to_ .show that, however possible it may be to accu
mulatd an excessive pressure within a boiier, the actual 
explosbn results in the majority of cases from some de
fect, eituer visible on concealed, in the materials, work
manship Ot· construction of the boiler. Probably not 
more th1;,)1 one per cent of aU the steam boilers m ade 
ever explt'de at all ; but the results of systematic insper_ 
tion sho\\'. that a far higher per 'centage of boilers are 
constantly iJl._ a Gondition inviting . explosion, aI)d from 
causes which a general eJ,9lmination would not only dis
close, but ofwhlch it would also insure the removal." This 
is a strong argument for voluntary Boiler Inspection As
sociations, which we have recently recommended, and 
whiclnv� hope may soon be formed throughout the va
rious sections of our country. 

. .... . 
ALUMINUM. 

The ore of this valuable metal is scattered in millious 

345 
Some of the alloys of aluminum have very remarkable 

properties, especia,lly the aluminum bronze, composed of 
90 lbs. of copper to 10 of aluminum. This alloy is 
stronger than the b�st wrought iron ; it may be cast, 
hammered, or rolled, and it resists the corroding action 
of the atmosphere, nearly if not quite as well as gold. 
Besides these properties, it is of a beautiful yellow color, 
and is susceptible of a very fibe polish. 

Alloys of aluminum may be' obtained by the decompo
sition of alumina by carbon, in contact with certain 
metals electro-positive in relation to aluminum-for in
stance, copper and iron. E. L. Benzon obtains an al
loy of aluminum and copper by the following method. 
Alnmina, animal charcoal and copper (either the simple 
metal or the protoxyd or peroxyd), all finely pulverized, 
are thoroughly mixed _ together in proportion to their 
atomic weights, and placed in a melting pot similar to 
the pots in use for cast steel. The mixture, covered 
with charcoal, is exposed to a strong red heat, nearly 
sufficient to melt the copper, uutil the aluminum is re
duced to the metallic state. The heat is then augment
ed for half an hour or an hour, until the metals are 
thoroughly melted together and a perfect alloy obtained. 

-----------�, .. �,�.----------
THE AGE OF STEAM. 

The eras of gold and silver and bronze no longer 
eXist ; with the lapse of centuries, and the progress of 
time, they and their barbarism have passed away, and 
a new age and pel'iod holds sway. Steam--the agent 
and servant of man-represents it ; and to its influence 
and through its m ight the desert becomes populous, the 
wilderness smiles and is busy with the hum of a new 
generation, with new thoughts and strong purposes, who 
carve its very stones into habitations and shelters, and 

wrest from the bowels of the earth �,n abundant and a 
of tuns through all sections of the country, being more generous support. 
abundant and more accessible than any other metal. If we take a stand in a mental point of view, an-d 
All granite rocks and all beds of clay are partly com- look backward upon the years which are irrecoverably 

posed of it. Pure clay, or alumina, is simply the sesqui- gone ; if we reflect through what convuhions and 
oxyd of aluminum (Ala 03), containing 24 Ibs. of oxy- changes the political and social world has passed, from 

ge�f� alLt,bQt is necoccR..,.--ttr 1r'8tt\ta.Jlf.ignorance and coartnereial stagnation- to one 
give us uDlimited'sllpplies of this precioDs substance is a of the most prosperoj!!Vt<tid. peaceful, we musucaamong 
cheap mode of

.
separating it rr.0m the oxygen; : So 1'I.lpid t�:e mo�e�t and �fficient c���es of this r�for��

have been the Improvements III the method of effecting- �team. : Without It, at thlS present day, If It 
this separatiou, that within about four years, the price of wcre abolished and utterly unknown, on the face of the 
aluminum has been reduced from $250 to less than $9 earth, darkness would reign again as it formerly did. 
per pound. If the price should be reduced sufficiently, The development of the arts and sciences in their high
this metal is destllled to play a great part in the indus- est perfection tend inevitably to moral and social ad
trial arts, for by its. lightness, strength, and incorrupti- vantage, if it be only in the insignificant cause of lessen
bility in the air, it is admirably adapted to many uses. ing the severity of labor through the use of a powerful 
Even at the present price, it will no doubt replace silver motor ; leaving more leisure for the workman and the 
to a consid�rable extent. 

-
operative to search out the causes which produce certain 

The- Revue Unive, selle, from which we translate, de- effects, and which lead him, as stated before, insensibly 
scribes two proccsses for the reduction of the sulphuret to the cultivation of a thoughtful mind ; and the im

of aluminum, which have recently been "atented in Eng- provement and sti mulation of the - brain, within proper 
land by J. Johnson. The sulphuret is first obtained bounds, is the very base and foundation of a natlOnal 
from the sesqui-oxyd by one of the known modes ; for and commercial greatness. 
instance, by passing sulphureted carbon over alumina The rudest minds and the most unreflecting persons 
heated rcd.h-ot in a suitable apparatus. This sulphuret who are, by chance or necessarily, brought up to its use, 
is placed in a furnace with such a proport-ion of the sul- cannot fail to wonder and feel awe-strickeu , at times, in 
phat\! of alumina that the oxygen which is disengaged the presence of this awful force. Escaping from its 
by the heat will produce sulphurous acid by combining bonds, and l'ending all before it, as it does sometimes 
with the sulphur of the. substances employed. The fur- through carelessness or mismanagement, it exemplifies in 
nace is sealed air-tight and raised to a high temperature, a literal sense, and demonstrates in a most practical 
when thc whole of the sulphur com bines with the oxygen, manner, the strength of its sinews and the illimitable 
forming sulphurous acid, . Rlld the aluminum is left in range of them. Who can form any accurate estimation 
the metallic state. In the place . of the sulphate of of what power is exerted against the pistons and cranks 
alumina, anhydrous alumina may be employed if of a steamer moving so majestically and surely in the 
care is taken to proportion the alumina to the teeth and front of the hurricane and tides, until, some 
sulphuret, so that the oxygen of the former may com- parts having given ont, it lays bent and twisted into a 
bine with the sulphur of the second, and carry it off in hundred fantastic shapes ? Rods and links, six or eight 
the form of sulphurous acid. It is well tq aid the reac- inches in diameter, of the best wrought iron, bent at 
tion by frequent stirring of the mixture. When the right angles as a hoy would bend a wire ; and iron cast
aluminum has been obtained, it may be treated in a man- ings, ribbed and strengthened with braces .nd radii, 
ner similar to that in use fot' pudd led iron, and is eapa- snapped into fragments as if they were but the frailest 
ble of being eit-her hammered or rolled . glnss. When he sees all this, then may he form some 

In Mr. Johnson's second process, the sulphuret of conception of that noble servant who, at this moment as 
aluminum is placed in a melting rOlt, and sheltered from we write, is driving a thousand busy wheels and whidc 
contact with the air. It is then heated . red-hot, and ing heavy masses in mid-ail', to the increase of wealth 
submitted to the action of a current of dry hydrogen, and the general prosperity. There is not a mechanical 
which carries off the sulphur Q,f the sulphuret in the form force in operation at the present day, nor a machine 
of llulphureted hydrogen . By adding the sulphuret o( turning out work by the 100 per cent better and fastel' , 
another metal, nn alloy of the two metals is obtained. than by manual labor, but what owes· its origin, in SOUl\! . 
The hydrogen employed in this process may be economi- form 01' other,_ to the power of steam. If we take tlw 
cally obtained by passing t,Ile vapor of water over red- pick of the miner (who plies his calling in subterr,l'l,Ilean 
hot coke or charcoal. darkness, and whO burrows like a mole), even so small 
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a tool as that is the son and offspring of steam, either in 
smelting the ore from which it was made or in forging 
it .  Upon the banks of busy streams, and in the solitudes 
of the primeval forests, · the song and chirp of this agent, 
steam, is loudly heard. Even the water Wheel, which 
disputes a little part in the list of motors, owes its in
creased efficiency and its greater power to the better fll
cilities tor manufacturing through the employment of 
stellm. 

There is no corner or qnarter of the globe, known to 
man, where it has not penetrated. The icebergs of the 
Pole have overlooked its toil, and cast their ·shadows 
athwart its funnel, whitened by the salt air and fnrnace 
hea.t ; the waters · of the nonhern seas have lent their 
drops and globules to be evaporated and aid man in pen
etrating into unknown solitu�es ; and the fierce heat of 
the tropics has heated the bearings and dried out the oil 
from the steam engine until they have screamed aga.in. 
Everywhere-in all lands and habitable places-its 
wreaths are Been twining and coiling in fhe air, and 
finally disappearing entirely ; and lately, in Japan, 
through the exertions of Commodore Perry, a little loco
motive carried upon a circular railroad a throng of 
wondering and pleased Japanese. It is an assertion that 
eli-llnot be disputed, to say that it is thc very emblem 
and symbol of peace and prosperity. When the steam 
engines are tho most rapid in thein'evolutions, and when 
their n,umber and sum increase in quick succession, then 
do the papers teem with joyous accounts of prosperous 
ha.rvests, groaning warehouses, and full freights ; then 
lire all men busy, and the voice of complaint and the 
piteous cry of want are unknown in the land. In all its 
various operat.ions, whether in swinging the ponderous 
beam of the steamer slowly and steadily to-and-fro, 
whether heaving the piston regularly up-and-down 
through all the wf'Bth and tumult of the elements, urging 

. the vessel on, and trampling even the might of the seas 
beneath its resolute beat and stroke, it is .still the object 
of unflagging and never-ceasing interest. In cl\l'eful 
and experienced hands-careful, beyond �very other con
sideration-,there is no li!l>.��r 'pound to its range, and 
marr need not enumertite tlle cimologue of its operations 
to praise it ; the results are enough . 'l'h" nrps of sacri
fice that burned of old OR altars and hill tops no longer 
gleam and startle the terrified people with the victims' 
,hi-iekii and cries ; , but" thrilagh ; an ' tire nigbt. and 
through the summer's heat and winter's cold, the genial 
furnace-fires flame and burn, and render good return to 
man.  

- -e . .  

DEFALCATION OF THE POSTMASTER 

NEW YORK. 

OF 

On Saturday, May 1 2th, it was discovered that Isaac 
V. :Fowler, Postmaster of New York, was in arrears in 
his payments to the department to a large amount, va
riously stated at f!'Om $155,000 to $ 1 76,000. This 
is particularly startling as being the first considerable de
falcation (except one or two in California during the 
confusion of its early settlement) which has occurred 
among the officers of the United States government 
since the passage of the Sub-treasury Bill. Previously to 
the adoption of that measure it was customary for 
these officers to use the government moneys in their 
hands temporarily for their own benefit, paying them 
over punctually at the stated periods of settlement. 
But numerous defalcations having occured in consequence 
of the government funds having been invested in enter
prises which proved unprofitable, a provision was em
braced in the sub-treasury law making it felony for any 
custodian of the public money to use it for any period, 
however short, for his own benefit. The wisdom of that 
enactment, so manif{l8t, in itself, has been abundantly 
proved by its operation in practice, having almost wholly 
prevente:l the occurrence of defalcations. It seems even 
that. Mr. Fowler's would not have taken place, had 
he not been allowed to violate this provision of the 
law. It is said that most of the large sums which he 
has used and is unable to repay have been lost in un
profitable speculations. The Tribune says-- " The fol
lowing appear to be some of the speculations in which he 
has failed : real estate operations ; shares in Pennsyl
vania coal companies ; shares in the Empire City Bank, 
by which he lost $20,000. The only profitable invest
ment seems to have been in a patent right for manufac
turing wire sofa. and other springs." 
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NEW AMERICAN CYCLOPlEDIA, VOL. IX. 
It hils been well sllid that the possession of a good 

cyclopredia hilS more influence in elevating the socilll 
position of a man and his family than the investment of 
an equal amount in any other form of property. And 
it may be added that there is no other portion of a man's 
possessions from which he can derive so large a measure 
of the noblest and most durable enjoyment and satisfac
tion. Next to our schools and newspapers, we oolieve 
that the old " Encyclopredia Americana " has been the 
most valuable boon that has yet been bestowed upon the 
mind of this country. But in the swift progress of 
science, arts and events, that publication has nearly lost 
its value, and the Messrs. Appleton judged rightly that 
there was a demand in the community for another work 
of a similar character. We rejoice that the enterprise 
of supply ing this demand has been undertaken by such 
competent hands, and we congratulate the editors on the 
ability, the learning and the capacity for the kind of 
writing required, which they have been able to marshal 
for the composition of this great work. 

The new cyclopredia is to cClllsist of 15 or 16 volumes, 
each containing 700 or 800 pages, and costing three 
dollars. It will thus be a very cheap work in proportion 
to the amount of matter which it contains, and will con
stitute a com)lleteolibrary in itself, with the several sub
jects arranged in alphabeUcal order, so as to he readily 
found as attention is called to them by either reading, 
conversation or reflection. The ninth volume contains 
mote than· 1 , 300 articles, and the following list will give 
an idea of the immense variety of the subjects :-Heart, 
Heat, Herod, Hessian Fly, Henbane, Hippopotamus, 
Holy Alliance, Holy Water, Holy Week, Homer, Home
stead, Honey, Robin Hood, Hop, Horse-breaking, Horse
power, Hot-bed, Hour Circles, Hemy Hudson, Howitzer, 
Alexander Humboldt, David Hume, Husband and Wife, 
Hustings, Hydraulic Ram, Hydrogen, Hydrophobia, 
Hymen, Immaculate ConceptIOn, Inquisition, Language 
of Ireland, Itch, Andrew Jackson, Japan, Language of 
Japan, Japanning, Jaundice, Jersey City, Jelly and Sir 
Jamsetjee J ejeephoy. 

All of these articles are written by persons familiar 
with the subjects of which they treat, and some single 
articles are really w()rth . .. the . cost of the whole volume, 
Forinstanee, . the plain treatise on the legal relations of 
husband and wire, by the learned Professor Parsons, not 
only gives the common law principles which govern these 
relations, but adds a summary of the modifications of 
the common law on the subject which have been made 
by the statutes of the several States ; showing, in the 
briefest space, the rights of women in regard to person 
and property in the several parts of the country . .  We 
have examined several of the articles in this volume on 
subjects with which we are familiar, and find them, like 
those in previous volumes, admirably written. The 
" New American Cyclopredia " is exactly adapted to the 
perpetually recurring intellectual needs of the great mass 
of educated families throughout the country. 

• 
THE EDINBURGH REVIEW. Re-published by Leonard 

Scott & Co" this city. 
The number of this periodical for the present quarter contains 

�even.l_very able essays, among which the best ie, perhaps, ODe on 
� �  Education in England," and the other a scientific criticism of Pro. 
fessor Darwin's work on "� The Origin of Species." This periodical is 
the oldest of its class In Great Britain ; but although many of Its old 
contributors are dead, they are well represented by the vigor, ability 
and independence of their snccesors. 

THE MATHEMATICAL 'MONTHLY. Published by !vison, 
Phinney & Co" this city. 

The May number ofthls magazine continues the di.cus.ion of the 
problem of probabilities. There is occasionally something in this 
purely intellectual periodical which is applicable to real lite · for 
in�tance, t�e note on eo;-factors, by PFny -:Earle Chase, of Phil�dela ���"c!�t;�'S' number, mIght be sometime. u.ed for reckoning doUaro 

THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW .. Re-published by Leonard 
Scott & Co., this city. 

The April number of the Westminster has a timely article on 
Japan, wllich moves through the · subject in the methodical. clear, ;���!�� and able manner characteristic of the great English 

DINSMORE' S RAILROAD AND STJ<lAM NAVIGATION GUIDE. 
Published by Dinsmore & Co., No. 9 Spruce-street, this city 

This old, nseful and reliable publication is out In a new dres" and 
is the neatest and cheapest work of the kind published. It contain. 
I!,bles of the !Ilstances l?etween the stations of all our railroads, the 
tIme of startmg the trams, fares, &c.; also the time of sailing and 
routes of steamboats. It i. a necesaary hand-book to every traveler, 
REVYE UNIVERSELLE. E. Noblet, editeur, Paris et 

LIege. 
We have received the first number of the fourth volume of thi. 

work. I� is dev�ted to minefit metallurgy, public works, sciences and 
art. applied to mdustry, and appears to be very ably edited. We 
�hall tranafer to our columna such of Its articles as we think will 
mterest our readers. 
THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE. Pub

Iish�d hY,the United .States Agricultural SOCiety at Washington, 
D. C,; edIted by BenJ. Perley Poore, secretary of the society 

The first number of the eighth volume of this Btandard wo�k i. �g�tt���e!�d with lectures and article. by men eminent in 

AMERICAN INVENTIONS IN EUROPE. 

The following useful inventions made by our country
men have recently been introduced in England and pat
ented throu�h the foreign office connected with the 
Scientific American Patent Agency :-

American Steam-heating Apparatus.-The Rhada1lum
thus steam frigate has been ordered by the British Ad
miralty to be fitted with the Wethered steam arrange
ment for her engines. This consists in using combined 
saturated and superheated steam. The system in this 
case is an experimental one ; £900 being appropriated 
for the purpose. Before receiving tae apparatus, she is 
to be fairly tested as to speed and consumption of fuel 
by her present arrangements, so as to j udge fairly of the 
gain which may be secured under the use of the im
provement. An increase of speed, with a saving of 40 

per cent of fuel, is promised. 
Sewing Machine . -Invente d  by H. W. Hayden, of 

Waterbury, Conn. It relates to the formation of the lock 
sti tch, an improved device for taking up the slack of the 
thread, and a new contrivance for feeding the cloth. 

Weighing Machine.-Patented by John Howe, Jr. 
and Frank E. Howe, both of this city. The invention 
relates to improvements in the supports, joists and levers 
of platform balances . This is a very excellent scale and 
it i� having an extensive sale in this country. 

Fire-arm.-Patented by Charles '1'. Pierson, of this 
city. This invention consists in encompassing the cone 
or nipple of the fire-arm with a cup, and attaching a col
lar packed with india-rubber to the hammer, to protect 
the percussion powder from moisture and prevent acci
dental discharge of the gun. 

Apparatus for Blowing-off Water jrom Steam .Bm!ers.
Patented by James H. Washington, of Baltimore, Md. 
The blow-off pipe has a hinged joint and float so as to 
keep the opemng in the same position in relation to the 
surface. 

Tailors' and other Shears. - Patented by James H. 
Roome, of this city. This invention consists in combin
ing one limb of a pair of shears ",ith II handle forming 
pBl'l!' of a separate lever, and of combining the said limb 
and h"ntlle with the other limb of the shears, whereby 
the leverage exerted by the thumb or hand, in cutting, is  
gradually increased as the shears close, and a drawing 
cut is produced. 

Variable . Cut-off Gear for Producing Expansion in 
Steam and other Motive Engines. -Patellted by Foster, 
Sutton and Stephens, of Harlem, N. Y. A compound 
cam, composed of two parts yoked together, is applied 
to the main shaft and controlled either by a governor or 
by the engineer. 

Machinery for Gutting Corks.-Patented by Edward 
Conroy, of Boston, Mass. This machine was described 
and illustrated on page 345, Vol . I. (new serie.) of the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, and was alluded-to, favorably, 
in au extract from a British cotemporary, published on 
page 250 of the present volume. 

Revolvers and Bullets jor the same.-Patented by John 
Walch, of this city. Two charges are placed in each 
chamber, one forward of the other ; both being fired be
fore the breech revolves . 

Salinometer Case fOt' Steam Boilers. - Patentf!d by 
Joseph Grice, of this city. A vessel is interposed be
tween the boiler and the salinometer case, for the pass
age of the steam, to prevent ebullition in the salinometer 
case. 

FOREIGN NEWS AND MARKETS. 

Steam Frigates. -Steam was introduced into the Royal 
Navy of England in 1822, and now two-thirds of all the 
war ships are steamers. The screw was introduced as 
the propelling agent in place of paddle wheels, in 1842 ; 
now there are 345 screw sloops and fl'igates, and 48 line
of-battle ships, having a power capable of moving them 
in a calm at the rate of from 10 to 15 knots an hour. 
The activity lately displayed in the British dockyards 
has led to such an increase of war steamers that the fleet 
is now equal to the fleets of France and Russia com
bined. 

Miscellaneous Matters.-The wages of the operatives 
in the cotton factories of Bolton have been advanced 1) 
per cent, which brings them up to the Manchester stand
ard. The steamship Great Britain (once wrecked in 
Dundrum Bay) made a recent voyage from Liverpo�l to 
Melbourne in 55 dny� find 1 6  hours-the quickest time 
on record between the two places ; the total length of 
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the voyage being 13, 405 miles ; the average speed was 
275 miles per day. The demand for crinoline wire in 
Sheffield has greatly fallen off, but the best quality of 
steel wire for ropes is in good request. The metal 
market is quiet, and almost without change in prices. 

. · e . •  
WEEKLY SUMMARY . OF INYENTIONS, 

The following inventions are alliong the most useful 
improvements patented this week. For the claims to 
these inventions the reader is referred to the official list 
on anoth!lr page:-

HYDRAULIC MOTOR. 

This motor consists of It cylindrical chamber with two 
gates, a central hollow shaft and a snail-shaped piston .  
The shaft is divided b y  a horizontal partition ; so is the 
snail-shRped piston. The shaft has a supply opening 
above the partition, and a discharge or exhaust opening 
below the partition. The piston has an opening at front 
above its partition and one at back below the partition. 
The water under pressUl'e passes down the hollow shaft 
1hrough the piston, and, by its direct pressure, moves the 
piston round. As soon as the force of the water is spent, 
one of the gates oP!lng and th� dead water exhausts 
through the back of the piston and passes off through the 
lower part 'of the hollow shaft. We have seen this motor 
in operation, and we think it a most excellent con
trivance ; it being portable and capable of being attttched 
to the hydrant pipes of buildings, and operated by the 
water flowing through the same. As a smltll power for 
single IRtites and like machines it will be found very 
convenient, and as a power for pressing tobacco its 
advantage will be very great. Wm. Kennish, of London, 
England, is the patentee. 

' ''w ' 
. . 

KNITTING MACHINE. • 
This inventi<Jll.cODsIstil in so applying and operating 

the {['arne needles, rib needles and sinkers of a ribbed 
knitting machine, that after the sinkers hRve given the 
loops to the frame needles, the I'ib-needles take the 10,,1's 
directly from the sinkers at the back of the frame needles, 
It also consists in the construction or' the sinkers of a 
ribbed knitting machine with recesses in t e  
needles are arranged to operate, and across which the 
loops are extended in such a manner that the needles 
have their opemtion greatly facilitated. It also consists 
in the novel construction of, Rnd mode of applying, 
pressel's in combination with bearded needles, whereby 
they are caused to operate upon the needles in a proper 
manner by the movements of the needles themselves. 
It also consists in a novel mode of applying and operating 
two fingers in combination with the selvedge needles

' 
of 

straight knitting machine to aid them in forming the sel
vedge. And it further consists in an improved mode of 
driving the yarn guide of a straight knitting machine. 
The credit of this contrivance is due to John Chantrell, 
of Bristol, Conn. 

KNITTING MACHINE. 

The knit-tiug of hosiery with properly-shaped heels and 
toes by the continuous operation of a machine without 
stopping to adjust the work, is something which has 
often been attempted by many ingenious mechanics, but 
we believe no machine has ever been made to do it suc
cessfully, up to the time of the invention of the improve
ments of W. H. McNary, which form the subject of 
the claims which appear in this week's list. These im
provements, which are of comparatively simple character, 
effect this desirable result in a very perfect manner. The 
claims explain the nature of the invention as well as can 
be done without an illustrated description. The patent 
is assigned to the McNary Knitting Machine Company, 
whose office is No. 5, University B uilding, this city. 

This invention has been also patented in several Euro
pean countries, through the Scientific American Patent 
Agency. 

J1LOCK-CUTTING MACHINE. 
The object of this invention is obt'itin a machine that 

will operate rapidl,y in cutting flock, perform the work 
perfectly, and Rt the same time be capable of .. being so 
adjusted as to admit of the ready discharge of foreign 
substances without injuring the cntting device. The 
tock from which flock is prepared, being most generally, 
the refuse from cloth and woolen manufactures, is liable 
to contttin foreign substances such as nails, bits of metal 
and the like, which are a great detriment to the cutters 
of a flock-cutting machine, and hitherto the keeping of 
the cutters of such machines in perfect order, has been' 

TIlE ' SC1ENTi�IC AMERiCAN . .  
attended with considerable expense which is obviated by 
this invention. The inventors of this improvement are 
J. Tilton and E. Ritson, of Sanbornton, N. H. 

MOLDING MACHINE. 
The object of this invention is to obtain II lIiachine by 

which green-sand molds for casting pipes may be expe
ditiously formed, and the pipes cast in a vertical position, 
the difficulty hitherto attending the shrinking and bend
ing of the cross-bar avoided, and the mold enabled to be 
formed at i ts ends with male and female st!rews, so that 
the pipes may be cast with the same. 'l'he invention is applicable to the forming of molds for cylindrical, poly
gonal, eIliptical or other shaped pipes. This iriiprove
ment Was designed by William Doyle, of Albany, N. Y. 

GRAIN-WEIGHER. 
This invention consists first, in hanging the scale 01' 

receiver which is to contain the grain while it is being 
weighed, on one end of the scale beam in such a manner 
that it will tilt and discharge its contents at a given time, 
and then return to its former position for receiving 
another supply ; and it consists in snspending said receiver 
or weighing box to the scale by a weighted lever having 
its fulcrum or center of motion in the end oi this beam ; 
and in adj usting the weight on the lever so as to give 
a slight preponderance to this _ end of the lever, and 
thereby insure the return of the receiver after dischRrg
its contents; -to • proper position for receiving and hold
ing the grain flowing from the hopper, until the desired 
weight is attained, when it wiII be instantly discharged 
by the preponderance of the opposite end of the weight
ed arm . .. ' It consists, second, in combining with a weigh
ing box suspended on the end of a weighted Rrm, having 
its fulcrum in the end of a scale beam, a novel device 
for op.erating Rnd regulating the flow of grain from a 
hopper to the weighing box, whereby the discharge and 
cut-off may be automatically effected, and with an up
ward movement of the gat�s or valves which are oper
ated, so as to close alternately in supplying the grain 
from the hopper to the receiver, and opened simulta
neously by the return of the receiver after the dischRrge 
Of

!; ::ia:�:�.:.l !�.t . . 
t C��L. �� third, in <;om-

liln ·  �. . er wlflitlle two-throated hoppers 
and the manner of affecting the cut-off of the grain 
from the hopper to the receiver, a secondary weight 
which is brought into action after the first discharge is 
cut off, so as to allow the second discharge to charge and 
tilt the receiver, thus obtaining a nicety and accuracy 
in the filling and discharging of the receiver at the 
instant the required weight is attained. The device has 
been patented to Lovett ERmes, of Kalamazoo, Mich. 

PAINT-MIXE.R. 
The nature of this invention consists in a novel ar

rangement of fixed knives or blades in the bottom of a 
tub with revolving knives, or knife-edged arms, fixed to 
a rotary arm, driven by suitable machinery, whereby 
the paint will be thrown towards the circumference of 
the tub and receive a thorough mixing action from the 
Rrms, and at the same time , the movable and fixed arms 
will be arranged in such relRtion to each other that they 
will pass each other in pairs at equal distances from 
the center of the shaft, and diametrically opposite each 
other, and not pass between any two pairs in the tub at 
the same time, and under the same circumstances. The 
object of this invention is to give to the semi-liquid con
tents of t.he tub a thorough mixing by the action of the 
fixed Rnd revolving arms, at the BRme time to equalize 
the operation of the revolving arms by preventing more 
than two of these from passing each other at the same 
moment. The patentees of this invention are C. W. 
Brown and G. W. Banker, of Boston, Mass. 

MOLDING SHOT AND SHELL. 

This invention consists in the employment for adjust
ing the pattern of a mold-board with a central aperture 
to receive a circular projection on the under side of the 
pattern, and with a circular flange on one, and a rim on 
the other side, to fit on one side over a rim turned to the 
end of one of the semi-flasks, and on the other into a 
flange projecting from the end of the othJlr�semi-fiask, 
said rim and flange in the semi-flasks being at �the same 
time so arranged that they serve as gnides for the flasks 
when the same are connected ; and thi� invention COD
sists also in combining with the flanged end of the lower 
semi-flasks a cross-shaped gage with a half circular re
c_ for the purpose of adjusting the core. The credit 
of this invention is due to David Huestis, of Cold Spring 
N. Y. 
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28, 245.-Wm, Clare Anderson, of St. Louis, Mo. , for 
an Improvement in Lifting Jacks : 

I claim the rack-bar, B, and the le�er, C, the latter »eing providlld 
with an oblong slot., e, through which and the upper part of the bar., 
B, the fulcrum �in, D, pass eEl, the rRck�bar being fitted in a stand., A, 
or

le(�hJ:�iai���' ��:�:�ti�na�i�g th! r�;lr�d,°::cG.��k��\ B, 

:�d'�f:�Che :ldi:t!i���ef�:;"s t�e b�e
B�

i
���pe��i!���:ctfi:�; 

lever
, 

[This invention consists in the use of a hollow stand 0,. uprlght,pro
vided with a base and a pawl at its upper end, and having a rack bar 
fitted within it, to the npper part of which a .lotted le�er I. at
tachpd in Buch a manner as to raise the article to which it is ap
plied, and to remain permanent after raising the article hy the 
weight of the article alone ; no other adjustment of the lever being 
required.] 
28,246.-Luther Atwood, of New Yol'k City, for an Im

provement in Construction of Apparatus for the 
Re-distillation of Coal Oils : • 

I elaim fL separating chamber, constructed substnntially AI de
Elcribed, when arranged and combined with a volatile oi1 still and 
condenser, in such manner as to gradually separate and condense 
the heav1e-r parts of the oleaginous vapors formed, Bnd continuously 
return them to the sti!l, for a further action of the heat, and at the 
same time preserve the lighter vapors. and pass them over to the 
condenser, substantially as described, and substantially for tho pur
poses set forth. 
28,247.-1. A. Benedict, of West Springfield, Pa; , and 

G. W. Cummin/!S, of Conneaut, Ohio, for an 1m. 
provement in Ditching Machines : 

We claim, first, The arrangement of the sleeve, G, sliding shaft, 
F, in combination with adjusting arms and segment gear and 
piuioDe.-, in t,be manner and forthe purpose described. 

Second, We claim the adiusting �uide!� 0 0', and guides, P P', In 
combinatIon with the movaole bucketSl, M, when arranged and oper ... atto" conjQ!ntly, in the manner and for the purpose Ret forth. 

Third, We claim the Bprln�s and levere, in etJmbinatioft with the ��,,!fll\J:tged buckets, M, n the manner and tbr the purpo •• spe-

28, 248.-'Oan& Bickford, of Westerly, R. I. , for an Im-
. proved Compressed Air E�ne: , 

I claim one or more reservolti fur COlhpreJ!lled Ill,., .nth movable air-tight head, to be operated with either weight, screw, lever; spring 
��::��::h�r c���:l�e�rfL�

e 
J:;rCiC::/��b

e
r�

n
:n�Pn� n�J�yn ��r:: 

�t��:er�rr::�p�g���!tr:;iB('�:t��tWi�h�:�7t'f�'rth.WhOle con· 

28, 249.-J. S. Black, of Bloomfield, Ky., for an Im
provement in Bee-hives : 

J claim the combination nDd arrangement of the hee polaco, eon
Btructed as descrlbod with the moth trap constructed "8 described for 
tho purpose sel forth. 

[This invention consists in constructing the hee palace with wo 
central or lllAin chambers, two side gums orchambel's, two top cham .. 
bers and a moth trap. The top and old. chambors serve Cor the bees 
to commence their work in, and the main chamhers serve for them to 
extend their opera lion.. The moth trap serves to catch all the moth 
or enemies of the hee., which are caused to fall down from the malu 
work chambers by the attack of the bees. This appears to be .. rood 
palace for the queen and her co-workers.] 

28,250.-Wm. N. Brown, of Camden, N. J., for an 
Improvemznt in Vapor Burners : 

I claim the combination of 0. hoot conductor, with a non-conductor, 
��9.����dic��h!

a
��aPe�f.;�:eib�� 

t�:aZ:�E�!�trJgS��1�\;O :�� 
ployin� a metallie heat conI: nctor, encased in a non-conducting or 
�:�-tj��h rri�h�o::�!���al:���iPU�:�f���eiC::':��l�:,t�:f�;;��: 
drawings herennto annexed, or any other mode Imbstantially the 
same, and which will produce the mtended effect. 
28, 25 1 . -Andrew Buchanan, of Jersey City, N. J. , for 

an Improved Arrangement for Balancing Slide 
Valves of Steam Engine8 : 

I claim, first, The combination with a slide �alve, to which the 
steRm is admltt.ed fl.'om the under side ofa valve, A� arrfLnged with 
a stem, D, and encloe.cd into steam-tight cbam�r, C, substantially as and for the purpose specified. 
a !���?'a���drU�g���� �[e�� ��oo���:rr�ne��ih\��t��:� 
A, constructed and operating suhstantially as and for the pnrpose de-
scribed. . 

Third, The arrangement and combination of the valve. A, mova
ble seat, B, cap, F, snd regttlating pins, f� constructed and operating substantially 81! and for the purpose .et forth. 

st::�����sT��r�r;�f��:�;��e��c,P;Ebst�n�i��r:�h;��:!!� .:a 
for the purpese described. 

[The object of this invention is to regulate the pres.nre of the steam 
on the upper and on the underside of a elide val V6, according to the 
difference between that portion of the under surface of said Bllde 
valve which is exposed to the pre.sure of the eteaIQ. and the entire 
upper surface of the v.l�e ; and this device is more particularly ap
plicable to that cia •• of slide valves in which the steam from the 
boiler act. on the nnder.ide, therehy producing a tendency t. 11ft up 
the val�e and cause a leakage of the steam.] 
28, 252.-A. L. Currier, of Washington, D. C.,  for an 

Imprm'ed Saw-set : 
I claim, first., The construction and arrangement of a series of ro

tating punches and their corresponding matrices working top:ether, 
to set the teeth of Raws alternately to the right and left at the .ame 
time, thereby completing the operation, by passing it onee through the operatioD. 

Second, I claim the upright guides, the adjustable .Ilde, B, to regUlate the degree of set in 8aW", in comblnation .w!'il til" rotatlog punches, WI described, for the purposes spe.llled. 
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2 8  253.-H. L. Castile, of  Memphis, Tenn., for an Im

, provement in Axle Boxes : 
I claim the employment of the cone-sided block, G, having the.base 

restinO' upon the journal, B, in combination with the inclined sided 
sided :eat A, as shown and de.scribed, so that a space, J, will be left 
between the upper part of the block G, and the seat, A, and the fibera 
of the block will be laterally compressed, all as set 'orth. 

[This inventioR consists in preparing suitable blocke of any wood, 
by bolling the.m in oil until the sap or juices of the wood are all driven 
out and the1lores are filled with oil ; and, in this condition, the blocks 
arc cut -pyramidal or wedge-shaped, or what might be termed the 
frustrum of a quadrangular pyramid, with their bases curved out, so 
as to conform to the periphery of the journal and with the fibers of 
the wood, all perpendicular to the axis of the axle.] 

28, 254 .-A. W. Chase, of Ann Harbor, Mich. ,  for an 
Improvement in Invalid Bedsteads : 

I claim the peculiar shape or construction of the bet! posts adapting 
t.hem to the open or false mortises, with the head and footboard.! constrnctp,d to correspond thereto! in combination with the spring 
bolts to keep them in position, or al ow any desired change, SUbstan
tially as and for the purposes set forth. 
28,255.-John Chantrell, of Bristol, Conn . , for an 1m· 

provement in Knitting Machines : 
nele�1�s

m
Jj

r
��'e �Yn�lr��f� �ili\�a��rttig:�;!g���, i�

e
g;:btg:tf�� 

with each other, so that after the sinkers have given the loops to the 
frame needles, the rib needles take their loops directly from tho sinkers at the back of the frame needles, substantially as specIfied. 

Second, Constructing the sinkers with recesaes, in which the ribbed 
needles are arranged to 1erate. and across which the loops are ex-tel}�1�d:Wee :::���:;.�nJ 1,0

r 
:;;J.�:

p
���:ft

e
."Afi;�d operating, sub-

stantially as ,et forth. Fourth, I claim applying the selvedge fingers\ and operating them 
by means of an arm attached to a slider which operates the needlel'!, 
substantially in the manner specified. Fifth, I claim combining the bar which carries the yarn guide with a slider which operates the needles by means of grooved blook!!!, Q Q", and spring catches, R R', acted upon by stationary-wedges, y Y', 
substantially as described. 
28, 256. -J. E. Cheney, of Lowell, Mass . ,  for an Im-

provement in MaChinery for Winding Laps : 
rofl����lfs�����:l:3

d
f�!'n W;�:

i
��i:h�� ������, ��:r:iS�n;��� ���1 given to it by the rollers betwe.en which it revolves, by the combina .. 

tion of the three rollers, or their equivalent, arranged substantially 
... and for the purpose described. 
28,257.-0rville Choate, of Morrisville, Vt. , for an Im

proved Mop Wringer : 
I. claim the arrangement of the togglo leYer!?, a a b b, within- the uprights or frame, B B', in combination with the pressing rollers, 

C U', and treadle arms, D, as and for the purpose shown and de" 
scribed. 

[This invention consists in applying to &IlY ordinary portable pail 
or bucket for holding �r� two rollers suitably arranged over the 
same, and hung and arranged so as to be opened or clo£!ed, or ao as to 
recede or approach each other by operating a foot treadle connected with them ; the object being to squeeze or press the water out of 
mops-such as are used for washing windOWS, floors; " &c.-at the same 
time, the bucket wil1 se1've to 1'eceive the water pressed out, and to 
contain the water to be used for wa.sl1i�g purposes.] 

� 28� =T:-U. elayton,'"1lf � D-. c ... lw an 
. Improvement in Vapor Lamps: 

I claim the converting of the fluid into gas or vapor below the il· 
luminating flame by means of the combined genera.tor and burner, B, and the jets of burning vapor�below Baid burner and generator, the 
whole operating'as described and for the purposes set forth. 
ber��Ort,

d
Co��:r��t:f��:ee=:::u�t!���·�

e
�:t��ber, �� 

Third, The use of jets of gas from chamber, Cs or burner, B, for 
making an oxyhydrogen flame, for heating below the combined gen· 
erato1' and burner, as flet forth. 
28,259 -J. B Cornell and Wm. W. Cornell, of New 

York City, for an Improvement in Metallic Rolling 
Shutters : 

Sl�e Ofl�i�ollr�;e���i�h�6��t�;���n��d:1iit��� �fs:i'��si��ib����� with the face ofsrod shutter, substantially as set forth. 
We also claim giving the metallic bosses upon the face of our im .. 

��ou;ed sr��!i�f ��¥jt:hhtt��h fx:!arei��a};�cibl;i;��i;��dt ;i�����h 
other, substantially as set forth. 
28, 260 .-John Dougherty, of Cold Spring, N. Y., for 

an Improvemen t in Molding : 
I claim the temple block, M, combined with a bollow shaft, B, and 

screw shaft. G, and operated substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth. 
[This invention is an improvement in R1T8.D.ging the templets that are used in . loam"molding for caating large work-such, for 

instance, as steam cylinde.Ts, large pipe£!, fly�wheell', and snch molds aa cannot be conveniently and accurately mude in the or .. dinary method of molding. The method of molding sllch work in 
loam is at present attended with many difficulties familiar to thoe:e 
skilled in the art ; and it is the special object of this invention to 
rem(�dy t.his. The invention consists in 0. novel arrangement of 
gearing, combined with the central spindle cartying the templet, 
for giving to said templet or templets, of any description, accord" 
ing to the kind of work to be performed, a vertical reciprocating 
motion, or a vertical motion combined with a circular motion.] 
28, 261 .-Wm. Doyle, of Albany, N. Y. , for an Im-

provement in Molding Iron Pipes : 
I claim, first, The core bar, K, made in sections or with joints, S, 

in combination with a sand mold, when the sections of said bar are 
;�

n:!��t'e�."'ith flanches, t t, for supporting the sand, substantially 
Second, The arrangement of the bars, p p, of the flask wIth rings, q q, and the points, L M P, substantially as shown, to admit of the ready adjustment of the same, as set forth. Third, The employment or use of the stationary screw, N and cylinder, 0, the latter being provide« with an internal screw thread, and fitted on the former, to operate as and for the pm'pose set forth. Fourth, The employment 01' use, for the purpose speCified of the hollow screw, S, formed of two longitudinal parts, in connecti�n with 

;�;e�:Ih�aW"�����i�!trh;��re�,n&lar plate, N, having an interval 
Fifth, The cutter, H, attached to a cylinder, G, or other shaped tube correspondin� �s well as t.he cu.tter, H, to the shape of the pipes t.;) be e,ast� and useCl ln connection WIth the screw and gearing or other p. roper mechanism, for the purpose of forcing the cutter down through the flask concentrically with the core bar, K. Sixth, The guide rod, I� fitted within the screw, D and cylinder or tube, G, and provided with a socket, D, substantially as shown for the purpose set forth. ' 

28, 262 .-Lovett Eames, of Kalamazoo, Mich. , for an 
Imyrovement in Antomatie Grain-weighing Ma
ch Ines ; 

I claIm the combination of the weightcfl penrlnlnm lever E with the seale beam, F, and weighing box, D, in the manner and f�r the purpose itl�stantially as shown, and described. I also claIm the combination, in- the mannei' shown,and described of the g�te, !J C', 'Yit� the double-discharging bottomed . hopper,· n: and osclilating Welghlllg box, D, for the purpose· set -forth; 
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28, 263.-Louis Engler and E. F. Krauss, of Paris, 

France, for au Improved Insulator for Electrodes : 
We claim the insulater consisting of an enameled iron rin!;) havinEl' a lining of glass., permanently cemented wi�hin . it, and a v -shape,d 

opening, a, the Sides, c cl of whose throat proJect Inwardly beyond the 
inter10r of the lining, sUDstantially as described. 

28, 264.-J. W. Evans, of Forsyt.h, Ga., for an Im
proved Combination of Shovel and Tongs : 

I claim the combination and arrangement of the shank oflhe shovel, 
c, with the axis of the leg, a, the latch, g, and spring, h, and the 
groove, f, substantially BS set I

O
rth. 

28 , 265 .-E. N. Foote, of Saratoga Springs, N. Y.,  {or 
an Improved Filling for the Soles of Boots and 
Shoes : 

I claim the filling of boots and shoes, made and inserted substan
tially as I have described, and for the purposes set forth. 
28,266.-J. Fraser, of Rochester, N. Y., for an Im

proved Clothes-frame : 
I claim the combination and arrangement of tbe arms, D, with the 

standard, A, by menns of the crank pivot, g, or its eqUivalent, substantially in the mannel' and for the purposes shown and described. 
28, 267.-Thomas Fry, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,  for an Im-

provement in Hanging Window Sashes : 
I claim, first\ Arranging that character of window sashes which can 

be swung into a horizontal or oblique position, in such a manner that 
the sash, wbile It turns, is tightened laterally so as to remain in a 
h
O����1 p����

ue 
treS���g'ft��::¥!

ia
l�� 

a
������r��acribed, with a spring strip, whic& has a recess for the reception of the sash when In an oblique position, said strip answering the dOUble purpose of stop 

and weather ,trip, substantially as set forth. 
[This invention allows of a window sash being turned down to and held firmly In a horizontal or inclined position, so that they 

may be washed on both sic1es with great convenience from the inside of the room. The sasbes are hung on right and left screw 
pivots, which bind the sash laterally as tJley are turned down and 
release them as they are turned up. The pivots are attached to 
sliding strips,' ",hich rise and fall with the sash_ The,e strips and 
the sash are 10ckM in°" vertical position by means of sliding pieces 
which spring out from the frame-when the sashes are turned np, and 
close the weather spaces. This is a most excellent contrivance. A 
patent for it has been applied for in England.] 
28, 268.-F. H. Furniss, of Cleveland, Ohio, for an 1m. 

- pr()vement in Railroad Jacks : 
I claim the arrangement of the sleeve� F, with the arm, E, and screw, B, and standard, A, in combination with the !'Iliuing jack frame, 

when operating conjointly in the manner and for the purpose speci
fied. 
28, 269.-Emerson Gaylord, of Chicopee, Mass. ,  for an 

Improvement in the Manufacture of Bayonet Scab
bards : 

I claim a bayonet scabbard shaped and finished by the application 
�� ��l�:i:f�:!' r��d[::i��da��lY�h���6ii:g:ja!��'f!g�', ��e

d �:ki
o
�: it impervionr:, to water, as set forth. 

28, 270.-James Greenhalgh, Sr. , of Pascoag, R . I. , for 
an Improvement in Harness Frames for Looms : 

I claim the combination of the hollow heddle bars, A A", and the 
����bYeS:,��!thj����t

<�� 
secure the loops at the ends 

. [This-inyention consists in n. certain constructiOn of the frames for 
the reception of wire headles, whereby the headles of one frame are 
prevented catching against the next frames, or their headles, and the headles are kept stretched better than by the usual mode of secur-
ing them.] . . 
2(2ii .-J. H. Haskell, of Baltimore, Md . ,  for an Im

proved Machine for Stretching Leather : 
I claim, first, Makit:J,g each of the griping devices of two or more se�;:��cA����gi::����n���� t: :;o� 

f�� ;�j'Js��i:eba���foli�l�uch a 
manner that not only the whole griping surface can be adjusted for 
pIeces of leather of various thicknesses, but that each cam, 1, can 
also adjust itself to the varying thickness of one piece 01" leather, sub. 
stnntially as set forth. 

Third, Combiningn. griping earn constructed ofseP!'rate cams, 1, and of an adjustable bar� m, with a lever, a., pivoted to the main frame of the machine at d, substantially as and for the purposes set forth. 
sj��:��i'afi��8C��3

i
Fo�

ttg� ��1�;':g
s�1 ¥���: v, and a sliding cam, X, 

28, 271. -·C. F. Hitchings, of New York City, for an Im
proved Boiler for Heating Buildings : 

I claim, first, The water"jacketed chamber, B, in combination with 
a vertical, cylindrical or conical boiler, inclosing the flue, D, between 
t�rl!��Al: f�:

l
�h� fp������

h
::d>�� �h:

n
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t
:���;�iii3y � ��t forth. 

Second, The diaphragm, C C, formed by an indentation in the 
���f�r���ll, f f, of the chamber, B\ or its equivnlcnt, for the purpose 

28, 2 73.-1. H. Hobbs, of Philadelphia, Pa. , for an Im
provement in Machines for Hoisting Persons, &c., 
from one story in a building to another : 

I claim the application to a building of any suitable kind, of either 
�R�:::{t���\�l���b!t:��i!!iIy ��d��r?6e�f; i6:i:a�e 
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by any suitable machinery and motive power, so that the respective 
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building, substantially in the manner set forth and described. 
28, 274.-A. G. Holcomb, of New York City, for an Im-

provement in Telegraphic Instruments : 
I claim, first, Producing an additional movement of the armature 

!�b���i��r:�l�:t \��th�ectrieal current in the coils of the magnet, 
Second, Th� arrangement of the steel cores, i', and iron bush cores, I, in combination with the coils of the electro-magnet. 

28, 275 .-James Holland, of Conshohocken, Pa.,  for an 
proved Post Butt : 

I claim an earthenware post butt. made substantially as described, so as to receive the bottom of the post entirely within it as also to a. luting of pitch, or its equivalent, betweeu them, and h;ving also a 
��!t�':i'r����

o
�e��:.s:"

tection, as described and represented, and for 
28, 276.-Richard Hubbard, of Milton, Ind . , for an Im-

proved Bedstead Fastening : 
I claim the described combination of the dovetail mortise, a, dovetail tenon, b, metallic lining, C\ and metallic casing D formed with cylind�'ica! ends, d ;  the whole being constructed arid manged and operatmg In the manner and for the purpoees explained. 

28, 277.-David Huestis, of Cold Spring, N. Y. , for an 
Improvement in Molding Shot and Shells : 

I claim, first, The employment for adjnsting the �attern of a moldboard, <;\ with a central aperture, c, flange, d, and rim d' in combinat�on W�t11 the !'Iemi .. flasks. A A', constructed and, opemting 'substantu)'Uy In the manner and for the purpose describad. Second, The combination with the flanged end of the semi-flask A' of a cros�-shaped gagej H, with notehes, h, constructed and-operating snbstantlally III the manner and for the purpose specified. . 

28, 278. -C . S. Irwin, of Madison, Ind. , for an Improve
ment in the Construction of Machinery for Cleaning 
Starch : 

I claim the rotating disk brush. C, placed on the box or reeei'vet, A, 
in connection with the bed or platform, D, also placed on the box or receiver, all being arranged as and for the purpose set forth. 

[The object of this invention is to snpersede the mannal process 
of cleaning starch preparatory to the papering and final drying of 
the same for domestic use. In the manufacture of starch a slimy 
cntst forms on the sides of the lamps in the preliminary drying 
process, and this crust hns heretofore been removed by scraping with 
a knife, an operation which consumes considerable time and is 
attended with much waste.] . 
28, 2 79.-Z. L. Jacobs, of Hebron, Conn., for an Im

provement in Screw Plates :  
I claim, as an improved article o f  manufacture\ a screw plate, provided with changeable pivoted dies, E, screws, A, stock, U, pine, N, and plate, Q, substantially as shown and described. 

28, 280.-Pomeroy Johnson, of Whitney's Point, N. Y., 
for an Improvement in Felling Trees : 

I claim tbe combination of the pole or scantling, B, provided with 
a steel or prol":r metal point, a, the fixed pulley block or shieve, D, 
and rope, C, WIth animal or other 'power attach-ed ; all being arro.ngea and apphed substantially as and for the purpose set forth. 

[The object of this invention Is to fucilitate the felling of trees 
by dispensing with much of the cutting or chopping operation, and 
at the same time to place the falling of the tree nnder the com
plete control of the operator. The invention consists in the employ
ment and nse of a pole or scantling provided with a meta! point or 
end, and bavlng a rope attached, which passes through a fixed 
pulley hlock, whereby, with the aid of a team or other power, the desired end is attained.] 
28, 281.-M. M. Jones, of Monisville, N. Y., for an Im

provement in Cotton Presses : 
I claim the particular arrangement and combination of mechanism described, the same consisting of rods" H, rotating nutsp C, follower, 

�lPe�� ��t�
e
��;e��l��J!'6e�:�' c�ri:fr��fe� �n� �='ged ��i:ti��I� 

as described and for the purposes set forth. __ _ 
28, 282.-Wm. Kennish, of London, England, for an 

Improved Hydraulic Motor : 
I claim a diaphl'agmed snail or other suitably shaped piston, C, 

which has an opening in its face and another one in its back� in 
���Ji�:���ni��� �iti:�t�!:�f::e �r!l�;:: ��b�tt�twr;

c
:e ��� ���i�; 

purposes set torth. . 
28, 283.-Richard Ketchum, of South Dansville, N. Y., 

for an Improvement in Mowing and Reaping Ma
chines : 

I claim the combination of the cross-bar, K, having supporting 
�
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upon the axle, A, for actuating the cutter, Bubstanti;11y in the manueland for the purposes set forth. 
28, 284.-W. A. Kirby, of Buffalo, N. Y. , for an Im

provement in Harvesters : 
I Claim, in combination with the rod and lifting wheel, the leve·r and rod, x\ with tpeir attachmente, substantially as deSCribed, for the 

pnl'pose of raising, lowering and holding the cutters at different hight�, as set f<>i:th. 
28,285.-F. L. Lan gley, of Troy, N. Y. , for an Improved 

Shoemaker's Float : 
I claim -constructing and arranging the several parte of the . 

machine substantially as . describedl�herebr the rasp may l'emaiu 
movable upon upon its axis, or rigidlY fixed thereon, as may be reo 
qulred, for the purposes set forth. 
28,286.-J. P. Ledy and Wm . Boyers, of Monnt Car

roll, Ill. , for an Improved Apparatus for Breachy 
Cattle : 

We claim the metallic sheath, A, in combination with the pad, C, 
and clasp, D, constructed in the manner and for the purpose specIfied. 
28, 287.-George Little, of New York City, for an Im

provement in Sewing Machines : 
I claim the adaptation of 1\ cylinder, piston, rod and valve! to, and 

����l��:i�.r:,:j ao,[iJ �p���i:tg :t��:::'il��; :'��lef��ined, con-

28, 288.-T. J. Mayall, of Roxbury, Mass . , for an 1m
proyement in Machines for making Rubber Hose : 

I claim, first, An organized machine for the formation of spiral 
rubber or gutta percha hose or tubing, the same consisting essentially of a traveling carriage MITying the fabric of which the hose or tubing is to be formed, and a reversible guide, to which. such automatic 

:���b�: ::;j;:�'B�:b!�a�iht�l�
h:,'3 Ssa;t

d
f��rrc in spiral layers upon a 

Second, I claim the combmaton of the traveling cRlTin.ge carrying the fabric of which the hose is to be formed, and made to receive a reciprocating rectilinear motion, in any proper manner. with the reversible guide, the twO !'lO operatin� together that the Baid guide shall 
be reversed in poflition as Boon as the fabric is wound spirally in one 
�����°in ��nO�8ig:ad��ti:n�e���� ��; ����r!i ��

d
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spiral layel's crossing each other, as set forth. Third, I claim the combination of the traveling carriage calTying 
��n�':f,P��i�ltrto�h�d the mandrel upon which the hose is to be 
28, 289.-John McKellar, of Thomaston, Maine, for an 

Improvement in Beer Powders : 
de�c����. the said composition or beer powder, made substantially as 

28, 290. -W. H. McNary, of Brooklyn, N, Y. , for an 
Improvement in Knitting Machines : 

I claim, first, The threaded wheel, D, with it. movable switch D' H, 8J:pliea subStantially as deSCribed, in combination with the ne'edle ring, or other eqnivalent device carrying the needles, to produce tho =b��!�::;;. movement of the needles in either rurection, as 
Second, The revolving and longitudinallv moving studded cylinder, appUed and combined with the movable switch wheel, by means of .. forked lever" G, and revolving buttonl'!, h hi, 01' their eqUivalents, and operating sUDstantially as deSCribed, for the purpose of sbifting the 

::!��hof����e�l�:. desired to reverse the rotary or traverse move· 
T�lrd, I claim the regulatln� wheel with its adjnstable arms, M M', apphed and operating substantIally as de.cribed, in combination witli the needle ring and with suitable apparatus for throwing tho studded cylinder into gear with the main shaft, for the purpose of regulating the length of the complete circular portions oftbe work. Fonrtb, I claim combining l,he studded cylinder, Hi with the dis-

��fh':.
g
.::�r::�:k '�he,:;h���ttt,!; ::tt�utgd t�����fe f s���so�n� 

r�:�e
"J�: ��1��red to be resnmed after knitting round a portion or 

Fiftb, I claim combining the stitch hook bar, 82, with the main shaft, or otber rotary shaft, of �he knitting machine, by means of one or more cranks, Z Z, and controlling t.he movement produced· by such crank or cranks by means of a slotted arm, S", working on 8 fixed guide:pin, 2 4, substantially as described, to produce the movement ot the.stltch hook. to toke off the lOops frOm the needles . . 
SIxth, I claim giving the stitch hook bar the neces.,m, lateral move. ment to complete the throwing-off of the loops from.:the needles and �o enable them 10 paIs the needles 8S they desoend to take anothel 
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loop by means ofthp. cams, Z' Z', fit the sides of the wrists of its driv
ing cranks, .substantially as descrihed. 

�-==-=;============== 
28, S05 . -A. F. Reeder, of Bloomington , IlL , for an Im 28, 31 8 ."-J. H. Wait, of Portsmouth , Ohio for an Im-

Seventh� I claim combining the rockshaft which carries the thread 
guides wiLh the switch wheel, D, by means of it fork, U4, 01' its 
equivalent, snbstantially as and for the purpose described. 
28, 29 1.-George Millard , of Waterbury, Conn.,  for an 

Improved Chi mney Cowl : 

proverncn t in Hotary Engines : 
I cI�im the c1!g.ine cOllBtructed \vitll a c.rlinder of the form described, wl�h a partItIon, I, with the iudllCt.ioIl ports in its abutmeuts Hnd WIth R. �avity, R, and series of 111'0jecting surfaces, t u v v', in 

�ri�ed:
on lts rotating piston head, D, substantially UI3 herein de-

provement in Mechanical Movements : ' 
I claim constructing a crank with an elongated wrist pin set obliquelY' to its axis of rotation, so that a pitman connected thereto can b� :J::�i�I�!VC�:I�I�, �i��;:t ;��:l���� ����o�fo�

h
rh:r:O

i
i
h
I� :�� ��: ncr substantially as described. ' 

I claim the a1'l'angement of the fliction rollers, J, to run upon the 
edge of flanch, B, in combina,tion with the cowl, C \]\ as and for the 

[This is a very ingenious and simple iIlll1rovcmcnt in rotary en 28, S 1 9.-C. P. S. Wardwell, of Lake Village, N. H., 
purposes shown and described. - , gines.] 

[This invention consists ill arranging an ordin:::try curved chimney 
cowl or cap on the chimnny top, so that it will be free to revolve by 
the action of the wind on a vane, ap.d so that it will be l:!ecurely, at
tached to the chimney so as not to be bluwn off ; at the same time 
the rain will be preventeu from beating down the chimney flue] 

28, 306 . -J. H. Rollins, of 'Wapello, Iowa, for an Im
proved Vapor L amp : 

I claim the combination, with the vaporizing chamber, E, of the re.movable, tlanchcd, screw bottom, n, and glob(1, J, so that the globe WIll be-supported or hung frolIl said bottom-all as and for the lmrpose shown and described. 

for an Improved Swift. Ante-dated April 25 1 860: 
r claiJU the �pring, D, in ()ombination with the jaw formed by lip:!, B B� substantlally al:! set forth and represented. 

28, S20.-C .  O. West, J. R Smith, John Carey, George 
Janney, R. Hunt, Amos Hatchett, D. West, Eliel 
'West and G. Garner, of Marti nsville, Ohio for an 

28, 292.-Harris Morse, of Columbia, Cal . ,  for an Im-
provement in the Treatment of Snow or Ice, to 
Convert it into Large Blocks : 

r claim the said process of treating flno\v 01' smaH pieces of Ice, in 
order to convert the same into large blocks or masses fit for preserva-
tion and use, as�described. . 

28, 292 . -S . D. Nelson, of Pittsburgh, Pa. , for an Im
provement in the Manufacture of Shovels:  

[This invention relates to an improvement in that class of lamps 
which arc designed for burning volatile hydro-carbons, anu which 
vaI?orizo the 11uid in a chamber distinct from, but connected with, 
the fount, by the heat from the illuminating flame. The ohject of 
the invention is to facilitute the cleaning of the lamp and ulso to pre� 
vent a I3hade being cast by it, while permitt,ing the use of a giess 
globe.] 

Improvement in Ditching Machines : , 
' 

.'Ye claIm, . first, ffhe employment of the tin, M, in combination 
:����ette Inchned bottom, I .. , as and for the pUl'pose shown and de-

B,��:��� ll?th�
O
��'\�o����tIo:'il�. 

rib, e', with the inclined bottom, 
Third, The employment of a hinged tl'iangular beam A and ad,�ti����I�n�

e����
.H�e��mbination with the plow as and for the' purpose 

.l!-'ourth, The combination with the plOW, the beam A and sled F of the adjustable pivoted brace�rod, K, standard. I." �nd' front br�ce! rod, J, as and for the pU;'Poses shown and describea. 
I cla.im the shovel, as a new article of manufacture, having the 

back strap imbedded in the back of the shovel blade, arranged and 
constructed as described, and for the purpos� set forth. 

28, 307.-W. J. Sanderson and Sidney Stanton, of Sy
racuse, N. Y., for an Improvement in Steam Boiler 
Feeders :  

[ This invention consists in an improved machine for forming 
ditches or trenches of any desirable width or dt'pth, or having �ither 
])erpendiculal' 0'1' inclined sides. The machine consists in a shovel 
plow peculiarly constructed, by which the earth, in the operatiol;l of 
digging, is thrown up and out from the ditch and away from ita edges 
a sufficient distance to prevent its falling back again. 'I'he nbove 
claims will give an idea of the machine.] 

28, 294.-David Niven, of Rochester, N. Y., for an Im-
provement in Potato-diggers : 

I claim suspending the grate, share and clearing wheel together 
upon the axle by the sUP

E
orting " heels, by means of the buils, h h, ' 
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and clearing wheel may be continually graduated by the attendant 
to any depth, and adjusted to the undulations of the ground or raised 
therefrom, independently of the movements of the other parts of the 
machine, as specified. 

I also claim forming the upper surface of the circular concentric 
grate bars, 1, with sen-ated edges, m m, in combination with the in
tervening teeth, n n, of the clearing wheel, for the more effectual 
separation of the tubers from the earth, substantially as set forth. 
28, 295.-R. F. O'Brien, of Boonville, Mo., for an Im-

provement in the Construction of Flues : 
I claim the metal base, n, formed of the bottom plate, 8., sides, b P, 

and tlanehes, � c, applied to the timbers, A A, as shown, and perfo
rated at itEl. bottom or eorrugated to receive and hold the plaster or 
mortar, substantially as and for the purpose set forth. ' 

[This invention has for its object the building of brick flues or 
chimneys on the flooring timbers of buildingfl,without the danger or li
ability of the adjoining woodwork taking fire. The invention is more 
especially designed for building fiues or chimneys on the upper floor
ing timbers of buHdiags, to receive a stove pipe from below.] 
28,296.-Alanson Ordway, of Stratham, N. H. , for an 

Improved 'l'weer:  

W e  claim the arrangement of a discharging valve constructed in 
the DlaDner stated and connected with the water pump of steam 
llOilers, A, solid float, B, within the boiler, lJalanced by a weight 
b�!��i,��
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gulate the amount of watel' in the boiler-and the whole constructed. 
arranged and operated in combination, substantially as described. 
28, S09.-.J. M. Scribner, of Middleburgh, N. Y. , for an 

Improvement in Lathes : 
I claim the arrangement of devices f�S described, for traversing the 

leg or article,cnt to and from the cutter. and rotating it at the same 
time by the lI\echanism described, or its equivalent, so as to cut or 
form curves on.the tQ'-ticle so turned and tl'sversed, substantially as 
described. 
28, S09.-Phil�nder ShaW; of Boston, Mass. ,  for an Im

provement in the Method of Preparing and Mold
ing Wood into Different Forms : 

I-claim the method or process of treating wood, consisting in com
pressing it within molds anq aft�rwardB heating it while thus con
fined, under pressure. 

Alflo the proceSfJ of tren,ting wooel by impregnating it with steam 
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their substantial equivalents, priOl' to, and in combination with, the 
process ab()ve-claimed. 
28, S 10.-Marvin Smith, of New Haven, Conn. , for an 

Improved Peach-parer:  
I claim the combination, with the etationary hollow concave rail, 

B� standard, a, and fOl'k� D, of the sliding, hollow, concave rail, l£, 
standard. d, fork, F, and spling, 0, as and for the purpose shown and 
described. I claim the combination of the rotatin? circular grate, C, with the 

horizontal sliding grate� B, t\nd levers, D .F, as and for the purpose 
described. 28, Sl1 .-S . J. Smith, of New York City, for an Im-

[The object of this invention is to obtain a simple and economical proved Nutcracker : 
tweer by which the blaBt from the bellows is placed under perfect I claim the combination of the fixed n g ' . n,� he c�cen '1 lever 
control and its action upon the :tire reg - level" -a relatively arranged and combined, as and for the- pur .. 
quire f the tweer also serving the purpose of a grate, to effect the dis� poses described and represented. 
charge of ashes and cinders from the fire.] [This _invention consists in the employment of a. Cam lever that is 
28 297.-S. W. Palmer �nd J. F. Palmer, of Auburn, acted upon by a coiled spring arranged in such a relation to a curved 

7 fixedjtl.w and operated by a lever having ttli eccentric motion, that 
. N. Y. , for an Improvement in Silk or Thread two jaws will be obtained, one a curved and the other a straight one, 

Reels : between which nuts of any ordinary size or kind may be placed and 
We claim securing the slotted arms of a silk reel to the spindle on 

which they turn in such a manner that they can be extended and cracked with greater faci,lity and with little power.] 
contracted at pleasure and folded up parallel to each other, and 80 I h that they can be rigidlv secured to each other and to. the spIndle in 28, S 1 2.-Lydia W. Stiles, of Brook yn, 0 io, for an 
any desired position, by means of a thtlmb.sc�·ew, WIthout prevent- Improved B utter-worker : 
ing the spindle from freely turning in its bear,n js, substantially in I claim the special arrangement of the WOl'kel'S� B B', hinged to 
the manner and for the purpose described. the adjustable post, B.�in combination \yith the revolviug bowl. when 
28 298.-J. G. Perry, of South Kingston, R. 1. , for an operating conjOintly in the manner and for the purpose set forth. , 

Improved in S�usage Ma?l�ine : . . . 28, SlS.-Abraham Stoler and S. A. Sisson, of Bristol, 
I claim the combinatIOn of the shdmg kmves, D. WIth the cyhn- Pa.,  for an Improvement m Harvesters :  

del', C, substantially as herein described and for the purpose set ""Ve claim the :11'l'nn<:'"('ment of the caster whee-I, H� with its frame 
forth. G, connected to tne Ul"",il axle, in combination with the levers, K ana 
28, 299.-1. W. Pettibone, of Norfolk, "Conn. ,  for an L, fulcrum, I, rod, 1Il, and shoe, S, applied in the malmer and for the 

purpose substantially as described. 
Improvement in Vapor Lamps : We also claim'thecombination and arrangement of the rod, lIf, and 

levers interposed between the caster wheel frame and pivoted shoe, 
I claim the combination of the vapor valve at the mixing chamber S, for adjusting the cutting apparatus, substantially as described. 

with a supplementary valve-the two being constructed and opera-
t
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b
�i:h:��� ����i�!:ron of the mixing chamber with an air 28, 3,14. -A. M. Swain, of Lowell, Mass. ,  for an 1m .. 

tube or tubes, to deaden the whistling noise which generally aCCQm- provement in Water Wheels : 
p:mies such burnl'rs I claim, first, The annular chamber, I, arranged subst.antially 

'i also· claim arr�nging the air tube in such a manner with refer· a
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len the 
ence to the mixing chamber of the vapor burner, thut it can be I"e- :h J' ., 
moved therefrom, to permit cleaning, subatantially u.s herein set Second, The arrangement of the guhie�. e, and cylinder, J, at-
forth. - tached to curb, B, and chamber, I, forming the gate� when said parts 

are arranged in relation to the wheel, G, substalltinlly at-; and for the 
28, SOO. -G, B. Phillips, of Newark, N. J. , for an Im- purposes specified. 

proved Wrench : . . . . ser��::g�s�l�� <;g�tih�
n
g:r���: il

o
��'u�ti�; lli�u�h�:l \�

e 
c�:';iv�;,�l� 

I"claimla curved bar provl<!ed WIth a rac.k of teet1�, �n co.mbmatlOn for the weal' of the step. 
with a scroll nut for truversmg and noldlllg the slldmg Jaw, as de-
scribed fOl" the purpose specified. [The object of this invention is to obtain a simple and efficient hori-

zontal water wheel-one that will have all its parts accessible for re-
28, S01.-W. C. Pitts, of Austin, Texas, fur an Improve- pairs and which will Sive the maximum power of varying heads with 

ment in Seed Planters : fill economical use of the water.] 
I claim the arrangement of the double hoppers, e f, double tubes 

or ducts B e  and single seed slide, <1, operating' together in the 28, 315.-H. A. Tilghman, of Philadelphia, Pa. , for an 
manner'Rlld for the purpose set forth and described. Improvement in the Method of Decomposing Fats 

28, S02 . -J. S. Pond, of Cleveland, Ohio, for an Im- into Fatty Acids and Glycerine : 
proved Washing Machine : ' I  claim the process of decomposing fats into fatty acids and glyce-

I claim first Thtt construction and arrangement of a compound rine by means of water at a high teml1eraturc and pros�ure, either 
rubbing board: having a serie� of alternate. ridges nnd rollers, to with or without the presence of all alkali-
compress and rub at the same tIme, as descnlJed for the purposes 

th�'s:C��li��� e�e�a��;:tt� :�;;::t���i�s�I;.e
cEi'f���ns and removing 

SPs�
i
!�ci, The compound rubbing board in combination with n fluted 2. An-anging' the fat and water in shallow layers so ag to give an 

rollcr 01' its equivalent, as set forth. in
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2 8, SOS .-J. T. Pr ice, of Rockville, Ind. , for an Im- opposite directions so as to bring fresh water in contact with the 
purtly-decompo.ed fat. 

proved Sediment Collector for Steam Boilers : 
I claim the system of piped, P G I, appliea to a boiler In connec- 28, S1 6.-Jeremiah Tilton, of Northfield, N. H . ,  and 

!.ion with a heater, D-the whole arranged substantially as described, Edwin Riston, of Sanbornton , N. H . ,  for an Im-for the !JUrpose set forth. 
provement in Machinery for Cutting Flock : 

' 
(This invention consists In a novel system of pipes applied to a We claim the employment or use, in a flock-cutting machine, of 

boiler in connection with a water-heater arranged as a bridge in the two cutters, II J, arraDged substnntially ItS 8hown, so that one cutter, 
rear of the fire.grate, for the purpose of collecting the mineral or. ��d��� ��h;r

a 
c��t:�;J��

iriDi���
S
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l v:�ii��j:�i��i�o,:x�;rie��efo� 

other sedimentary matter from the water and preventing its deposit the purpoies set forth. 
ill the boiler.] 28, S1 7.-Mal1rice Vergnes, of New YC'lrk City, for an 
28, 304. -'1'. J. Price, of I�dustry, TIl., for �n Improve- Improvemement in th0 Construclion of VoltaIC Gas 

ment in the ConstructIOn of Evnporatmg Appara- Batteries : 
tU8CS : I claim the use, in gas batteries or combined acid and gas battelies, 

I . .  claim
. 

constrncting evapora
. 

ting pana Wit.h a"series of dampers, of porous platinized coke, snb�tantially 8S and for the purposes set 
D" D D D, inserted bebween the. !'ros. partition,s, B B B B, and forth. 
operated with a �erie5 of lever�, I i i  i, snbstantially .. � shown fur ra�u�l.S�u�:. ��Ylyg�e�\�:!.eD/.ent of the whole battery or appa- . 
l�.e pttrpo.e speoifioo. 

28, 32 1 .-1 . 'V. Wetmore, of Erie, Pa . ,  for an Improve
ment in Railroad C/lairs : 

I claim, first, 'rhe lip r.huir, R, formed for a -longitudinal wedge under the rails and fitting them exactl��, because of the trimming of 
!��:crl

b
��d�

,
�h: 

�;,.�r surface of the base of the chair being beveled 
Secondl rrhe wedge, G, pa�sing between all the spikes except onel and held In place under the jOint by notches, h, catching the spike, R, 

28, S22.-J. M. Whitney, of Astoria, N. Y., for an Im
proved Sash-fastener : 

I claim, as an improved a_rticle of manUfacture, a window su,sh-
���,

e
E�r a���J;'e

S���ff\hJ{��t
.
e, a, hinged noose strut, C, and a hinged 

[This invention consists in 8lTanging, in combination with a strut 
or band that is fastened to the meeting bar of the inner sash, a. 
hinged dog, which catches under a suitable noose in such a manner 
that the same most effectually prevents persona from opening' �he 
window from the outSide.] 
28, S2S. -Dudlcy Wood and Albert Byrington, of Byron 

Ill. , for an Improvement in Plows : ' 
We claim the ar!':l;ngement o.f t�e tubular beam, A, tubular stand_ 

:�dJe��l�b�d�dary Jomt, b, and mSlde coupling bolts, a s, substantially 

2 8, S24.-C. w,. Brown and G. W. Banker, of Boston, 
Mass . ,  aSSIgnors to G. W. Banker and G. O. Car
penter, of South Reading, Mass", Ibr gn Tn:tjlrove� 
ment-in-M,)(O],ju"" .ffu: J!rlixine P"int : . 

ap��rat�:� t:ciCh
l
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���� ttt\����

t
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n
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n
f�b�h��i �;;U!���� as to describe scrolls from the central tube, 01' <;enter of the tub, and 

'�;�'Y��,�� ��ctU�i1�:���oiit �atfs� �:ri�;��yr:��i
i
�fsr:��s �:,�

t
�� nxis of the spindle, in the manner described and l·epreseuted, for' the purpOBe set forth . 

28, 325.-Patrick Mihan, of Boston, Mass. , assignor to 
himself and M. A . Lane, of qharlestowll , Mass. , 
for an Improvement in the Constrnction of Conden� 
sors of Still s '  

I claim the combination of a conical mouth-piece, F of the supply pipe, E, with the conical bottom, b, of the reservoir, .o, subs�an_ tinily as and for the purpose specified. 
[This invention consists in combining an annular steam' chamber, 

around a vessel that contains cold water, and the elevated ' conical 
bottom of said vessel with a conical receiving chamber, in such.' a 
manner ,tlatt if said vessel is placed on a kettle containing boiling 
water, the steam ariSing from the latter, by coming in contact with 
the conical bottom and with the cold walls of the steam chamber, COll
denses and collects in the conical receiving chamber, from which it 
is drawn by a suitable faucet ; and it ·also consists in the arrange
lllent of a conical mouth·piece at the cud of the supply pipe, in com-" 
bination with the conical elevated bottom of the reservoir, for tlle 
purpose of spreading the cold water over all pa.rts of said bottom, and 
to enable it to act wit.h the best possible effect in condensing the steam 
that may come in contact Witll it.] 
28, S26. -Purches Miles, of New Haven,  Conn. , assignor 

to A. P. Plant, of Plantsville, Conn., for all Im
proved Bedstead l<usten in!! : 

I claim the arraIlg'eme,nt of the shaft, c, provided with eccentric, a', 
Elph'al flanches, b'� the dovetail mortise, a, tenon, b, and female screw 
thrcad, d', with the bracket bearing1 C, substantially as and for the 
purpose set forth. 

[The object of this invention is to obtain a lock joint or fastening 
by which the ralls and posts of bedsteads, or other two similar parts 
to be connected, may be drawn firmly together in close contact - and 
locked by a dovetail ; the locking of the dovetail and the drawing of 
the parts together being simultaneously performed by a simple move
ment of [: lever 01' the turning of a shaft.] 

, 

28, S27.-J. H. Park�r (assignor to E. H. Ashcroft), of 
Bos 'JIl, Mass. , for an Improved Hand Drill : 

I claini t he arrangement of the 8pring cluteh with t.he drill�carrier 
L���t��:�ti;���s

w
Bi;�ifi:3. 

as to be protected by the sleeve or c�p., 

2 8, 328.-J. H. Parker (assignor to E. H. Ashcroft), of 
Boston, Mass. , for an Improved Hand Drill : 

I claim my improved hand drill, as constructed, not only with the 
application of a male screw� G, and a concentric oil-holder or tubu- " 
lar cap, L, directly to, and so as to project from, the drill-carrier, A, 
but with the tubular sl�ank of the female screw extended directly 
from the pivot, F, or a handle, K, intervening between the two, as 
described. 

I also claim connecting the chambers� M N� by one or more pas .. 
sages, b, separate from the female screw, that the oil may pass from 
��t

e f��t:,bel' into the other, under circumstances and for the llUrpQse 

28, S29.-Wm. C. Pitts (assignor to Wm. A .  Pitts), of 
Austin, 'Eexas, for an Improvement in Plows : 

I claim the construction of the plow with double points with the 
hole in the center, so that either end may be turned to the grollnd 
and fafltened to the stock or '\ helve" of the same, by the bolt through 
:g: �f�:ri�b���;��Jd��� r!l��,

o
thee ��;��b��U!����::U�t!i 

as to fit and sustain the plow, as specified. 
And I hereby disclaim the invention of the stock of said plQw, lIIla 

claim. only the illventioll of the ohare and bar, as speciJied. 
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2 8  330.-Ephraim RllsBell, of Coatsville, Pa. , assignor 

, to hiDlseJf and J. S. Wiley, of Sadsbury, Pa. , for 
an Improvement in Seed Pl,mters : 

I claim the fl,lTangement of the slides, D' un, the equivalent lever, 
the 'armed cylinder, :F, screw stems, m m", slotte!l plates or loop8, n 
n,. and the double dovetail keyet, G G GJ' G' G", operating in the man
ner desodbtld and for the purpose specified. 
28, 331 .-Edward Savage, of Cromwell, Conn . ,  and H. 

S. North, of Middletown; Conn. (assignors to the 
Savage Revolving Fire-arms Company, of Middle
town aforesaid), for an Improvement in Revolving 
Fire-arms : 

We claim placing the coiled spring which forces hack the rotating 
cylinder away fram the muzzles of the charge chamber, and covering 
it with the shoulder, b, of the cylinder axis pin, so that its action 
cannot be clogged by the accumulation of smoke, burned powder or 
dnst from the muzzles when fired ; and also increasing tlie facility lI'::�rfJ!�.h the rammer cau he put in and taken out, all as s�own and 

Second, The employment;. in combination with the regulating 
!lerew, G� of a thimble 01' bushing, E, applied to the recoil shield, to eerve, at the same Urne, as a bearing for the rear end of the cylinder 
axis pin, D, and a bearing for

.
8. set screw, f, by which to secure the 

re�ulatin1!' screw, Bubstantially as described. 
Third, The set !lerew, f� applied in combination with the thimble or 

:�b�l:;ti�\��:�;I���
i:h8e

h��d, ���:���3. regulating screw, G, 

�"ourth, The combination wi�the plunger, I. fitted to a guide in 
the head of the cylinder axis pin, D, as described, of the lever, J, 
fitted to the slots, i and j, of tlie said heed, and to a olot, m, in the 
plunger, and connected with the said head hy a tulcrum pin. kl and 
with the plunger hy a cam· like slot, b, and pin, p, substantial y .s 
specified. 

[This invention consists in certain improvements in the revolver 
which cpnstitutes the suhject of the patent granted to H. S. North, 
on June 7, 1856.] 
28, 332.-Wm. Shields (assignor to Joseph Lockett and 

Robert Leake), of Mancnester, England, for an Im
provement in Machines for Engraving Rollers, &c. 
Patented in England, Oct. 30, 1857 : 

1 claim the combination and arrangement of the mechanism de. 
scrib�d, by which the movements of a trac2f can be modified i.n ex
tent and changed in direction and transmitted to etching instru. 
ment.s, and the roller or cylinder to. be operated upon ; and I particu_ 
larly claim for these purposes the ' use of the levers or bars, e6 and 
h4, and the bon! or carriages, e e9 f and gl. 
28, 333.-Emil 'l'rittin (assignor to himself and J. A. 

Cummings), of Philadelphia, Pa., for an Improve
ment in Burners for Vapor Lamps : 

I claim, first, The tube, A, with ib� chamber, C, and slotted top, � 
in combination with the stem, D, and the attac�ment, E, or its equiv
alent ; the whole being arranged substantially as and for the purpose 
Bet forth. 

Seeond
1 

The cap, d, with its openings, having inclined sides, y� in 
eombinat on with.;/le .Iotted top, a, of· the burner ; the whole being 
.m-anged aud opetatlng substantially a. speCified. 
28,384.-Jedediah Wtliss (assignor to himself and Chas . " Brodhead), of Bethlehem, Pa. ,  for an Improvement 

in Telegraphic Machines : . .  r claim the application of clock-work to the drawing·out and let
t:ng.back of the- epiral --spring\ circular spriIfg or elastic substance 
�uuul.r u�cd for adjuatin-s:the telegraphic circuit), by combining wi tIl the CIOok. Ii 0 k tb ocepRt;� -c n U -the lever A A and roller J� tho movable axis t.o the wee;S, tne.... __ Bliding wedge-'"8luwed __ kJlQb� K, and the level', 0 0, in the manner and-with the----:�ect set tortli 
particularly in the foregoing specitication alld the annexed drawlug�. 
28, 335.-D. H. Williams, of Allegh any, Pa. , assignor 

to himself and R. B. Fitts, of Philadelphia, Pa. , 
for an Improved Apparatus for -the Combustion of 
Smoke in Steam Boiler Furnaces : 

I claim the use of steam under pressnre, for the 
f,
urpose of forcing 

i!��t��':����8llhea::r:!i:l
e
:i�

n
!������:��ge�ti�Sg

Ol��t�::n�fil?; 
a� described) into steam boiler furnaces, their hot-air chambers, or 
the flues or tubes of the boiler ; the steam jets, H, with their open� 
ings, K� 0\' their equivn.lents, being in combination whether with or 
without the defleeting or he1\t�receiving wall. E. 
28, 336. -'1'. '1'. Woodward , of South Reading, Mass . , 

assignor to himself and Whiton , Browne & . Wheel
right, of Boston Mass.,  for an Improved Signal Ap
paratus : 

I claim, first, A portable revolving signal apparatus� contaIning a 
series of pyrotechnic charges, such as blue-lights or rockets &c., and 
operated 80 as to receive an intermittent rotary motion, and to suc. 
::�h'::�r�,�

i
!�i���. 

several charges by any suitable 8ITangement of 
Second.. The arrangement of devices for rotating the a�ratus and 

igniting the charges at the SRme time ; tho same conSIsting of the 
spring ham_mer and cam·grooved cylinder, c, both actuated, as de
scribed, by the rod. 

RE-ISSUES. 
W. E. Kidd, of New York City, for an Improvement in 

Bonnet Frames. Paten ted April 1 3, 1858 : 
I claim making the tip of bonnet fl"ames of two separate thickneses 

of the fablic knewn al!! ' � capc net," by subjecting the saine 'while in 
a moist state, to heat and pre8SUl'e in metallic molds of the' required 
form to impart the required shape, and effect the uni@n of the two 
:��i��d�eB nt one and the same operation, substantially as de· 

I also claim making the crown of bontlet frames of two separate 
��l�f�
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required form to impart the required shape, and effect the union of 
���:'ribe

t
r.

icknessea at one 
!
nd ths same operation, substantially as 

And I also claim making the entire bonnet frame of two separate 
thicknesses of the fabric known as cape net1 by subjecting the same 
while in a moist state, to heat and pressure in metailic molds of th� 
required form to impart the required 8hape� and effect the union of 
��;:I�bej�l

iCknesses at one and the same operation, substantially as 

H. F. Knoderer and L. F. Knoderer, of Chillicothe 
Ohio, for a Composition for Preventing Incrustatio� 
of Steam Boilers. Patented Jan . 3 1 860 : 

We claim the application of 1\ compound of alUm', glue wood-ashes 
aud wheat-bran, prepared and applied as specified, to prevent incrustation on the intelior of steam boilers and pipes1 of whatever kind 
pertaining thereto, as specified and substantially set forth. ' 

Samnel La Forge , of Cleveland, Ohio, for an Improve-
ment in Waterproof Leather Goods. Patented 
Feb. 28, 1 860 : 

I claim the article of manufacture named, prapared from the Undressed skin exposed t.o heat, coated with the charged rubber solu. 
!��

n
fg;t�

mpound, and then Bubjected to the vulcanizing prooos8, as 

D. M. Mefford, of Jeffersonville, Ind. , for an Improve_ 
ment in Corn Huskers. Patented Dec. 22, 185 7 :  

I cla.im the combination o f  husking rollers and preesure flap, oper. ating subetantially as and fur the purpose aet forth. 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
unison with the needle cylinder, nS speCified, substantially in the 
manner llnd fOMhe pnrpose set forth. 

We clso claim revolving the shaping plates, S and C, by a positive 
motion with, and at the same veloCItJ-� as, the take-up motion, sub
stantially as descnibed and for the purposes specified. 

ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS. 
l\fahlon Gregg, of Philadelphia, Pa. , for an Improved 

Machine for Cutting Tenons on Spokes. Patented 
Feb . 9, 1 858 : 

A!b�����e��
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and arranged together substantially in the manner an:f for the pur
pose specified. 
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gether in relation to each other and the carrier, B, in the manner de
scribed and set forth. 

Josiah Lyman , of Lenox, Mass. , for an Improved Pro
tractor. Patented May 25, 1 858 : 

I claim, first, The arrangement of the several verniers, limbs, 
scales and rule in oue instrument1 in the manner described, for the 
purposes set forth. 

Secend, I claim the peculiar arrangement of the sliding vernier 
i:\� P������W�i�� :����� �E���� w:!�d

e
��:�:���S:I:���

a
cli; 

complement in connection with the given distance, or be used separ
atelv, as the case may require. 

Third, I claim, as an improvemen� the arrangement set forth for 
adjusting the several vernierf' of the scale plate to their correspond
ing scales. 

DESIGNS. 
M. Gibney, of New York City, fOI" a Design for Spoon 

• and FOI·k Handles. 

Jas. Greer and R. I. King, of Dayton, Ohio, for a De· 
sign for a Stove. 

H. S. Hubbell and T. H. Wood, of Buffalo, N. Y. , tor 
a Design for Stove Plates.-

Jacob REtsor, of Cincinnati, Ohio, for a Design for 
Stoves. 0 

John Siddons and J. (}. Hart, of Roches�er, N. Y . , for 
a Design for a Stove Plate. 

. 

Wm. W. Stevens (assignor to N. P. Richardson & Co.), 
of Portland, Maine, for a Design for Parlor Stoves. 

NOTE.-In counting the above list of claims, we observe there were 
ninety.six patents issued for the week ending May 15th. Of this 
number, we recognize TUffiTY-BIX patentees who had their applications 
conducted through this office. 

:a:. �. W . ,  of lJ. W.-It will r�Quire no more fuel to run 
a steam engine at 150 revolutions per minute than 70 durin,g ten 
hours, provided the entire work is equal. It requires about the 
same amount of fuel to rUn an engine at 60 lbs. pressure as at 
50 lbs., provided the expA.n'slon is properly conducted and there 
will be a. greater amount of work done. In the first case, witll the 
higher speed, it is understood that less steam is employed at each 
revolution, but that the total quantity is the same for both speeds. 

G. S . ,  of Ala. -We do not advise you to nse lead pipes 
for conveying water for domestic purposes, as some of the m-etul 
may be taken up in eolution by the water, and thus poil-son the life
sustaining fluid. Use either cast iron or wooden pipes. You state 
that your yard and garden are 90 feet above your spring, and 
you wis'" to convey the water from the latter 500 feet to the 
former, and ask U what proportion of the water CRD you get from 
the power of the water itself-can you get It fall of frvm one to 
12 feet ?" 'Ve do not. understand your questIons, because you have 
not sLated whether your spring has any fall or not. If it has a 12 
foot fall, you will be able to raise abC'ut one�twelfth of its water 90 
feet through a three-inch tube, 500 feet long. If it has no fall it 
can�ot elevate any of its water. 

C. L.,  of C. W.-We have not seen the machine to 
which you refer, and cannot therefore give you the desired inform
atIon respecting ita qualities or operation. 

W. H. B., of Conn.-We believe the British steamer 
" Persia" has made the quickeflt eastward passRge, and that the time 
was about 9 days 2 hours. The la3t passage of the American steamer 
U Vanderbilt" to New York, made in 9 days, 12 hours and 80 min
utes, is claimed. as the quickest westward passage. It must be 
borne in mind, however, that the average time of passage eastward 
i� much less than that westward, and we think that the H Vander. 
bilt's " westward passage is, at least1 as remarkable as the 
�� :t>ersia\i " eastward. The passage between Liverpool and St .. 
Johns, Newfomidland, has been made, we believe, within six days. 
8ee, also, an article on this subject in our present issue. 

W. P. H . ,  " f  Conn.-'Ve have no means of ascertaining 
the amount machine-made hosiery manufactured in this coun. 

S. R., of N. Y .-Thirty-three thousand pounds of water 
falling one foot per minute exclts So force of one horse-power. Cou� 
sequentl.r, to calculate the horse.power which a water wheel would 
have if there were no waste, you multiply the number of pounds of 
water which pass through the wheel in a minute by the number of 
feet which t\le water falls in passing through nnd divide the product 
by 3H,000. The power exerted by undershot breast.wheels ranges 
from, say 35 to about 60 per cent of the whole power of thc water, 
the remainder being lost in friction leakage, &c. On pages Ilt3 and 
200 0i the present volume of the ScIENTIFIO AMERICAN, you will find 
full directions for bleaching wax. 

. G. M. H . ,  of Maine. -'1'here is no perfect fire-proof wash 
for shingles known to us, but the silicate of soda is an excellent 
partial one. As it will be difficult, however, for you to procure this 
solution, 'we advise you to use a wash composed of common lime, 
�ulphate of zinc., salt and skim milk. Use a pound of salt and the 
same weight of the SUlphate of zinc to each bushel of lime, and to 
every gallon of the wash add a quart of the skimmed milk. Dimp. 
feU's blower is a very good one for your purpose ; it is manufactured 
at the Novelty Works, this cit,r. It is constructed so as to prevent 
the air getting behind the blades. 

G. J. L . ,  of N. H. -Electro-magnetism has been fre
qnently snggested as a suitable· agent for car.brakes, for the pur. 
pose of polarizing the wheels ; it is not, therefore, patentable as a. 
new applicatIon. You may, however, be able to secure a patent if 
you provide a suitable a,hd improved mechanism for accomplishing 
this object. The machine to whieh you refer in the museum of thi! 
city,' is not a perpetual motion. If yon consider 8. wedge to be a 
lever, then its fulcra will be the lips of the split into which it is 
inserted ; but it is so different in its nature and application from 
the common lever, that it is justly held to be a separate h meCha!!H 
ical power, n and the two shonld never be compared together. 

J. Q. , of N. Y.-It is impossible to keep copper tanks 
bright in which water-either cold or hot-is kept. The metal com� 
bines with a minute quautity of the oxygen in the water, and formR 
a thin film of the oxyd of copper on the surface ; this is sometimes 
called H tarnish. n 'rhe outside of copper kettles� exposed to a coal 
fire, soon gets coated with the coal dust, and there is no method 
known to us for keeping it bright. 

W. R. McF. , of Ten n. -Hat-air engines are unsuited 
for fire.€'ngineEl, because they are too bulky in proportion to their 
power. Compact high-pressure steam engines are necessary for 
running through the streets and exerting great force in ejecting the 
water. 

J. G. L. ,  of N. C.-By coating your cast iron pump 
with hot asphalt, and then allowing it to dry thorOUghly, it w!ll Dot 
be liable to rust afterwards. The water pipes in our city are of 
cast iron, and yet they do not communicate a peculiar iron taste to 
the water. Pipes made of tin will not be affected by the water in 
your well, but they are too dear to usc for such common purposes. 

N. P.,  of Del.-Your method of plating with alloys of 
gold may be patentable, but the patent must be for the proccsf'!. 
Yu u. will find a chapter on the reduction of alloys by the galva.nic 
battery in ".Smee's Electro-metallurgy." This nuthor stater! t.hnt. 
he had not been able to reduce a perfect reguline alloy ; but be lays 
down the principles by which such deposits may be made;;. 

F. H. R., of N. Y.-'1'he dark-brown substance which 
you have sent us appears to be a mixture of the oxyd of iron and 
the oxyd of alumina, and would make a cheap paint. The other 
powder is apparently a mixture of .� green marl sand." 

• 
MONEY RECEIVED 

At the Scientific American Office on account of Patent 
Office business. for the week ending Saturday, May 19, 1860 :
J. Y. lL,  of PR., $10 ; C. C. H., of N. Y . ,  $32 ; W. L., of Mass., $30 ; J. H. B., of Iowa, $10 ; S. F. B., of Mass., $25 ; M. & B., of 

Mas!!'., $20 ; 8. P. G., of Wis., $30 ; J. G. R., of Cal., $30 ; J. H., of 
Pa., $25 ; W. A. S., of N. Y., $10 ;  D. G. G., of.L. r., $25 ; W. A. C., 
of III., $100 ; C. E. L. H. , of Conn., $25 ; G. W. C., of N. Y., $100 ; 
J. K., of N. Y., $10 ; S. Y., of Ala., $30 ; D. & H. W., ofPa., $30 ; J. 
J. , of Pa., $25 ; J. S., of Wis., $25 ;  C. G. E., of Wis., $30 ; G. W. B., 
of Mich., $:25 ; G. G. , of Wis., $35 ; J. T. S., of Va., $30 ; J. G., Jr., 
of N. Y., $30 ; W. H. A., of lowa, $55 ; G. C., ofPa., $2�0 ; H. H. A., 
of Iowa, $25 ; D. D. A,., of Mass., $35 ; J. F., of N. Y., $25 ; C. ll. Y., 
ofN. Y., $30 ; W. S. II., of Miss . •  $30 ; D. & 0., of Ohio, $20 ; G. M., 
of Ohio, $20 ; G. K. H., of N. Y., $30 ; H. lL H., of Ga., $25 ; H. L., 
of Ind., $30 ; S. J., of Ohio, $20 ; MeN. K. Co., of N. Y., $300 ; C. A. 
B., of N. Y., $30 ; H. A. R., of Ohio, $40 ; J. C. C., of Conn., $3Q ; F. 
L. L. , of Mich., $25 ; B. N. H. ,  of Ill. , $10 ;  S. K., of Ohio, $25 ; C. 
A. II., of Mich., $35 ; J. F. W . •  of La., $30 ; J. M., of M.ss., $15 ;  O. 
F. F., of Ind. , $�5 : F. D. L., of N. Y., $57 j E. B., of Ind. ,  $20 ;  P 
& B., of OhiO, $35 j W. M., of Mass., $30 j II. N., of Pa., $25 j F: 
McM., of Fla. ,  $35 ; E. n., of Cal., $30 : T. & C., of Ky., $55 ; A. S., 
of N. Y., $:30 ; T. II., of Cal., $25 ; G. ¥l. G., of Mass., $30 ; B. C. 
C., of Ga., $30 ; C. B. M., of Wi •. , $10 ; H. A. H., of N. Y., $30 ; J. 
J. �IcD., of IU., $60 ; J. G. R.. of Pa., $30 ; G. S. A., of N. Y., $250 ; 
T. D., of Conn., $25 ; L. J., of N. Y., $:10 ; F. 8'1 of Ill., $60 ; D. F. 
K, of Mass., $30 ; L. & M., of N. Y., $30 ; J. II. S , of N. Y., $1 0 ;  G. 
S., of G" , $25 ; H. C. G., of III., $25 ; .J. K., of Ohio, $30 ; W. T., 
ot Conn., $30 ; H. J. H., of III., $25 ; C. �I., of N. J. , $100 ; J. II., of 
1lI. ,  $25 ; S. A. G., of N. Y., $25 ; G. tV. ,  of Va. , $30 ; M. K., of N. 
Y., $30 : G. W. W., of N. Y.� $25 ; J. E., of Pa., $25 ; L. E. H., of 
III., $25 ; T. A. G.,  of IlI . , $30 ; L. D. L., of III., $30 . J. J. H.,of III., 
$25 j J. E. A. G., of Va., $35 ; G. H. C., of Maine, $25 ; 8. B. L., of 
Pa., $30. 

try. There are many lll wl l i'1 " !'l  patented in t.his country, and on 
eale, which make men's nOSlCl'Y (dock;.;) with a properly shaped 
heel. without a E-eam up the leg ; but two machiues have f\-lways 
been required to make a complete Bock, the work being transferred 
from one to the other. Such machines are made and for E-ale by J. 
B. Aiken, of this ctty. A company-called the McNary Knitting 
Machine Company-has just started, and has applied for patents on 
a machIne which makes the Bock from beginning to end, with a 
proper heel. James J. Wilson, of this city, is president or manager 
of this company. There are many machines, both European and 
American, which will knit a sock like a bag or one end of a sausage 
without stopping. Such BOCks are afterwards shaped on a block for 
sale, but when they have been washed they resume the original 
bag form. There never has been a machine to knit ladies' hosiery 
with a properly shaped If!-g, without a seam up the leg ; and we 
believe "hat if such a machinG could be invented, it would be one 
of the most remunerative things ever got up. The English hosiery 
manufacturers have long desired such a machi.ne. 

Specifications, drawings ant! models belongmg to par
ties with th� following initials have beeu forwarded to the Patent 
Office during the week ending Sat.urday, May 19, 1860 :-

G. H. C., of Mnine ; C. E. L. H., of Com'!.; II. H. H., of Ga. ; G. 

Clark Tompkins and John Johnson, of Troy, N. Y., for 
an Improvemetlt in Knitting Maehines. Patented :,Sept. '18, 1855: . . 

We cWll\ tl!e �l'arat\l8 for revolving tile take.up machinery, lu 

H. P., of Maine.-The velocity of water in a sluice or 
tnnnel is in proportion to the perpendicular hight of the fall, not 
the length oflneline. The velocity ot watel" 111 11 sluice witl! a two
fool fall is 11.18 feet per second. 

M., of N. Y.; J. F., ofN. Y. ; T. D., of Ohio ; W. H. L., oi N. Y.; P. 
& 8., of Ohio ; S. F. D., 01 Mass.; D. G. G., of L. I.; W. F., of 
Mass.; F. S., of_ Ill. (2 cases) ; J� M., of Mass.; S. K., of Ohio ; J. B., 
of Va.; M. & B., of Ma".; R. S., of R. I. ; H. N., of Pa.; J. J., of 
Pa.; J. S" of Wis.; J. J. McD., of III. (2 CBses) ; H. H. A., of Iowa.; 
E. P .. W., of N. Y.; J. H., of Pa.; C. C. H., of L. I. ; F. L. L., of 
Mich.; n. A. W., of Pa.; S. A. G., of N. Y.; H. C. G., of III.; O. 
F. F., of Ind.; L. E. R., of 111.; ;t. B., of Pa.; G. W. B., of Mich.; 
G. S., of Ga,; J. H., ot Ill.; J. J. H;., of N.. Y.; J. Eo A. G., of Va, 
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Rates of AdvertIsing. 

THIRTY CNNTS per line for each and every insertion, 
payable in advance. To enable alJ to understand how to calculate 
the amount they must send when they wish advertisements pub
lished, we will explain that ten worde a verage one line. Engravings 
will not be admitted into our advertising column! ; and, as here
tofore, the publishers reserve to themselves the right to reject any 
advertisement sent for Jlublication. 

30 000 COPIES SOLD SINCE JAN. lST.
• EVERYFODY'S LAWYER AND (JOUNSEL. 

OR IN BUSINESS, contain ng plain and simple instructions to 
everybody for tra�sacting their business according to law, with legal 
forms for drawing tba various necessary papers connected therewith, 
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and mortgages. rights of married women, dower, uBury, will�, &c. 
By Franlt ·(Jrosby

1
Esq. , of the Philadelphia bar. 384 pagesJ 12mo. 

Single 'copies wil be sent by mail, postage paid, to every tanner, 
every mechanic, every man of busines! and everybody in every State, 
on receipt of $1, or in law style of binding, at $1.. 25. 

$1,000 A YJ�AR can be made by enterprising men everywhere� in 
selling, the above wor

� 
as our inducements to aU Rneh are very liberal. 
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or for terms to agents, with other in· 
JOHN E. POTTER, Publisher, 

22 4* No. 617 Sansom-street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

To CONTRACTORS. -PROPOSALS WILL BE 
received at the office of H. Haupt & Co., in Greenfield, 

Franklin county, Massachusetts, until the 25th inst., for the gradua .. 
tion, masonry and bridging of 80 much of the 29 miles of the Troy and 
Greenfield Railroad, - east of the Hoosac MQuntain, as may at that 
time ba ready for contract. Plans, profiles and specifications can be 
examined after the 20th inst. Proposals will also be received for 
c",s. ·tles, /pr'l'Qund timber, suitable for rough temporary trestling 
and for sawed lumber for bridges. Also for excavatin

f 
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out, archIng and filling about 400 feet at the west end 0 the Hoosac 
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HANDS W ANTED.-A large number of good steady hands can find 
constant employment on the work, with monthly payments in cash. 

Greenfield, May S. 1860. 
---- -_._--------------
'�THEELER & WILSON' S SEWING MACHINES. 
" , The great economizers of time and preserver of health have 

won the highest premiums at the Fair oJ the United States Ag.icul. 
tural Society,.at tho State Fairs of Maine, Vermont, Connecticut, 
New Yor� , .New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Vir�nia, Misp.i8Sippi, Misa 
souti, Ohio, Indiana., Illinoi8J Kentucky, MichIgan, Wisconsin, Cali .. 
fornia, and at the Fairs of toe American Institute, New York; Me
chanics' Association, Boston ; Franklin Institute, Philadelphia ; 
Mechanics' Institute, Baltimore ; Metro

�
lita.n Mechanics' Institute, 
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titnte, San Franci8CO, and at hundredlle<>f ·county fairs. The lock 
titch made by thili!Olll8Chlneli! the only stitch that cannot be rav�led, 

and that presents the same appearance upon each side of the 8eam. 
It is mnde with two threads, ono upon each sido of the fabric, and 
interlocked in the center'of it. Send for a circular. 

22 2* Office, 505 Broadway, New York. 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
PORTER' S CENTRIFUGAL GOVERNOR.-THE 

attention of �rtieB troubled with irregular � unsteady power 
is respectfully called to this Governor, now coming into general use. 
It ma.y be used in connection with any valve or cut-off, and win reg
ulate the motion of the engine so perlectly that its entire load may 
be thrown on or off at once, without sensibly affecting ita ilpeed. I 
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exceedingly moderate. All orders and communications will receive 
prompt attention. Send for a circular. 

Addra.s CHAS. T. PORTER, 235 West Thirteenth-Btreet, COI'!ler 
of Ninth-avenue. New York. A few reliable agents wanted. 

15 tf. 

BACK NUMBERS.-IMPOR'rANT TO PAT
gNTEES AND ADVEUTISERS.-Back numbers of the Scl

ENTIFIO AMERIOAN can be furnished to new subscribers who desire 
them. Every number of the. paper is electrotyped, and therefore ANY 
QUANTl'l'Y of ANY NUMBER issued since the commencement of the 
H New Series 1 1  can be fwnished at the office of -publica.tion, and at 
most of the periodical stores throughout the country. Patentees 
whose engravlDgs have appeared in these columns eannnot make 
their inventions known to the trad� in their respective line, better 
than by purchasing a large number of copies of the paper contaIning 
their en81!l!ving, and circulatin

� 
them among their friends and the 
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tribution ofhanabills or any other mode of advertising. Address 
MUNN & CO., Publishers, 

No. 37 Park.",w, New York. 

5 000- AGENTS WANTED-TO SELL FOUR 
• new Inventions. Agents have made $25,000 on one ; 

���: ���..:J��t::. =ll:: .. gellcieB. . se
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13 13* Lowell, Mass. 
--------------------

BURNELL'S PATENT ROTARY P U M P -
adapted to all purposes of pumping, from the well and cist"'n 

to the steam fire-enf{iile. 1'he most simplfJ 
durable and efficient ��';'tE yet made. rt;'i�1f sales depot a�MiifE�aN,-sl�{;i1�w 

M ODELS-IN El'l'HER WOOD OR METAL, 
for the Patent Office. H1<;�RY J. BEHRENS, 

15 8* No. 1111 Chatham-street, ill the rear. 

3 5 1  
OIL ! OIL ! OIL ! -FOR RAILROADS, STEAM 

ers, and for Machinery and Burning. Pease's Improved Ma
chinery and Burning Oil will saTe fifty per cent., and will not gmn. 
:rhis Oil possesses qualities vitally essential for lubricating and bm :tl
mg, and found in no other oil. It is offered to the public npon tIl(' 
most reliable, thorough and practical test. Our most skiJllnl engi. 
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The SClENTIFlO AMERIC�, after several tests, pronounces it ��uPerior 
to any other they have ever used for machinery. n For sale only by 
the Inventor and llIanufacturer, F. S. PEASE, 

N. B.-Reliable orders fil1.d fO�':m� p��
i
�fsH;�e\):fe'�tafe'�;'d 

Em·ope. 14 13 

MAPE S' AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT AND 
Seed WarellOuse, Wholesale and l{etail. All improved and 

standard varieties of Agricultural Machinery and Implements. Or 
�e::n�n;o�r:::f��:��� 1��i:bP.Y atten�i1i��Eg T.�lp���

tion 
24 If 128 and 130 Nassau and 11 Beekman-streets, New York. 

NEW SHINGLE MACHINE-THAT WILL RIVE 
and'Shave 24,000 Shingles in n day� for sale by 

10 It S. C. HILLS, No. 12 Platt.street, New York. 

WROUGHT IRON PIPE, FROM ONE-EIGHTH 
of an inch to six inches bore ; Galvanized Iron .Pipe, (a 8ubsti 

���e;� �r�¥ti�
t
;:'�V�i���:��}�� x:�::, l}':.�, ��k-:V��, �of.f! 

wholesale and retaii. Store and Manufactory, No. 76 John-lltl'eet 
and Nos. 99, 31 and 3a Platt-street, New York. 

14tf JAMES O. MORSE & CO. 

WOODWORTH PLANERS-IRON FRAMES TO 
!llane 18 to 24 inches wide, at $90 to $11 O. For sale by S. C 

HILLS, No. 12 Platt-street, New York. 1 tf 

GUILD & GARRISON' S STEAM PUMPS FOR 
all kinds of independent Steam Pumping, for sale at 55 and 5 F�·:w .. eet. WiHiamsburgh, L. I., an
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OILER FLUES FROM 1 1-4 INCH TO 7 INCH-
es outside dimneter, ent to any le
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JAM
ES �o. 7i>��.�2,t,·New York. 

SOLID EMERY VULCANITE.-WE ARE NOW 
manufactnring wheels of this. remarkable substance tor cutting, 

grinding and poll.hing metal., that will outwear hundreds of the 
kiud commonly uEled, and will do a. mueh fO"eater amonp:t of work in 

. the 88,me time, and more efficiently. All inter�d_""t"Bn see them in 
WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY. - W O O D - o�ration at o!,r warehouse, or circul .... describing

. 
them will be fJ�r-

worth'EI Gray & Wood's and Daniels' Planers Sash Mold- Dlshed by mall. . ' -> 
in!! and Tenoning Machines ' .power and foot Mortising Ma- NEW YORK BELTING AND. F-AC1UNG CO., 

pHOTOGRAPHy. -COMI>LETE , FIRS'!'-CLASS chmes ' Scroll Rip and Cut-off Sawing Machines; Saw Arbors, 14 18t Nos. 37 and 38 Pm·k.row, Ne.w York. 
, Shafting, &C. For particulars address BALL & WI ... LIAMS, Wor. 

outfits, with inst!""ctiooe, $30. Stereoscopic and .ol�r ca�er.s cester, Mass. Send for a caWogue. 17 6* 1 1\6 0 H H T <;: , .. " '� ��� BOAT. and apparatus of all kinds. Cataloguas, ODe sltLmp. C. J.�
*
X, - . '. yar.ds ; manufacturers of fenoee, fllrnit.uTp. and fartn implt>-phOtographic depot, No. 681 Broadway, New York. 

IiN.Ul\;.I\.lY�1S ' .IfU� ASCERTAINING T H E
. 

·men� �ane & Bodley, builders ; JOHN (J. MORRIS, patentee, 
--, ... , �  . working borse-power of steam engines ; Steam G�es� Wat.er CinCJ.nnati� Ohio. 21 6* 

KNlT'I'I:NG-�"MAClnNES.-J. B. A I K E  N S Gages, Gage Cock., &c. Also, Scotch and Bohemian Gage Glasses, £:2 

winderr,��bi,r��?"��'}�rKl:l�d��I���ft ::'ot����
es
F:�r �':,';�'l:"r.tU��: jUSiP;:ported. 

No. 311 Walnut.street, PhfIa1e���,
N
Pa. A Yl�H!��!ted ��:��';ber:3:) ����s �.!'l!� 

scriptive of macbines, address Aiken Knitting Machine Co., No. 429 Water Gage is now offered for sale. Apply to J. C. BROWNEWELL, 
Broadway, New York. 22 13* (Janton, Stark county, Obio. 19 5* 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICANS.-I . HAVE A COM-

AIKEN KNITTING MACHINE COMPENY, NO. 
429 Broadway, New York, sole proprietors of J. B. Aiken's 

family and plantation knitting machln... Extremely simI/Ie, pr0-
fitable and durable. Satisfaction . �.aranteed to all. Send m your r���:::ii��e� ��h't:;� :,!�is�

rt,cUlars will be sont to you, with 

-----------,,---------- - -
LANDSCAPE · MIRRORS.-CLAUDE LORRAINE 

or Landscape I\IIrror.-A pleasing and beautiful instrnment for 
Tiewing cloud .. landscapes, &c., particl'llarly adapted for use in the country and at the sea-shore. The mirror produces instantaneously 
the moet chfLrming reflection of scenery, buildings, &c., &tI�, &c. 
MoALLISTER & BROTHER (estabUshed in 1796), No. 728 Chestnut. 
treet, Philadel�hia. McAllister's priced and descriptive catalo
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part. of the United States. . 1* 

CHEMISTRY. - ESSAYS AND C ONSULTA-
tions on Chemistry applied to Arts anll Manufactures, Agricul. 

ture, Metallurgy, Pharmacy; Chemical Fabric.tions sent with <Iraw
ings, processes ot anBlysee, &c., by Professor H. DUSSANCE, chem
ist (from the Imperial Conservatoire of Arts and Manufactures), New 
Lebanon, N. Y. 22 1* 

" THE DOLLAR COPYING PRESS IS A MOST 
convenient and useful article for copying manuscript. n_ 

Previdenco Journal 
�� Thousands ot' business men, professional men, M well as private 

��:t�
ns, will appreciate the value of such an article."-Providence 

Send stamp for partlcnlars. 
l' ' J. H. ATWATER, PrOVidence, R. I. 

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, COMBINING 
the maximum of efficiency� durs:bility and ' economy with the 

minlmum of wei�ht and price. They rt-cetved the largf! gold medal 
of the A merican Institute, at their late fair, as u the best Portable 
Steam Engine. n Descriptive circulars sent on application. Address 
J. C. HOADLEY, Lawrence, Mass. · 22 26* 

FOR SALE-THE PATENT RIGHT OF A NEW 
and valuable improvement in musical instrnments. For further 

information ad.dress ALOYS WHITE, box 412, New Haven, Conn. 
22 2" . 

MAGIC LANTERN SLIDERS.-ANY PERSON 
lul.ving a set of magic lantern sliders, suitable for ft. Bchool 

or exhibition, such as Scripture scenes, humorous sliders, &c., may 
hAar of f'L purchaser by addressing, with lowest cash price, Box 1 ,477 
Philadelphia Post·office.. ' 1* 

$3 000 IN HAND WANTED FOR 1, 500 
• • acres of land in Tenne8sBt".-SeverAl hundred fine 

bearing apple trees and other fruits : several acres in cranberriei ; 
200 acres 8atural meadow; goad dwelling and outhouses :  title indis .. 
umble, and po�session given immedia.tely ; never-failing water in the 
yard, with mill seat ; nbounding in timber. Rnd bituminous coal. 
Address Farm, box 3,349 New York Post�office. 1 

A GOOD CHANCE FOR CAPITALISTS.-AN j,� intereot in a valuable Invention for eale, by w.hlch railrOad"
r �e�� �::.es, k:i3!:.� ��tl: S�&'i'ig�,.�e ci�nr+�et, 

NeV!!il& county;Catlfornla. lit 't* 
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ume. Addres. c. P. R. NOLTT, Brooklyn, N. Y. 21 2 

FOR SALE-THE PATENT RIGHT, FOR THE 
whole United States, ofa Seed Drill and Guano Spreader com· 

bined. For sale very low. For particular. apply to 
20 g* JACOB H. MUMMA, H .. rp.bnrg, Pa. ' 

C L. GODDARD, AGENT, NO. 3 BOWLING 
• Green, New York. Only Manufacturer of the Steel Ring and 

Solid Packing Burring Machines and Feed RoUs for Wool Cards, &C. 
20 2f)* 

To MANUFACTURERS, INVENTORS AND 
OTHERS.-An Englisbman of long bnsin .. o experience in 

���!��;1���:::eB:ira1:thgi��:;e�?I�a!���sgt
t
!:J!:i�{��: 

in the latter country business of a remunerative character. Refer-
ences given. Address Box 88 Post·office, Mobile, Ala. 20 S* 

DUDGEON'S PORTABLE HYDRAT:LIC JACKS 
for raising he!l.vy weights, boilers, 10comQtives, cars, atone, 

stowing cotton, pulling, &C. Frames and �la.teDs for stationary pres .. 
sing, of different sizes, made to order. Dudgeon's portable hydraulic 
punches for punching or shearing iron, die .. sinking _and other pur" 
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New York. • H lS*eow 

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES-6, 8 AND 10-
horse, at $500, $625 and $780. For sale by S. C. HILLS, No. 12 

Platt'street, New York. 13 e3w 

HOW TO SAVE HEALTH AND MONEY. 
SubscrIbe for HALL' JOURNAL OF HEALTH ; monthly, $1 per annum. ��}�ireside Monthly," $1 .  �\ Health and Disease," 

bound VOlume, $1. u Bronchiti�," $1. u Confmmption," $1. . HAJ .. T ... & BRO .• No. 42 Irving�place, 
21 (Post-office Box No, 3,349), New York. 

FOR SALE-PATENT RIGHTS FOR STATES, 
("01mtlee, tOWDS and citieR, on good term� for my Self-lighting 

Fil'r-kindlers. Specimens sent. Addre.g� Mrs. LA WR}�NCE BEL-
r..r:�GER, Mohawk, Herkimer county, N. Y. 21 1* 

GRAY & WOODS' PATENT I M P R O  V E D  
Planer ; n (,,ombinat,ion of the Woodworth and Daniels' planers 

particularh� adapted for shop work, and for which we have 'obtained 
three rmtent.s and six medals. <See description aud illustration in 
�t�����6����I���hi�C:;�IF��:aMr:I�ci;.�u�:� �:.!:� al�k�A¥ 
& WOODS, No. 6.q Sudbury-street. Boston, �ss. . 16 tf 

Bur �eacl)tuug fUr 6!diuber. 
(hj!nbef, 1lle!i6e nii6t mit bet engfifi6en e>�tQi6e befannt finb, f5nnen 

i�n IDlitt�ei{ungen in bet beutfi6en e>ptai6e mai6en. e>�i!len �on Infin. 
b\ln�en mit fut3en, beutHlf) gefclJriebenen lllefi6nihngen bdiebe moo IU 
abtel!iten an 

IMPORTANT 'l'O MERCHAN'rs AND MANU-
FACTURERS.-Patent Trade Marks.-Under the exUting patent laws of the Ul)ited States, protection Is granted on de.lw for ,Trade Markl!, sa well as upon ornamental demgns of E'!vert"'de8CJiptfon. 

�·����:!t�e
a
M�:k:�������h�

e
s��::r:O P��:�:d�� ����tfin American and Foreign Patent Agency. . . 

MUNN & CO., Solicitors of Patents, 
No. 31 Park.row (Scientific American Office), New York. 

REMOVAL.-DR. FEUCHTWANGER HAS RE-
moved to No. 42 Cedar .. treet; Athlnllon is called to his exten siv� manufacture of Silicate �f Soda or Soluble Glass (dry and li '1 l1ld), for soap. preserving aga,nst fire all railroad timber IlDlI fo pa.inting ; Fluorie Acid and Fluo1'8par �n�ese, Fly .. paper, Phos phor Paste and InsP.ct Powder, A�be8ios, VIenna J .fme, Picric Acid Aluminum, Black Lea�� Loadstone, Bama, &c., &c. 

L. FEUflTttWANelcER & SON, No. 42 Cedar-Btreet, 
21 8* (Next door to William·stroet), New York. 

M ACHINISTS' TOOLS FOR S A L E. -FOUR 
.I. double-geared screw-cutting .lide lathes, swin�ing from 20 to 
88 inche!! and shears 12 to 16 feet in length ; two back-geared slide 
lathes, swinging 4 and 6 leet and 10 to 20 feet in lengt.h ; four planing 
machines, various sizeS

j 
three car wheel boring machine� ROchester 
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COPELAND, No. 122 Broadway, New York. 20 8 

WARREN'S TURBINE WATER WHEEL 
(WaITe,,: & Damon's patent) manufactured by the American Water Wheel Company Boston ; the only Water Wheel in the Uni ted States universally adopted by IZreat economists in preference to Breast and Over.shot Wheels. The seventh annual pamphlet of 

1860, with illm.lltrative engravings of this Turbine, a treatise on Hy draulice, late additJonal improvements, new andim"DOTtant testimony from the roost extensive manufacturers, &c., &c� All a:P
l
licR,nt8 (two 

��.�f
s
E"i'c����'!> • .'t:!�r���::'�:�I.s.

Address A. WAR EN, �g
a!'t 

WOODWORTH'S PLAlIirING MACHINES - OF 
every kind and deScription, from 8 i,nches to 26 inches wide planing from � inch to 6 inches in thickness ; adjuBted for thiokneB by moving all the upper rollers and cylinder up and down together Some are made to Plane both sides at the srune time, and tongue and groove, and for surfacing alone varying in . prices from $250 to 

$2,500. Every machine warranted B.erfect, or . the money returned , 
::::��:::;��:�:.

s cannot be equaled r the same money by any other 
A1so, Sewing Machine�, for manufacturing Bnd fol' family n�e, a 

flood as any in the market, mBnufactured under legal riflhts from E1ias Howe, .fr., Wheeler & Wilson, Grover & BakeT, I. M. Sin� & Co., with their combined improvpments, at pricer'! from $50 to $100 Large commissions allowed to local agents to purchase to Bell again. Agents wanted throughout the country, and especially in the Soutb 
80S this machine is to be manufactnred exclusively at Richmond .. Va. M soon as the buildings which are DOW being pot up are completed Addres� the Lester ManufactnrinlZ Campa,ny. Richmond, Va., or J 
H. LESTER, No. 57 Pearl·street, Brooklyn, N. Y.' 19 I; 

A MESSIEUHS LES INVENTEURS-AVIS 1M 
porta.nt.-Leeinventeurs non familiers avec lalangue Anglaise et qui prefereraient nous commnniquer leurs inventions en Fnincaill, peuvent nous addresser dans leur langue natal.e� Envoyez nous un del!sin et une description- concise ponr notre exlmlen. ' 'routes com munklatione 

�
t reeuee en confidence. . ,  . . . . . . ' _  y� III " Scientifc Amei'rcAn Office, ])To. 1I7 PArk.row-, Nil" 

© 1860 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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IMPROVED STEAM BOILER. 

Notwithstanding all the improvemen ts that have bcen 

made in steam engines, it  is probable that those in 

use consume, on the average, at least 6 pounds of coal 

per hour per horse-power of the engine, while it has been 
demonstrated , by a number of engines in actual Nse, 
that a horse-power may be produced by the consnmp

tion of about l� pounds of coal per hour. When we 

consider the immense exten t  of the use of the steam 

engine, and the tremendous force of self-interest in 

prompting men to adopt the most economical processes 

in their operations, this enormous waste of fuel is  one of 

the most surprising facts which h ave come to our know

ledge. There are two modes by which this waste of fuel 
is to be avoided ; one consists iii. extracting all the 
power from the steam after it has been produced, and 
the other in applying all the heat to the production of 
steam. The first embraces the cylinder, valves, pipes, 

&c.,  of the engine, and the latter the form, construc
tion and setting of the boiler. Both of these depart
ments have occupied the attention of numerous and able 
intellects, and yet the study is very far from having been 

exhausted. 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
likc those on the earth can live upon it, Lut it has ;'een 
rcccn tly asserted that a limit!'ld atmosphere has becn dis
covered. M. de la Hive and Father Secchi, of France, 
and Mr. Schwabe, a German astronomer, have lately 
asserted that the moon has an atmosphere ; and the latter 
states that it has also some vegetation on its surfacc. He 
says, in the Astl'Onolllische Nach1'ichten, . that the surface 

of the moon presents to the view numerous narrow strcaks 
similur in appearance to furrows, which, at times, appear 

laid over in straight, at other times in circular lines. 
According to his theory the streaks which extend from 
the summit of the Tycho, one of the most elevatcd O {  
the mountains o f  the moon , have, a t  certain periods, a 
greenish tint, which thcy lose at the eml of a few monthf. 
Hence he infers that there exists in the moon vegctables, 

which shoot forth at a season corresponding with our 
Spring, and die  at a season corresponding with our Fall, 
like all the plants of our globe. But what now becoDl ?s 
of the assertion , commonly admittcd , that there exi:;ts 
no water on the surface of the moon ? If the vegeta
tion, which Mr. Schwabe has remarked on our satellite, 
reflected a blue, rcll or yellow ray, we could admit th.!t 
its natmo WtLS different from that whICh exists on our 

Pi!/. 2 

ARMSTRONG'S IMPROVED STEAM .tiou...ti.tt. 

The annexed engra,:ings illustrate a new ly-invented 
boiler which embraces sODle decidedly novel features in 
the combinations of the water vessels with the flues and 
fLU'nace, and in its general arrangements. Fig. 1 is a 

vertical, longitudinal section, and Fig. 2 a transverse 
section, trom which the boiler wiII be readily nnderstood. 

The water is contained in three or more rectangular ves

sels, A A A, one at each end of the boiler and one or 
more between, and in the cylinders, B B, which unite 
the vessels, A A A. The steam occnpies the upper por

tions of the vessels, A A A, and of the npper tier of the 
cylinders, B B. The fire is made on the grate, D, and 
the smoke passes around the water cylinders, B D, 
through the short tubes, b b, to the chamber, F, and 
then returns through the long flues, G G, which are en
closed in the water cylinders, B B, passing out through 
the chimney, H. The ,'ralls, C, which enclose the 
boiler are carried in at the top, as shown at d d, against 
the cylinders, B, and the space between the cylinders is 
filled with masonry, as shown at c. The lower parts of 

the shafts, A A A, being below the levcl of the fire
grate, D, the water in them remains comparatively cool, 
to receive the sediment, and these may be provided with 
mud valves for blowing off the deposite as it accumu
lates. The door of the fire-box is framed in the end of 
the boiler, as shown at a, Fig. 1. The object of these ar

rangements is the construction of a convenient boiler 
which wiII produce steam economically with the con
sumption of the fuel. 

The patent for this invention was granted, through 
the Scientific American Patent Agency, March 6, 1860, 
and persons desiring further information in relation to it 
will please address the inventor, John Armstrong, at New 
Orleans, La. 

. le, • 
PECULIARITIES OF THE MOON. 

The moon has generally been considered by m en-of
science as an entir.ely mineral sphere, without water, an 
atmosphere, or any living organism. When viewed 
through a telescope, it has an appearance of utter desola
tion. Its surface is apparently dotted with huge craters, 
and scarred with seams of �ava. If it has nD atmosphere, 
of course no living creature possessing a material frame 

earth ; but as it is green, must we not conclude by anal
ogy that it is the result of the same chemical combina
tions ? Water should then become a necessity. 

As a photograph of the Lord's prayer, taken on a piece 
of paper the size of a pin' s head, can be read distinctly 
with a m icroscope, it was supposed with some degree of 
reason, that a large photograph of the moon would re
veal very minute objects on its surface by the micros
cope. Qtlite a number of such picturcs have been taken 
but not a single grain of golden sand has been added to 
the treasnry of our knowledge thereby. We have exam
ined stereoscopic pictures of . the moon , taken by the 
Rutherfurd telescope in this city, and the luminary ap
peared like a huge ball of sandstone ; there were neither 
signs of water nor life upon it. In several pictures which 

were taken at different times, all of them exh ibited a 
great depression near the upper side, as if there had been 
a vast basin scooped out of the solid rock and worn 
smooth by water and abrasion. This appearance may 
have been caused by the instrument in which the pic
tures were taken ; we merely mention the fact in order 
to direct the attention of astronomers to it. ·  

. ,., . 

CARDING AN D COMBING MACHINES. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-I noticed an article on page 305 
of the present volume of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, in 
regard to the above subject, in which it is stat.ed that you 

were " nnable to ascertain whether any of these machines 
have yet been introduced into this country ."  Perhaps I 
can throw a little light 011 this subject. The English 

combing machine has been in use in this country in the 
Pacific Mills, at Lawl'ence, Mass. , for at least five 01' six 
years, for combing the wool for the fille qualities of de
!aines, but whether it was the invention of Heilman or 
not I do not know. The Manchester Delaine Mills, of 
this city, have in use a comber, the invention of Cullen 
Whipple, of Providence, R. 1. (the well-known invcntor 
of the screw machinery of the New England Screw Com
pany's works, of that city). There are twenty of his 
machines in operation ; and, though not wishing to de
tract anything from the merits of the Heilmall machines, 
I must say the former are pronounced to be superior to 
the English machines, both in quality and quantity of 

work done and economy'8't :iirst cost and expense of keep
ing them in repair, &c. Mr. Whipple has been " oyer 
the pond" during the past winter, an d . (I understand) has 
sold his Engl ish patent tor a handsome sum ; he is now 
about returning, if not already returncd home. So you 
see we have the machinery, if manufacturers only have 
the "pirit to adopt it. L. L. R. 

Ma�lchester, N. H., May 15, 1860. ----------_�·o�.�_----------
r Jl�THOD OF CLEANING AND HESTORlNG OIL P AINT-

ING�. -Good paintings have often been coated with var
nish with a view of preserving them ; but the varnish 
being of a bad quality has after n lew years done more 
harm than good by its becomi l lg discolored. To restore 
such paintings it  is neeessaJ} to remove the discolored 
varnish. This may be done either with strong spirit, or 

with soft soap and water ; both means, of course, requiring 
great care. We prefer the use of spirit because the 
varnish is dissolved Ly it, but the oil colors are not ; but 
when the artist' s touches are on the glaze, spirit must 
not be used. One ounce of soft soap meltcd in a quartcr 
of a pint of water brllshed over the painting will so dis
solve the varnish in the conrse of half-an-hour or so, 
that it may be removcd with a sponge and warm water, 

an d thus leave the picture clear ; still, the age of the 

I'arnish and its nature may be such that this operation 
has to be repeated several times. It must be remembered , 
however, that IV hen the varnish is thns removed the 
oil colors will also be attacked by the soft soap ; 
hence careful manipulation becomes necessary. Very 
strong spirit laid on the varnish will also dissolve 
it, and it must be removed with a sponge or camel's 
hair brush as soon as it becomes tacky. This process 
is more expensive for cleaning pictnres, but there 
is no fear of the spidt disolving the oil colors un

less they ure the touchcs often added by the artist on the 
glaze. When the painting is free from its artificial coat 
the colors m ay be brightened by brushinl! them over 
with Thenard' s peroxyd of hydrogen. This, howc\,cr, 
being both expensive and difficult to procure, M. Schoe
bein, of Basle (the inventor of gun-cotton) has Ruggested 
the use of Q}::rdi�etl oil of tnrpentine for the same pill·pose. 
Tne tlu�pcnt iH" ;R plR.�p.c1 in a shallow vessel, and fnlly 
expos�d to the snn, and being at the same time frequent
ly rcgltated for two months, it becomes oxygenated in a 
h:gh degree . This liquid being brushed over lead col
ors that are discolored by the sulphur in the air, they 
rapidly assume their pristine beanty. In cleaning pic
tures with spirit, the l ,ainting must be rubbed oYer with 
a little sweet oil after the spirit is removed ; this prevents 
further action of th� spirit on the color. It is a good 
plan to apply the spirit with a sponge covered with =. 
Ii  nen rag in ·:he m �nner and with the rotary motion of 
French-polishing.-S;ptimus Piesse. 

INVENTOHS, MACHINISTS, MILLWRIGHTS, 
AND MANUFACTURERS. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is a paper peculiarly adapted :0 
all persous engaged in these pursuits, while to the Farmer, House

keeper, aud Man.of-Scieuce. it will be fouud of equal lllterest and 
use. 

The SCr ENTIFIC AMERICAN bas been published }<'OURTlI:EN 
YEARS, and h�\s the largest circulation of any journal of its clnss ill 

the world. It is indispensuble to the Inyentor and Patentee ; each 

n umber containing a complete official list of the claims of all the 

patents issued each week at the United Statel! Patent Office, besides 

elaborate notices of the most important inventions, lllany of which 

are accompanied with engravings executed in tile highest degree of 

perfection. . 
To tbe Mechanic and Manufacturer the SCIENTIFIC AMERI

CAN is important, as every number treats of matters pertaining to 
their business, and as often as may be deemed necessary a column 

or two OIl the metal and lumber markets will be given ; tll\\S COlll .. 
prismg, in a useful, practical, scientific paper a Pnce Currellt which 
can be relied upon. 

The SCIEN'rn'lC AM��RICAN is published weekly in a lorm 
suitable for binding, each number containing sixteen pages of letter .. 
press, with nUmerous illustrations, making a yearly volume of 832 
pa�es of uoeful matter not contained in any other paper. 

Terms. 
To mail subscribers : Two Dollara a Yeal', or One Dollar for Six 

Months. One Dollar llUYS for one complete volume of 416 T1aged ; 
two volumes comprise one year. The volumes commence on the fu't!t 
of JANUARY and JULY. Club Rates. 

Five Copies, for Six Months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . $4 
Ten Copies, lor Six Months . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .  $8 
Teu Copies, for Twelve Months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15 
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Twenty Copies, for r.rwclve Mon ths . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  $28 

For all clubs of 1'wenty and over� the yearly subscription is on 1,. 
$1 40. Names can be sent in nt dtfferent times and from differen!; 
P08t�offices. Specimen copies wil l be sent gratia to any part of th'.:� 
country. 

Southern, Western and Cnnndi.'\u money or Post..offiee atamp09 taken a.t par for 8ub8�l'iptions. Canadian subscribers will please t6 
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